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Chapter 1

The Rationale for Community Shares

"Community Shares' is the name of a program in which Portland

corporations and public employers contract with the Child Care

Coordinating Council (4-C) a non-profit agency tc provide child care

information, advice and consultation, referral, resource development,

planning, and seminars as well as evaluation of employee child care needs.

Formerly financed by the State of Oregon, 4-C lost its public funding

during a period of budget cutting. Community Shares then, was an

experiment in developing alternative financing from public and private

employers for a needed human service.

It had to be done on a large scale. The idea was for 40 or more

employers to purchase child care information services for their

employees, with ti-i; effect of underwriting a metropolitan resource

service by their collective action. When all of the company "shares" were

added together, a city-wide service would result that could not have been

accomplished solely through public or philanthropic funding.

Two Federal grants, supplemented by community support, made it

possible to develop and launch Community Shares. ihe first grant in

January 1963, "Employer-Based Child Care Information," from the

Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, Office of Human

Development Services, Department of Health and Human Services,

established the ng," `-'!" Community Shares in a credible way through a

careful survey of employees from 33 companies and agencies. The secono

vart awarded in October 1983 by the Office of Planning and Evaluation,

A
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Department of Health and Human Services, underwrote the marketing of

Community Shares to the business community and provided an opportunity

eY,plore its feasibility as an alternative mechanism for financing a

human service. Other contributions crucial to the success of the effort

are described in Chapter 2.

This report presents a description of "Community Shares" as an

experiment in alternative financing. The report discusses the program's

rationale and underlying assumptions, and assesses its feasibility based

on evidence from the Portland experience In an era of increasing interest

in employer-supported initiatives related to child care, this report

illuminates both the potential benefits and the limitations of such an

approach to developing a comprehensive community service.

The present chapter states the rationale for the approach and policy

Community Shares represents. The rationale includes the argument

for a community program of child care information, referral and resource

development, and the argument for corporate support of such a service

Chapter 2 presents an historical overview of the development of

Community Shares. The chapter describes the community support that was

mobilized for the program and the specifics of the effort to market the

program.

Chapter 3 describes the results, identifying which companies agreed to

participate and which factors were important in their decisions.

Chapter 4 concludes the report by discussing major issues encountered

in gaining corporate support, with a special focus on the strengths and

limitations of community shares as human service policy.



The Rationale for Community Shares

Community Shares rests on two major assumptions: 1) investment in a

community-wide child care information service is sound policy; and 2) for

employers to underwrite the cost for such a service is appropriate policy.

The case. for underwriting a child care information service with

empl)yer support is a strong one. Companies need employees.. and

employees have families. Without families, society would be without a

full and productive work force. Yet in order to work, families must

arrange child care. This they do as best they can with the resources they

have. Most manage the feat well, but for many the task is difficult. Few

family responsibilities have greater daily consequences either for stress

or well being than do child care responsibilities consequences which

also reach the work place in the form of loss of time, morale, and

productivity.

Yet the country is divided over the issue of how, or even whether,

responsibility for child care or for the cost of child care should be shared

by family, employer, community, and government. This report does not

address the question of whether the family should pay for child care

itself, whether it should be subsidized by employers, or whether society

should provide care as a public service for reasons similar to those for

universal education. Whichever position one takes on who should pay for

child care, one policy option is worthy of consideration because

potentially it can benefit all parties, while remaining modest in cost. A

community ^.an create a system that supports employees and their

families in their effort to find and arrange the kind of child care they

want their children to have.



In most communities, the lack of such a syst9m along with the absence

of its principal ingredient information is a major barrier to the

development of affordable child care which is widely available and readily

accessible. Employers need information about their employees; employees

need information about resources; current and potential providers need

information about child care demand, planning agencies need information

about where to develop resources; and United Ways, community

foundations, public funding agencies, and employers all need information

in order to establish funding priorities.

Two views about the economics of child care probably prevent

communities from doing more than they do. First, it is said that people

can find child care; they just can't afford it. Therefore, people don't need

information, referral, and planned resource development; they need child

care subsidies. Second, it is said by funding agencies that to respond to

all of the day care needs that are asserted would cost far more than

political realities permit. Therefore, funding agencies have refrained

from allocating dollars to day care until they know how to set priorities.

Many employers also view their options in all-or-nothing extremes, as it

there were no options short of paying for expensive benefits.

These views are two sides of the same coin. They ignore the fact that

part of the apparent need for child care in a community is due to d serious

lack of information. Without minimizing the difficulty that low-income

families have trying to pay for child core, it is clear that one way -- one

important way a community can meet day care needs is simply to

improve the availability and accessibility of child care resources by

4 10



assisting all interested parties with the information they need for the

decisions they have to make. Resources unknown are resources

unavailable. For employees who are child care consumers, difficulty

finding child care is a real problem widespread and often stressful for

the family. For them, an information service is a real service.

Information is necessary also for planning and implementing programs

designed to stimulate the development of resources and make them

accessiule. Most communities have not paid attention to the possibility

that a root cause of difficulty arranging child care may be that the child

care market does not work well.

An active program to stimulate a well-functioning, efficient, Mequate

day care market significantly benefits society in many ways. The benefits

include the following:

parents have greater freedom of choice as child care consumers and

en easier time finding child care. Experiencing less stress and having a

greater range of options, parents make arrangements that are more

convenient, manageable, and appropriate to family life and their children's

needs. (Em len, 1970; 1972; 1974; 1982).

Children benefit when the crisis is taken out of finding child care

and optimum arrangements are made for them.

Child care providers have a more predictable market with enough

customers and thus are able to sustain their interest and their ability to

provide care. Accordingly they will tend to remain in the market as

resources. (Ruopp & Travers, 1982; AIR, 1981).

An adequate supp'ty of providers creates competition and distributes

demand over a wider range of supply, offering a wider price range and

helping to keep child care affordable for parents.



Distributing demand across an adequate suni5ly of providers also

tends to curb the pressure to overcrowd existing resources, maintaining

morn favorable, adult-child ratios with fewer numbers of children in a

setting. (Em len, 1974, Fosburg,1981).

Family day care is made more visible and accessible to employees,

and the isolation of these providers is overcome.

Development of care to meet demand contributes to an adaptive chiic

care market that can keep pace with the changing characteristics of the

working population. (Fosburg, 1981).

Employers and the economy are afforded a stable and productive

workforce. Reduced family stress in finding child care and having a

satisfactory arrangement make working easier, thereby reducing

absenteeism end other workplace difficulties. (Emlen, 1982; Emlen and

Koren, 1984).

Employers are under less pressure to finance unnecessarily expensive

facilities that benefit a limited number of employees.

For these reasons, programs to provide child care information, referral,

and resource development have become widely recognized as needed and

valLable (AIR, 1979; Levine, 1980; Catalyst, 1983; Burud, 1984). However,

they suffer from serious limitations as a mechanism for improving the

child care market. These limitations could be the Achilles heel of the

service and must be addressed.

One limitation concerns the ;irmted number of providers who are listed.

"iarecteristically, in most cities employees are twice as likely to use

"family day care", that is, homes which Etre found informally in the

neignborhood, as they are child care centers. Yet information and referral

programs are more likely to 'ist the supply of center care and to maintain

6
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limited capacity for making referrals to family day care homes which

remain unlicensed, unregistered, and unknown to agencies, although the

quality of their child care compares favorably to care in listed facilities

(Fosberg, et al, 1981; Emlen, 1980) . A refural service that listed more

than a fifth of the family day care actually used by employees probably

would be unusual.

This means that a child care information service cannot marshal the

supply to meet the demand, unless they have an active component devoted

to finding and recruiting new child care resources on a continuing basis.

Though centralized, the telephone service probably must be linked to a

variety of informal, neighborhood networks in order to generate the needed

supply of resources.

Another limitation concerns screening providers. A child care referral

service is caught on the horns of a dilemma regarding the quality of care

that parents, employers and the community expect from listed resources.

On the one hand, parents want and expect assurance of quality care; get the

more they rely on such assurance, the greater the risks, since the parents

themselves are a crucial force in selection and in the regulatory process.

Also, licensed facilities provide no guarantee of quality or even protection

from child abuse. A child care referral service must have a philosophy and

mechanism for dealing with standards, screening, complaints, and

liability. If these functions are not provided by government, they must be

provided by the referral service.

Community Shares prepared to address these critical issues, as well as

other questions that employers might raise.



The Case for Empower Support of Child Care Information Services

In some quarters, the case for employer support of any child care

service seems obvious to some, yet the business community is skeptical.,

and understandably so. Employers are bombarded by hype and strong

opinions on all sides of the question. Some advocates advise employers to

establish expensive benefits, such as on-site centers, or other direct

subsidies of child care, while other constituencies strongly object to such

subsidies, raising concerns about costs, fairness, and abdication of family

responsibility. Therefore, the purpose of the Portland's employee survey

was to address the deep skepticism of employers and to make a balanced

analysis of the nature and extent of employee need regarding chiid care

and its consequences for work. Our app..ach was not to ask employees

what they wanted, but what they were actually doing Then we analyzed

the type of child care they used and the difficulties they experienced at

home and at work.

The study findings were important in making the case for community

shares because difficulty finding child care emerged as the most frequent

and acute difficulty employees encountered and as the most pivotal in

explaining workplace effects such us absenteeism and perceived stress.

These findings appear in the report, Hard to Find and Difficult to Manage:

The Effects of Child Care on the Workplace which was presented to

employers at a forum on March 1, 1984. Briefly, the evidence was the

following:

59% of all women employees with children under 12 reported that

finding child care was difficult. We asked about other difficulties, but

8 1 4
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difficulty finding care stood out among the difficulties perceiver! far

greater, by twice, than the perception of the employer's personnel

practices as making things difficult.

Those who did report difficulty finding child care were the same

parents who made unsatisfactory arrangements and who had difficulty

maintaining arrangements. They also tended to report more stress related

to child care.

38% of employed mothers planned to change their arrangemmeras in

the near future.

28% of employed mothers and 15 percent of employed fathers were

relying on older brothers and sisters or on the children themselves as the

child care arrangement for children under 12. Not all of these

arrangements were unsatisfactory by any means, but many of these

parents expressed worry and concern and, as a group, they show:?. t.,

highest levels of dissat'.Tfaction with their arrangements. Employees

using day care, such as centers or family day care, were &most twice as

likely to be satisfied with their arrangements a difference of 35%. The

"care by child" group (i.e., self care or sibling care, latchkey children by

themselves or with an older brother or sister) had higher absenteeism

rates. Vet reliance on children prevailed despite income not for lack of it.

"Care by child" increased, not decreased, with higher family incomes. If it

wasn't lack of income then what was it? These parents reported the

greatest difficulty finding child care, suggesting that they could not think

of a better alternative or discover one in the community, or get their

children to use it.

9



e Those employees who relied on their own children for child care

experienced the highest absenteeism rates We defined absenteeism as

ail loss of time for any reason and we measured four kinds the number

of days missed, times late, time left early, and times interrupted during

the day which employees reported for the previous four weeks.

For example, consider the number of days missed an annualized

average number of days per year. Employed fathers having a wife or other

adult at home missed eight days per year. Their 6 -day per year average

was nearly comparable to that of men employees having no children at all.

But employed parents of either sex (mothers and fathers) whose child care

arrangement was an older brother or sister or whose children were looking

after themselves reported absenteeism rates of 13 days per year. That is

a difference of 5 days per year on the average between having an adult at

home to provide care and relying on the kids. This is an average for on

entire category of employees. Although the incidence is relatively high,

the frequency per individual is low. Absenteeism due to child care tends

not to run to extremes as much as from other sources such as alcoholism.

Child care related differences in lateness and interruptions were for

more pronounced than for days missed, especially for children a'. home by

themselves, who tended to call their mothers.

Men's absenteeism rates are lower than women's, because they carry

fewer child care responsibilities. The women make the men's low rates

possible. The daily management of child care is done predominantly by

mothers, even when they are employed. Not just the single mothers who

must do it all, but also the, married mothers who still do most of it the

finding of child care, the arrangements, transportation, taking calls, and

tending a sick child. These findings are evidence that fathers share some



--

of the parental responsibilities but only secondarily. And 52% of the men

employees and 57% of the women employees had an employed spouse.

Absenteeism due to child care difficulties is not necessarily bad nor

even necessarily directly related to loss of productivity. Many employees

may compensate for time lost and have higher morale when they have some

flexibility to deal with family emergencies.

The survey also asked employees whether, in the past four weeks, they

had experienced any worry or stress related to several areas of life

including child care, their personal health, and the job. Child care stress

reached significant proportions, though it was less then stress from job or

family finances. Forty-seven percent of employed mothers and 28% of the

fathers reported recent stress related to child care.

Finally, we concluded that the findings did support the Community

Shares solution, that is, that companies individually and collectively

should contract for child care information services.

An additional pragmatic reason was that in Portland, as in many cities,

child care information and resource services were poorly funded, lacking

state, city, county, or United Way funds. Without employer support, the

city would go without such a service. Employees and their employers

YYUUIU LI Lilt pi unary beneficiaries of such a city-wide service.

Secondarily, social ager -ies would also purchase service for the clientele

they serve, such as family assistance recipients looking for work,

al tnough this population is small compared to the workforce.

Community Shares effectively provided an employee benefit for which

each company (or agency) could contract, based on a decision about the

value of the service to that company. It was not promoted as a charitable

17
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contribution. No individual employer &one could afford to underwrite the

cost of a city-wide commumiy er vit-e, out togetner a sufficient number

contracting at the some time could make their shares add up to e
community service.

That, then, was the rationale behind Community Shares. We turn now to

what actually happened.



Chapter 2

The Portland Marketing Effort

The centerpiece of the marketing strategy for Community Shares was

a forum for prospective sponsors held on March 1, 1984. In style and

substance, it was geared to the corporate world. This formal event

conveyed child care as an employee productivity issue and emphasized the

Community Shares concept as a solution which was modest in cost.

careful attention was given to the selection of companies, to inviting key

people within each company, to publicity, and printed materials, and to

details of the event itself. Preparation for the forum began in October

1983 with the assistance of an experienced marketing and public relations

firm, Pihas, Schmidt, Westerdahl, as well The Studio Group, a firm

excelling in graphic design. Presented below are the main ingredients of

the marketing effort which preceded the forum.

Selection of Companies

A total of 442 Portland businesses and public employers were invited

to the forum. Their selection was based on a number of criteria. First, an

attempt was made to include a wide-range of industries as well as focus

on those most likely to participate. One-quarter of the invitees were

involved in wholesale trade, 22% in services, 14% in retail trade, 13% in

13
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manufacturing, 13% in finance, insurance and re& estate, and 12% in

transportation, communications and utilities. Many employers represented

industries with a high proportion of female employees; 24 were hospitals

or other medical services, 45 were restaurants or hotel/restaurant

combinations, and 13 were general merchandise or apparel stores.

Companies recognized as leaders in the community were particularly

chosen. /

Company size was another important factor, recognizing that economy

of scale would make the service most attractive to large employers. A

total of 293 businesses, or two-thirds, had more than 100 employees. The

largest was Tektronix with nearly 15,000 employees, followed by a group

with a workforce of 4,000-5,000 each. On the other end of the spectrum

were small firms with 50-100 employees. It is noteworthy that 43 of

Portland's 50 largest private employers were invited.

A third factor in the selection was geographic location. By looking at

business zip codes, companies were selected to encompass all of the

tri-county metropolitan area. Some firms from the metropolitan area

across the Columbia River in Southwest Washington were also included

For some large branch companies, invitations were sent to multiple sites

in different zip code areas.

14
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Invitations to the forum were signed by two well-known chief

executive officers and a labor leader and sent to the chief executive and

personnel/benefits, or human resource officers of each company. See Box

2.1. The approach was to work both up and down the management structure

and convey the survey findings, the elem 'wits of the community service and

the idea of Community Shares as an employee benefit. Positive responses

indicating an interest in Community Shares were received from about

two-fifths of the companies.

Publicity Before the Event

Following a luncheon held for chief executive officers of 22 Portland

companies in June 1983, several press and media stories appeared on

employer-based child care and the related research. In the weeks prior to

the main event, an active media build-up was undertaken to further public

awareness and support. Key print and broadcast people were notified and a

meeting was arranged with the editorial board of the Oregonian, Portland's

metropolitan newspaper. Local ant) congressional leaders were also

apprised. Contact was made with several disaffected child care agencies

which felt left out and apprehensive about competition for corporate

support, and their Lunyerns were heart) privately before the forum Both

15
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Box 2. 1 : Invitation to Forum

CHILD CARP'S PRODUCIWITY:

11-1EWORKTORCE PARTNERSHIP

Dear Fellow Executive:

Odd Cce Coonflosive Carnal
tIKI SE Mkt
ftrimclaW
(JC6)

=LIlesords laosaar
ae UnNersty

ardindan

Two weeks ago we invited you to attend the conference, "Child Care and Employee
Productivity: The Work Force Nrtnership". The conference will be held on
Thursday, Mlrch 1st, at the Mayfair Room of the Westin Benson. At this time we
will review the results of a major local study delineating the impact of employee
child care needs upon important elements of productivity in the workplace.

Enclosed is a brochure which more fully outlines who will be participating that
day and the topics each will address. We know what it means to ask a busy
executive to carve one and one-half hours out of d day for another meeting.
However, this will be an especially profitable meeting when you learn of the
financial impact the study's recommendations could have on your company. Follow-
ing the meeting will be a hosted reception at which time panelists will be
available to answer additional questions not covered in the formal session.

If you are unable to attend personally, we would esk that you send a designated
representative who is responsible for personnel or human resource matters in
your company. Portfolios with the full survey results, a problem description,
and the proposed solution are being prepared for each company in attendance
that day.

Oregon prides itself on being first in many areas. The business community's
response to this study and its recommendations may well lead the way for others
across thn nation.

Best Regards,

ALA-1- d.L...se

Robert H. Short
Chairman of the Board
Chief Executive Officer
Portland General Electric Company

Nellie Fox
Director of Legislation

Political Education
Oregon AFL-CIO

Daniel 0. Wagste
Sr. 'lice President b Regional Manager

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
of Oregon

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Alandmark
snails of nu we titan 8.000

eitiploye.e. from 33 Portland ntctropotlicut
area companics and agencies has detrminekl
that st /es!, and absenteeism related to child
kale warrant attention by the Port land business
o inrnynit: lbu are invited to participate in
a Conference focusing upon a community
approach to the child care issues facing
employers nationwide.

The findings indicate that while many
emploees with children manage well most of
the time. sixty percent report difficulty finding
or maintaining adequate child care. The study
reveals how directly employee stress and absen-
teeism relates to family resources and the daily
responsibility for managing child care
arrangements.

The Conference will address the full find-
ings of the studs; define the issues raised and
propose a cost effective, innovative solution
Portland area firms have an opportunity to
develop a model pro gmm which may be
emulated in other urban communities.

THE VliSTIN.BENSONMAYFAIR ROOM
Tl WRSDAY. MARCH 1ST 400 6 Cv..) PM

A1TE'I)ANCE BY INVITATION

AA.-kklA.
A

CONFERENCE AGENDA

Velcome and Opening Ren wits-400
Kay Thran, Special Assistant to the
Governor fbr Affirmative Action

The Ilusioess of Public/Private Partnerships
The I ionorahle Victor At iyeli
Governor, State of Oregon

-The National Impact of a Local Study''
Richard Schlaff,
Office of Private Sector Initiatives,
The White House

"I lard to Find and Difficult to Manage: the
Effects of Child Care on the Visorkplace-

Dr. Arthur C. Emlen
Director, Regional Research Institute for
I luman services
Por,land State University

-The Elements of & )lut ion-
Robert C. Shoemaker
President. The Portland City Club

-The Solution in Action-
Kay Stepp
Vice PresidentHuman Resources
Portland General Electric Company

Daniel O. Wagster
Senior Vice President and Regional Manager
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Oregon

Questions to the Panel-5:00
Leslie Faught
Director, Child Care Coordinating Council

Kay Thran, Moderator
Stay to Enjot a Hosted Reception-5 30

,
...:,,,.,k,0 . 4, t..-,- t.. . 11. 'a
111111.111111111.4assem

OM OM ail. ila 1.1 11111.1111111111::: :::41,A ANIIIMIIIIIIIIINNII 1.11111101111Bar
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Leslie Fought and Arthur Emlen appeared on local talk shows to explain

community &Pres and the related research.

The publicity before the event was important for two reasons. First, it

had the obvious function of raising the awareness and interest of business

leaders and allowed them to become comfortable with this new .dea.

Given that the decisionmaking in some companies actually occurs from the

bottom up, a second purpose was to reach working parents, supervisors,

and others who might influence company decsionmakers. This two-pronged

epproach characterized the media build-up.

The Forum

The forum entitled "Child Care and Employee Productivity: The

Workforce Partnership" was held on March 1, 1984 in Portland's

Westin-Benson Hotel from 4-6 p.m. Governor Atiyeh, designated as

keynote speaker, was unable to attend, but in his place, Kay Toren, the

Governors Assistant for Affirmative Action and moderator for the event,

read a statement from the Governor expressing his long-term interest in

public-private partnerships and support for Community Shares as good

business. Representing the White House Council of Private Sector

3.



Initiatives, Patricia Divine-Hawkins read a message from the President

(See Box 2.2) and talked about national trends in employer-based child

care. Following was a presentation of tho local research findings on child

care and the workplace by Arthur Em len. Next, Robert Shoemaker,

President of the City Club of Portland, presented the Community Shares

proposal to company executives. In proposing that compantes purchase a

package of child care information services under the Community Shares

program, Mr. Shoemaker cited a recommendation of a two-year City Club

study which had been adopted in April, 1983, recommending a

computerized 4-C information service. The scheduled start up date for

Community Shares was July 1, 1984; it was requested that decisions be

mile by April 15. Testimonial support followed from Kay Stepp, Vice

President for Human Resources at Portland General Electric and Daniel

Waoster, Chief Executive Officer of Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of

Oregon. Finally, Leslie Fought of 4-C answered questions from the

audience mostly hard-headeu business questions about how many

employees would be likely to use the service.

A packet of printed information resembling a company portfolio was

distributed to attendees. The graphic design by The Studio Group was
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Box 2 2 Message from White House

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Message for Conference Participants

Portland, Oregon March 1, 1984

I appreciate this opportunity to extend my warm
greetings to all those participating in this
conference on Child Care and Employee productivity:
The Workforce Partnership.

Accessible, affordable, quality child care is a
concern for each of us. Portland is emerging as a
national leader in the development of private
sector child care initiatives, in public-private
partnerships, in nationally relevant research, and
in the formulation of innovative models to benefit
employers,'families and the community as a whole.

Last summer, the First Interstate Bank in Portland
and my Advisory Council on private Sector Initiatives
co-sponsored one of the first in a series of luncheons
to inform business leaders about options available to
employers to support working families.

Today's conference represents another milestone in the
partnership between business, the child care community
and federal, state and local government to meet the
challenge of child care for our communities.

I commend your leadership in these endeavors and wish
you continued success.
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professional in appearance. More important were the contents which

covered four areas: the research findings and recommendations entitled

"Hard to Find and Difficult to Manage: The Effects of Child Care on the

Workplace: a Community Shares project description including services,

pricing, benefits, and answers to business concerns (see Box 2.3 for brief

description of services offered under Community Shares); an explanation

of income tax consequences; and a general review of the case for

err,,loyer-based child care information services written by Catalyst a

New York organization providing corporate child care resources. These

printed materials were important as individuals left the forum and began

weighing the advantages and dissadvantages for their particular company.

(See Appendix A for information en wnere to send for these materials.)

A total of 107 representatives from 71 different companies attended

the forum. Additionally, 15 local government leaders or their

representatives were present, four community foundations, and members

of the press. Most companies sent either their personnel or benefits

manager (35 or 49%) or a vice-president or top executive (15 or 21%) as

the highest ranking attendee. Two companies se4 a financial officer,

while 19 companies were represented by others in management.
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Box 2.3 Services Offered by Community Shares

Under Community Shares, the services offered by 4-C would be the
following:

Child Care Referral. Employees could call the 4-C referral office
for child care placements and for assiitaite in making t elections.
A computerized inforniation bank of 4,10,0 listings would be a
key feature of the service. Home, centers, pre-schools, and summer
programs would be listed as well as placements for day, evening,
night, and weekend care.

Facility Screening. With sufficient employer involvement, 4-C
would screen all day care homes as a prerequisite to
listing the facility. Facility screening wouldlOnsure that all
referral listings met reasonable standards. This service would

exceed the state's minimum regulatory requirements.

Information at the Worksite. Computerized listings of child care
t IPS thrrinnhnut thp tri-county area would be made available at

the worksite for employees.

Workshops/Seminars. Employee workshops would deal with child
care resources and the selection of appropriate child care. Groups
could also request specific topics for discussion.

Printed Information. Booklets and other printed materials would be
supplied covering the regulations of child care, selection of child
care, appropriate expectations from a provider, different styles
and philosophies care, maintenance of a positive relationship
with a caregiver, the parents' role as child advocate, and a summary
of local child care-related resources.

a Evaluation of Employe Participation. Portland State University's
Regional Research Institute for Human Services would provide
participating firms with annual evaluations addressing employee
satisfaction with their use of the service.
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The forum was judged a success by participants and observers. Most

importantly, the presentation succeeded in convincing participants that

child care was indeed a business productivity issue and, that Community

Shares was an appropriate solution and a legitimate part of an employee

benefits package. The occasion was marked by a high level of attendance

of benefits managers and top executives (nearly three-quarters of the

business audience), who asked questions which indicated serious interest.

During the discussion period, one personnel manager suggested that unions

he encouraged to recognize this service as a benefit ih labor negotiations.

Several companies expresses an immediate positive response to the

Shares proposal. Crucial to acceptance of child care as an employee

productivity issue were the research data on 33 local companies.

The forum also presented a service package which made good business

sense. It represented a minimal financial outlay for a maximum return.

Fears were alleviated that companies would be asked to subsidize

expensive benefits serving only a few, such as on-site centers. There

were, however, concerns about price. In general, the pricing was perceived

as being too high despite the best efforts to explain the costs of this

labor-intensive service. This perception continued through the negotiation

of individual contracts.

20
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A later chapter of this report discusses more fully the conceptual

issue of presenting child care in business productivity terms and the

service elements of a successful program. However, the forum succeeded

in making the intended presentation to the business community of a

win-win proposition in which they could provide a valuable benefit to

their employees and underwrite a needed community service at the seine

time.

The research findings were convincing and the endorsements by two

major Portland companies were credible and persuasive. The 30 minute

question and discussion period, &though perhaps too short, addr-,::::.ed

business concerns in a forthright manner. The quality of the forum as an

event, including the materials and the speakers, made a positive

impression, justifying the marketing expense.

The Oregonian gave press coverage of the forum, and two days

following the forum, a supporting editorial was published by The

Oregonian. See Box 2.4. The editorial emphasized the importance of the

research linking child care with employee absenteeism and stress, the

need for the service in this community, the economy of the approach for

employers, and its innovativeness. The crucial argument was accepted



that Community Shores should be adopted as a matter of good business.

Other coverage of the event and subsequent press and media stories were

also positive and encouraging, enhancing the community image of 4-C and

of the participating companies. Two subsequent feature stories were

influential -- one in The Downtowner and one in the Business Journal. See

Appendix B. The press has continued to follow the CoMthunity Shares story

and provide sustained coverage.

One month after the forum, a presentation of the Community Shares

concept was made to 23 local child care providers. The audience was

supportive of the program except in one controversial area. By April, 4-C

had made a decision to charge a referral fee to parents from non-

participating companies, marking a departure from 4-C's traditional policy

of providing information free of charge. The fee also marked a departure

from the original Community Shares design. This change was necessary to

gain the involvement of several key firms. These companies were willing

to underwrite the service for their own employees and low-income parents

who could not afford it, but not for those with jobs at competing

companies which declined participation. Center care providers strongly

opposed this new service policy, seeing it an erosion of a true community
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service and as being potentially harmful to their own business. The

conflict illustrates a degree of contradiction between Community Shares

as an employee benefit or dollars-and-cents business decision based on

productivity and a mechanism for establishing universal community

service. This issue will be discussed more fully later.

Follow Up with Promising Companies

The early marketing activities through the March 1 forum in no way

guaranteed widesvead business support. Firms still had to be convinced

of the valtil ^f child care information for their particular company and

presented with individual service packages suited to their employees.

Together, these individual contracts would comprise Community Shores.

Letters and conference materials were sent to those who did not attend

the forum and personal contacts were made with those who did. During

March, a list of prospective companies was developed. Discussions and

proposals followed. Some decisions were mode quickly while others were

slowed by internal decisionmaking and a rellctance by some to be leaders

in adopting this innovative service. For most companies, the decision took

far longer to make than tne original deadline of April 15. One major

23
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hindrance was that decisions about benefits were often tied into annual

budget cycles, in which cases companies could only make a commitment of

long-range interest by July 1.

The effort to engage individual companies and ter 'write:;'.service

contracts was painstaking. Many' detaili of the.ecoritracti5, had to be
.4 .1

,

,9gotiated, the most important being price 11011ttg' insurance., In

nearly every case, price was bargained.., CoMpanici:o:thtis.paidTAes based

;;-4:.,
on the characteristics of their particular work foralinittirOjtOed use,

adjusting the set fee based on fatal numberof eniployeek -gOiiity across

companies was maintained by using a standafd formula butiiiiPlying

this formula to a reduced percentage of users. Several companies decided

to produce the printed material themselves, thus 'reducing costs, and one

large company contracted only for sick child care resources. Another

concern was liability, which 4-C assumed by purchasing a $5 million

professional and general liability insurance policy. The writing of service

contracts lasted well into June for the first group of participants.
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The Decision to Implement Community Shares

By early June 1964, a total of 16 private businesses and one public

employer gave firm decisions to participate. (A list of participants is

presented and analyzed in the next chapter.) With fewer than the

hoped-for 40 participants arid reduced pricing, revenue fell short of the

needed amount by about $50,000 for the July 1 start-up. A supplemental

grant to implement the first phase of Community Shares was awarded by

the Health and Human Services Office of Program .Development. This

phase included the basic information service package, printed materials,

on-site workshops, and consultations by child development specialists at

4-C. It did not include the quality screening of listed child care facilities,

a component which was dependent on aoditional funding.

During the Spring marketing effort, 4-C geared up to meet the

demands of Community Shares by implementing an automated information

system which listed about 1400 family day care and 300 center care

'nations plus other specialized facilities. In its initial form, the system

used an Ohio Scientific microcomputer with multiuser capabilities, and

software developed by a local firm. With this system, a computer search
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took no longer than one minute, &though the usual response time to a

user's request for information took longer because staff checked out

current availability and called the user back.

To further the 6iMS of Community Shares, 4-C applied for two

additional .grants during the marketing phase, and these were awarded by

late summer. The first grant, awarded by the Fred Meyer Charitable Trust

in the amount of $200,000 over three years, was intended to support a

program for screening family day care facilities. A minimum quality

standard would be established and only those facilities meeting this

standard would be included in the 4-C listing. The second grant, awarded

by ACYF in the amount of $40,000, involved actively increasing the

accessibility of family day care supply in Portland neighborhoods,

recognizing that there are many potential family day core resources which

ore untapped and unlisted with the information service.

Further Marketing after July 1.

A n?,, phase in the marketing was planned for the remainder of 1984

and early 1985 in order to reach substantially increased numbers of

companies and agencies. A press conference was held October 17, to
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acknowledge accomplishments and draw attention to the need to expand

the base of participants in Community Shares. Presentations were made by

Governor Victor Atiyeh and Congressman Ron Wyden, Governors Assistant

Kay Toren, Portland State University Professor Arthur Emlen, 4-C Director

Leslie Faught, and representatives of the participating companies.

The marketing activities will need to be a continuing function. While it

is too soon to report on this second phase, it is complicated by the fact

that the program is now in operation and companies are gaining experience

with it. The community is in the process of evaluating that experience and

future marketing depends on the success of the program. As pert of that

evaluation, the Regional Research Institute for Human Services conducted

a survey of how employees who used the service perceived it. See

Appendix D, as well as the discussion in Chapter 4.

Marketing in the second phase was further complicated by a 4-C

decision to increase sharply the rates to be charged participating

companies the second year. This decision was necessitated by recognition

that the beginning contracts were a losing proposition and that increased

numbers of subscribers would bankrupt the service unless the rates were

raised. Initial corporate reactions to this move ranged from mild
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indignation to cries of manipulation. Subsequently, however, companies

expressed their acceptance and understanding, and company demand for the

service was sustained at the higher roles, except for two companies that

withdrew after the first year for oth6r reasons. This and other issues

will be discussed in Chapter 4. Next, in Chapter 3, we will describe the

companies that participated and their response to the initial marketing.



Chapter 3

The First Participants and Their Decisions to Join

As of July 1, 1984, a total of 16 companies and one major public

employer (City of Portland) had agreed to participate in Community Shares.

The participants were, in order of their involvement, the following

companies:

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan

Portland General Electric

Stoel, Rives, Bo ley and Wyse (donation)

Burger King (donation)

NERCO

Good Samaritan Hospital & Medical Center

Nike (donation)

Standard Insurance

U.S. Bancorp

Pacific Power and Light

Tektronix -Wi 1 sonvi 11 e

City of Portland
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IBM (under contract with a national service, Work/Family Directions)

First Interstate Bank

Georgia Pacific

Arthur Andersen

Pendleton Woolen Mills

Another group of firms, numbering 10, were those interested but who

could not make a decision by the end of June due to internal difficulties or

labor negotiations:

Southwest Washington Hospitals

Pacific Telecommunications

Veterans Medical Center

Industrial Indemnity

First For West Corporations

Oregon Nurses Asso elation

Lattice Semiconductor

Tri-Met (public transportation)

Tektronix-Corporate Headquarters

The Oregonian

Still another group of 11 were interested in the service as a long-range

prospect:
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Northwest Marine Iron Works

wake, rim:flu. and Towne

St. Vincent's Hospital

RFD Publications

Hew li tt-Packard

KPTV

Ticor Title Insurance Company

For West Federal Bank

ESCO Corporation

Bank of California

Pacific Northwest Bell

Finally, there were 16 firms who were followed-up but chose not to

participate:

Blue Cross

Fred Meyer

Farmers Insurance

Massachusetts Mutual

St. Paul Marine and Fire Insurance

American Data Service

Montgomery Ward
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Jantzen

International Paper

Emanuel Hospital

Oregon First Bank

Schnitzer Steel Products

Westin-Benson Hotel

United Grocers

Auto Club of Oregon

Leopold and Stevens

Thus, out of a total of 55 prospective firms, 39 showed interest either

by joining or expressing an interest in future participation.

Table 3.1 presents a comparison of companies at different stages of

the marketing effort. The original group of 442 invited to the forum

represented a range of both siz^ and industry type. As the self-selection

process occurred through the July 1 decision, there were differences. For

the 71 businesses initially interested enough to attend the forum, there

was a disproportionately high share of large companies with more than

500 employee:,, 50% of the attendees vs. 15% of all invited. Companies in

services and finance or insurance were overrepresented at the forum while



the wholesale and retail trade groups were underrepresented. The final

decision to participate either now or in the future revealed 39 companies

with an even higher proportion of large firms -- 22 or 6358 with more then

500 in the workforce, 15 of which had more than 1,000 workers. Those

participating or with long-range interest were concentrated in

manufacturing, services, and finance or insurance followed by

transportation and utilities.

The participants and those otherwise interested in Community Shares

included many of Portland's largest companies, some recognized as

industry leaders, and some with a reputation of progressive management.

Among the nine in service industries, five were hospitals with workforces

of between one and four-thousand, about three-quarters women. The list

also included a public employer (City of Portland) with 3,500 employees,

major utilities and public transportation, Oregon's two largest banks and

other financial institutions, electronics and high-tech manufacturers, and

others. Noticeably absent from the list were Portland's large retail

chains, with workforces numbering in the thousands and as many as 75%

women, and the large hotel/restaurant complexes also having many female

employees.
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TABLE 3.1

A Comparison of Companies et
Different Stages of Community Shares

October 1983: March 1984: July 1984:
Invited to Attending Participants or
the Forum the Forum Future Interest

Number of Companies

Company size

442 71 39

51-100 employees 31 10 0
101-250 40 25 23
251-500 13 15 6
>500 15 50 63

99% 100% 102%

Type of Industry
Wholesale Trade 25 12 8
Services 22 35 23
Retail Trade 15 4 3
Financeilnsurance 13 23 21
Manufacturing 13 12 28
Trans./Commilitil. 12 14 18

100% 1006 101%

% With Multiple Sites 65 72 83

Note: Cases with missing data excluded in the computation of percentages.
Percentages not adding to 100 due to rounding error.
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Thus.. although size of the workforce was an important correlate of

participation, it did not explain everything. Other more subtle factors

were also at work. Among them were the general state of

management-labor relations in different industries, personnel policies of

individual firms and how they view their employees, and a company's sense

of its role in comm. lity affairs. As it turned out, the decision to

participate was complex and not always consistent with expectations. For

example, a high female proportion of the workforce was not consistently

related to participation or interest.

Wide variation existed in the amount of time and effort needed to

convince individual companies to join in Community Shares. A few

companies responded immediately to the forum with unsolicited calls to

4-C expressing interest in the idea, while others required a persistent

effort just short of a hard-sell approach. Most fell somewhere in between

these two extremes. The general procedure following the forum included

meetings between benefits executives and Leslie Fought, internal

meetings and proposals from some companies, a proposal by 4-C to each

company, and one to several rounds of negotiating a service contract. The

contact person was almost always the top benefits executive, with input

from personnel committees, labor unions, the chief executive officer, and

other staff.
35
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In selling Community Shares, the two concepts were discussed

business productivity and community service. More emphasis was given

to the first. This followed the central theme of the forum and the fact

that company decisions were assigned to the human resources and benefits

executives rather than to the chief executive for a decision based on

broader community considerations. For many companies, the research

data on 33 local firms (some of which later became participants) were

important in the business productivity argument. In no case were the

research findings the sole reason for joining, but the hard data did

convince many who were favorably inclined.

Although the most prominent selling point was employee productivity,

it was by no means the only reason which propelled companies to join.

Beyond the dollars and cents concerns, some companies were very much

motivated by the corporate self-image they wished to promote. Nike, for

example, stated publicly that it was striving to live up to its reputation as

a progressive company with a concern for employee needs. It viewed

itself as being on the cutting edge of new solutions to a recognized

community problem.1 Community Shares, with its high visibility,

I See "Care Plan Still Stepchild of Business." Portland, Oregon: The

Business Journal, Vol. 1, no. 8, April 23, 1984.
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certainly afforded Nike and others like it the opportunity to enhance this

image. Nike also illustrates the appeal of the concept to companies with a

human relations style of manugement. For example, Nike decided later not

to contract for the service, but did contribute in order to show their

support. Portland General Electric, in its testimonial presentation at the

forum, expressed the same concern with the general well-being of

employees. Joe Angel, chief exeuctive of the Burger King in Portland,

contributed because he wanted his employees to know that he supported

the service. Other companies which were in a position of competing for

talented people recognized this benefit as an incentive for attracting new

employees.

Another compelling reason for some companies was a view of this

benefit as a bargaining tool in labor negotiations, or in ;iome cases, direct

pressures from labor unions. In his opening remarks at the forum, the CEO

from Kaiser Foundation Health Plan portrayed his company as being "goaded

into action" by union and labor market demands. Union interests played a

part in Pacific Northwest Bell's decision also. After initially rejecting

the service at corporate neauquarters in 6eattie, a strong letter !tom the

telephone worker's union instigated a reconsideration, and the service

was eventually adopted. Collective bargaining was a consideration in
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decisions not to participate until after bargaining sessions unfolded. One

executive did not wish to volunteer a benefit in advance.

The decisions by the charter members to join occurred over a period of

four months. Their order of buying into Community Shares is shown in the

first list at the beginning of this chapter. Knowing which other companies

had agreed to join was a major factor for many in their final decision. The

courageous early leaders were crucial in winning the next few, and so on.

For example, one corporation was favorably inclined after hearing of Nike's

impending participation. The chief executive officer of another company

agreed to join only with three other specific companies with which he was

associated as a member of their boards of directors. Key people and

companies frequently were catalysts for others resulting in a momentum

which brought Community Shares to life. The major thrust of the

marketing effort after July 1 was to use this first wave to influence

others and create a solid base of corporate support.

For a number of firms, it was mid-year in their budget cycle after

benefits decisions had already been made. They were not able to join

immediately. Many companies, of course, chose not to participate either

now or in the future. Some did not see the service as valuable to the
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company as a whole or necessary to employees. For some, the workforce

and the number of women employees, or employees with children, were too

small. For others, a "no" decision was made unilaterally at corporate

headquarters. One large metropolitan hospital decided on an on-site day

care center over the Community Shares option. Al."Iough it was never

anticipated that the services offered by 4-C would catch on instantly, the

idea was new and many businesses simply took a wait and see attitude.

Nevertheless, the initial level of private sector support was encouraging

and the momentum generated by the early companies warranted embarking

on the venture.

The decision to join was a difficult one for many. Community shares

was a new kind of employee benefit to consider. The decision took time.

Some firms had policies that overlapping committees had to consider;

others had to wait until the next budget cycle. Usually adoption of the

service did not rest with a single decision maker, and sometimes internal

disagreements had to be resolved first. The CEO was by no means the

single or key decision maker, and there was no established decision

making process for considering child care policies and benefits. The

process was further protracted in divisional companies, where first they

had to determine at which level (corporate or division) this particular
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decision should he made. Secondly, the decision to join entailed great

risks for those charged with the responsibilities. The concept was

untested. Because it represented a new kind of benefit, executives were

not going to accept it on broad values without a thorough examination from

e benefits perspective. The reputations of benefits executive were on the

line, and they proceeded with caution et each level.

This close scrutiny of Community Shares from a benefits perspective

had one major unanticipated consequence for 4-C. Several companies were

unwilling to pay for en employee benefit that could be obtained et no cost

by employees from non-participating companies , and 4-C made a change in

policy whereby 4-C would no longer provide information and referral

services free of charge to the community.

As contract discussions progressed, they focused largely on very

practical issues involving money and negotiation of price and insurance.

Often, even after the fiscal agreements had been reached, fine points of

indemnification took center stage, involving questions about who would or

would not sue whom and under what circumstances. The contracting phase

involved costly attorneys' fees, and sometimes insurance issues

threatened 4-C's ability to contract at all. One large corporation

withdrew, for example, when 4-C would not agree to holding exclusive

liability .
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Several factors were identified as making a positive contribution in

gaining corporate support. First, personalities were a force in

themselves during the marketing process. Executives responded well to

Leslie Fought, 4-C's Executive Director. She was professional in a way

that fit in well with the business community. Both she and her

organization were flexible and responsive in developing individual service

packages. There were, additionally, strong personalities from the

corporate world, some sitting on several company boards, who influenced

their peers. The support of the early leaders influenced the next few and

each successive wave added to the momentum. Community Shares gained

credibility as more and more blue-ribbon companies joined in. Important

here is the fact that two such companies had actually used the 4-C service

for one to two years and were willing to speak of its worth. 4-C and

Community Shares held the respect and support of the City Club of

Portland, a group already respected by the business community. Finally,

Community Shares addressed several different areas of need and was

appealing from a number of perspectives. Employee productivity,

absenteeism, and stress were bottom-line issues. Participating

companies also recognized that they were fulfilling a community need and

strengthening the human resources of their own corporations by creating a
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significant new employee benefit. We conclude that the first phase

marketing of Community Shares was sufficiently successful to

demonstrate the feasibility of winning corporate support , and the quality

of the list bodes well for continued efforts to widen corporate

participation. However, given this description of the marketing effort and

results, we turn now to an analysis of some of the major issues that face

this kind of program.
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Chapter 4

Major Issues

The Portland experiment with Community Shares faced a series of

major issues, any one of which could have been its undoing. The

feasibility of the Community Shares approach, i.e., widespread employer

contracting for child care information, referral, and resource development,

depended on how these issues were resolved. They were:

1) Does the Community Shares address a need that is of critical

importance to employers?

2) Is Community Shares an employee benefit or a community

service? Can it be both?

3) Is Community Shares generally applicable to all sizes and kinds of

companies or organizations?

4) What is the right price to charge for the service?

5) Exactly what is being purchased? What are the essential elements

of the service?

6) What outcomes should be expected from the service? How should

the service be evaluated?

7) Where does Community Shares fit in the larger picture of employee

benefits and child care services, as an option for employer support?
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Each of these issues is discussed in turn.

I) Does the Community Shares address a real need that is of

critical importance to employers?

Chapter 1 addressed the rationale for Community Shares which in part

was based on findings from the survey of Portland employees. Most

important about the employee survey was the approach. It did not ask

employees to state their needs nor to state what they thought management

should provide. Rather, the survey examined current family

circumstances, child care, and workplace behaviors; and analyzed the

relationship between difficulties experienced at home and at work. As a

result, employers felt that the survey provided them with credible

evidence of how the child care situations of employees affected their

work. The survey established some of the basic assumptions underlying

the need for the service about which many employers had fundamental

doubts.

2) Is Community Shares an employee benefit ors community

service? Can it be both?

Community Shares was conceptualized as a two-sided argument to win

corporate support. The marketing was purposely designed to appeal to
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As it turned out these two sides of the argument were at odds with

one another. Companies were pleased to contribute to a larger community

purpose, if it made good business sense. They were wining to sponsor the

service for their employees and even for others who could not afford it.

However, benefit managers from a number of companies balked at carrying

the weight for companies that did not participate. In ez,s?--- --"

"Why should our company pay, if the company down the street does not, yet

their employees can still call up 4-C and get a free referral?" In response

to this pressure, 4-C agreed to charge employees from companies which

did riot join--$10 per referral or $25 per year, at first. After 6 months a

decision was made to raise the rate to $50 for a yearly membership, and

later the practice was discontinued and the telephone service reserved for

employees of participating companies.
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Could Community Shares have been marketed to the business community

based on a charitable appeal to finance it as a community service?

Probably not, for sveral reasons:

An appeal for charitable dollars would have pitted the effort against

the United Way in competition which would not have been politically

feasible.

A charitable appeal probably would not have produced sufficient

funds nor a stable funding base.

The primary reason for developing an alternative funding base was

that United Way and government agencies tend to assign a low pl irlty to

the needs of employees compared to the more urgent needs of the homeless

and poor.

In the long run, Community Shares needs a diversified financing base

that includes all kinds of employers as well as some United Way and

government support to purchase service for those most marginal in

society, those seeking employment, or those making the difficult

transition from welfare to workforce. Although the core concept of

Community Shares as a special kind of employee benefit is probably a

sound ne, the program is also, in fact, a social service that has a

contribution to make in the system of services a community has to
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offer.

Conflicts did arise in the Portland community between 4-C and other

social agencies especially *child care programs and neighborh000d-based

information and referral services. Their perception was that 4-C was

moving to the inside track for corporate dollars at a time when financing

was difficult to obtain. Community Shares appealed to corporations in

part because it offered a "one-call service" for the child care needs of a

broad cross section of the workforce. Employee choice and benefit equity

would be preserved, and employers would not have to deal directly with a

confusing array of child care agencies as resources for their employees.

Corporations seek a simplified way to relate both to community services

providing child care and to community demand for support of services.

The community of agencies providing child care services is preoccupied

with survival, competition for scarce resources, territorial claims,

parochial interests, mutual distrust and long memories of misdeeds. In

this environment, few incentives exist for cooperation, despite a

manifest need for performance of complementary functions, combining

centralized child care planning and neighborhood-based resource

development. However, Community Shares moved to fill a leadership
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came from a survey of 150 Portland companies reporting orcthe ctiltd, care

'
options that they had considered and rejected or adopted. In this May 1984- 4

survey by the City Club of Portland, -8), percent .had, net 'Considered

contracting with 4-C for child care informational referral' services', while

6 percent had rejected the idea. Thus, despite nearly two years of effort,

Community Shares still faced an undeveloped market in. which most .

companies had not yet given serious Consideration to an information

service as a benefit option. Those that had, tended to be the larger

companies--companies having a workforce on a scale that calls for

formally organized human resources--and companies in which two-thirds

of the workforce were women. See Appendix C and page 48-a for a

summary of the major findings.
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Table 4.1
City Club Survey of Child Care Options Used by

Portland Employers

Operating
Rejected
or No Plan

Not

Considered
Considered
& Have Plan

Flexible Hours for Child
Care Emergencies 56% 10% 33% 1%

Sick Leave for Family
Illness 43% 22% 35% 0

Flexible Hours for
Regular Child Care 38% 15% 45% 2%

Shared Working Positions 29% 16% 55% 0

Child Care Information
Bulletins 11% 16% 72% 1%

Child Care Information
and Referral Service' 3% 15% 81% 1%

Off-Site Child Care
Facility 1% 18% 80% 1%

On-Site Child Care
Facility 1% 23% 74% 2%

Payment of Child Care in
Lieu of Salary or Other
benefits 1% 10% 79% 1%

Child Care Information and
Referral Service in New
Employee Handbook 2% 13% 82% 3%

Note: "Rejected or No Plan" implemented includes 1) options considered,
but no plan implemented, 2) union discussed options and, 3) options
rejected because of the cost or other reasons.
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The decision to charge employees from non-participating companies

was sensible in recognition of the fact that most of the community's

employees work for small companies. At its present stage of

development, Community Shares markets itself best to larger companies,

leaving other employees very much on their own to learn about the service

from publicity and to contract individually at their own expense. Other

avenues, such as contracting with union groups or associations of small

companies (such as restaurants) also offer possible but as yet untried

methods for reaching and serving the vast pool of employees of small

business. Ultimately, unless the employees of small company size are

reached by one means or another and unless more companies are recruited

in large numbers, Community Shares will underserve significant

populations of employees, and the large companies participating may feel

that they are carrying an unfair burden.

4) What is the right price to charge for the service?

A major issue that threatened the survival of the program was what

price to charge for the service. An attempt was made to steer between

the Scylla and Charybdis of a price below break-even, at which an

expanding operation would lose money, or a price so high that it would be

difficult to attract wide participation.
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In the months before start-up, between March 1 and July 1, 1984, 4-C

encountered -resistance to paying,AOe rate presented at O:6:March 1 foruhi,.

ra
The price seemed too high. Many companies were not ,convinced abbut whats, . ,...,

.'".,:',;, ., r.:.
the service provided or required in:eff bit. They 4tariceq.it .forle4. .tinCe

,
4

the early participants Kaiser-and POE had not fully appreciated' he value
., .

of the service until they had merience with it, 41.:C...--decided ;that.

.

discounting the rate would be only a temporary necessity. Akeverage 30

percent discounting occurred among initial contracts.

The funding formula was based primarily on company size. It had to be

simple, get take into account both fixed end variable costs. The fOrmula

charged a 1000-employee firm approximately $4000. However, three

months into the program it became clear to 4-C that the initial rate was

too low, even if fully paid without discount. The rate was below the

break-even point, when recruitment and screening of resources were

included in the budget. At the beginning rate, a new drive to recruit

companies and agencies to participate would overload the service with

cans that could not be handled by existing staff and budget.

A decision was made to increase the rates dramatically, tripling the



original rate. The formula end new schedule, with the old schedule for

comparison, were as follows:

Formula Price Schedule

Program set-up fee: $2000

Materials: $50 per 100 employees

Services: $22 x 1/3 * of employees

* of Employees 1984 1985

100 $1,020 $2,776

350 2,313 4,880

750 3,664 8,184

1000 4,050 10,326

1500 5,825 14,500

2000 7,600 18,652

2500 8,137 22,826

3000 9,665 27,000

3500 11,195 31,125

4000 12,720 35,326

The increase did not meet with enthusiasm. One benefits manager felt

trapped, others expressed irritation and anger, while some understood and

accepted the new rate. M this writing, most of the original companies

appear to have accepted the higher rate or to be close to doing so. On



March 7, 1985, representatives of the 14 charter contracting companies

participated in a meeting to evaluate the progrese_made by;dommunity
U.+

Shares, discuss the issues, and assist in launching kz,teneWed marketing
1&"

drive. One company executive sawed temporary; need for higher rates, but

asked whether the price could be lawered once a 'brpetl base of

participating groups was established, Will there be economies of .scale or

will the unit price of referrals remain the same?:?Aye will return to this

critical issue after describing the service more precisely.

Due to constant growth in services, budgets, and volume of activity, it

has not been possible reliably to estimate the unit cost per reierral, if the

cost of recruitment, resource development, at.. quality screening are

included, es they must be. $100 per referral is the amount paid by IBM

(through Work/Family Directions in Boston) under its contract with 4-C.

Under 4-C's rates during the first six months after July 1, 1984, an

employee from a non-participating company was asked to pay $10 per

referral. This was later raised to $50 for a years subscription to referral

services. Approximately 400 such employees paid the $10 per referral,

but 4-C's experience with the $50 rate was poor, and they discontinued

serving non-af f i I i eted customers.
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The cost of the service is difficult to describe also because it has

expanded constantly at the some time that it has undergone a transition

from grant support to corporate subscription. Total funds have been

estimated by 4-C as follows: 1984-85 1985-86

Total funds $220,000 $350,000

Federal $s 36% 3%

Foundation $s 23% 24%

Corporate $s 41% 73%

5) Exactly what is being purchased? What are the essential

elements of the service?

Whether or not the price is perceived as reasonable depends on an

understanding of the essential elements of the service being purchased.

The aspect of the service that is most apparent and easily understood is

that which takes place during a telephone call when an employee asks for

assistance in finding child care. Following a computer search to match

needs and resources, 4-C staff check out the current availability of the

resource and call back with a confirmed referral. Even here, however, the

service consists of more than a mechanical search and confirmation of a

computerized file of resources. The service consists of information,
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advice and counsel that may deal with many facets of an employee's child

care crisis-- discussing what to do, which kind of child care, the needs of

the child, the family circumstances, and the requirements of the job. The

service involves assisting a parent with a critical decision. Sensitive and

qualified staff are needed to conduct this telephone interview.

Other elements of the service lie in the background behind the

telephone call. While not visible to the public, these elements of the

service are no less essential and affect the adequacy of the information

that is available to the service. There are two key elements:

1) recruitment or development of a sufficient _quantity of child care

resources, and

2) screening, monitoring, evaluating, and regulating the quality_of

child care resources made available to employees.

An information end referral service that cannot gain access to an

adequate, geographically distributed supply of resources cannot operate

successfully or for long. Constant recruitment of family day care homes

for example, is essential to a referral service. 4-C reports a turnover rate

of more than 10 percent every six weeks in family day care providers

listing themselves as available. Geographic distribution is still uneven
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for service that must provide geographic. proximity and convenience. The

number of Portland employees using family day care far exceeds the

number of family day care homes available for referral. Recognizing that a

referral service must have an orgoing recruitment component, 4-C is

actively pursuing this aspect of the service through a $40,000 Federal

grant (Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, Office of Human

Development Services) designed to increase the supply dramatically in

selected neighborhoods on a demonstration basis.

Likewise, under a $200,000, three-year grant from the Fred Meyer

Charitable Trust, 4-C is addressing the problems of screening and

evaluating the quality of family day care homes. Even after the

non-recurring cost of screening the existing supply is past, screening for

quality of care, coupled with recruitment of Ile YY resources, will be an

on-going part of the service and a continuing expense to be borne by the

fee hike for employers.

See Box 4.1 for a schematic summary of the essential elements of the

service provided by Community Shares. In addition to the telephone call as

a medium for the service, 4-C: also provides on-site service a. he

employee's place of work, including advice, information, and brown-bag
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Box 4.1: Where Do the Vs 6o?

WHERE DO THE $'s GO?
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A REFERRAL SERVICE

DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES

o QUALITY-EVALUATIONS

o QUANTITY-RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT

o SEMINAR DEVELOPMENT

o INFORMATION MATERIAL
DEVELOPMENT

o COMMUNITY RESOURCE
NETWORKING

VISIBLE
SERVICES

4-C BASED
SERVICES

o REFERRALS
o EDUCATION
o ADVICE
o INFORMATION
o MATERIALS

ON SITE
SERVICES

o SEMINARS
o EDUCATION
o REFERRALS

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

MARKETING o COMPUTER & EQUIP.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT o TELEPHONE SUPPORT

INSURANCE o PUBLIC RELATIONS

o QUALITY STAFF o ADVERTISING

1
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seminars. These on-site group services increase the visibility of the

service as an in house", company-sponsored operation and increase its

use by employees. Other methods of extending the service may also be

possible. For example, 4-C could establish networke of affiliated

agencies, groups, or neighborhood persons who assist in recruitment of

child care resources.

6) What outcomes should be expected fromthe service? How

should the service be evaluated?

During the first six months of Community Shares, employee

participation in its services for the 14 companies with active contracts

were as follows:

referrals

parent education

on-site seminars

distribution of printed information.

The highest participation rate was for Kaiser Permanente--a health
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maintenance organization of approximately 3700 employees. During the

1984 calendar year, 480 Kaiser employees called for referrals. Thus,

approximately 13 percent of the workforce used the referral service;

approximately 37 percent of Kaiser employees with children under age 12

used the referral service. There is no perfect way to calculate the eligible

population that might be expected to use the service, but as a gross

guideline, 33 percent of employees in the Portland survey had children

under the age of 12.

The six-month referral-service participation rates for an insurance

company (in which approximately 29 percent of employees had children

under 12) were: 6% of the workforce and 21% of the estimated number of

employees with children under 12. Thus, one would estimate their annual

participation rate to be comparable to that of Kaiser employees.

Among a sample of 555 employees who called 4-C for information or

referral, a high level of satisfaction with the referral service was

reported (79%). Exceptionally high levels of satisfaction were reported

for other aspects of the service. A full report of this consumer survey is

included in Appendix D. Of interest is that even among those parents who

did not place their children in the child care suggested by the referral
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service, 57% nevertheless were satisfied with the service. In 47 percent

of the calls for referrals the parents placed their children in the homes or

facilities offered by the service. How should one interpret this figure?

To a degree it may represent inadequacies in the geographic accessibility

and perceived quality of the ova lable supply of resources for child care.

It also may represent the lac that the names of homes and facilities are

but one influence in a corri/plex decision making process by which parents

go about "shopping for" and making their child care arrangements. 4-C

does not make the placements; the parents do. The referral service is not

a deterministic process, and the decisions made by parents depend heavily

on the perceived adequacy of the listed resources for their particular

family.

Beyond consumer participation rates and satisfaction rates, how else

should the service be evaluated? What about reduction of employee

stress, absenteeism or turnover? It was not within the scope of this

study to make that complicated assessment. Clearly, however, when the

need to find child care arises, it can be a disruptive and stressful time.

Another possibility exists: to the extent that employees previously had
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been relying on older brothers or sisters for child care or their children

had been looking after themselves, one 'Would expect a significant

reduction in absenteeism if these employees now made more reliable child

care arrangements. These kiPds of assumptions were not tested in this

project.

Participation rates, placement rates and satisfaction rates probably

offer the best low-cost methods for assessing the outcomes, since, these

measures are influenced by the quantity and quality of the child care

supply made available by the service, as well as by the manner and skill of

the staff providing the service. Corroborating statistics will be tne size

capacity of child care centers and the number of family day care homes

listed with the service as available resources within each grographic area

or neighborhood in relation to the population of employed parents. Other

useful indicators of short supply include the average distance travelled

daily for day care.

A question still remains as to whether a centralized information atiLl

referral program, even one with an aggressive program devoted to

recruitment of resources, will succeed in becoming the major source of
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child care referrals for the city's workforce. Even if informal channels

remain a major means of referral, the role of Community Shares probably

'addresses a gap in services that needs to be filled in,that way. It can

complement and reinforce other community efforts-to improve child care

and serve as a comprehensive source of information for all of the parties

who need to be involved.

7. Where does Community Shares fit in the larger picture of

employee benefits and child care services, as an option for

employer support?

Community Shares is not the only child care benefit or policy that

emplOyers need to consider in promoting the most productive balance

between the employee's work and family needs. Some of the options open

to employers are not even "service remedies" but simply policies and

management practicies that afford needed flexibility Come of these

policies are widely implemented already, such as flexible hours and sick

leave for family members. This i evident from the City Club survey cited

above. Relative to these options, Community Shares, i.e., contracting for

an information and referral service, still ranks low in frequency of
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use. Indeed, it ranks not for above an on-site center which isio radically

more expensive type of child care benefit and one which creates inequities

by expensively serving a relatfvely small proportion of the workforce.

Those companies that are inclined to pay child care benefits, increasingly

are doing so as part of a "cafeteria" or flexible benefit plan in which child

care .is but one item on a menu of benefits for all employees.

It is reasonable to assume that such a flexible benefit plan would be

more effective in a community that possessed a well functioning program

such as Community Shares which can provide employees with maximum

opportunities to select the kind of child care they want their children to

have. Thus, Community Shares should not be seen as one exclusive option

but as a service that can supplement other options, benefits, policies, and

services within a comprehensive community approach.

As this report goes to press, that comprehensive community approach

is not in place. Community Shares still cannot report the progress

expected in the way of partnership between public and private sectors.

One public agency is participating as an employer--Multnomah County, the

largest county government in the Portland area. Tha United Way is

considering its participation. A major union is also in process of deciding

to contract for services. There is no permanent public funding in sight.
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The Federal grants, start-up monies, and deMonstration support were

-.r.:r."th! in the beginning, but they ore nonrecurring.

is there a role for government here? Should the private sector be

expected to pay for all aspect of the service Kuviged, for example

involving assurance of quality of care, or for regulatory functions. A

very large question remains as to whether orliot a community.can create

and sustain an adequate system of child care services and resources

without some underwriting by appropriate levels of government.

There are two reasons why responsibility may need to be shared by both

the public and private sectors. One is logical, the other is political. The

logical reason is that government has an ultimate responsibility to provide

a mechanism for protecting children and for promoting the public interest

when, and to the extent, that it is not served by other means. The politic&

reason is that no comprehensive consortium Lnd across-the-board

community service probably can occur as long as any sector of society is

expected to carry an unfair burden of costs and responsibility.



Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

In summary, what was learned from this experience? Community

Shares may be seen es one example among many efforts across the country

to shift the financing of a human service to the private sector from a long

tradition of public funding. It came at a time when public funding for child

care was et low ebb, et a time when the tide had not turned toward

corporate support, and et a time when the priority of information and

referral was un-:ter debate.

In this context, Community Shares was an important experiment. At

issue was the feasibility of making such a shift in financing. Of interest

were which factors ccntributed to that feasibility and which factors

contrained the scope of the program.

As a cammunitg experiment in establishing a new mechanism for

financing a human service, the effort must be judged successful. After

one year of operation, seventeen employers, including Portland's leading

corporations, were participating in Community Shares. Their contracts to

purchase child care information and related services from the Child Care
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Coordinating Council created an annual operating budget of more than

$300,000, plus additional foundation support for quality screening of

family day care homes.

Whet are the major lessons learned about what is required for e

community to achieve a similar outcome?

1) Success has many authors. Building community support and

sustaining widespread interest are essential. It cannot be en isolated

project. A community oucome requires a community process. Every

endorsement by a public figure, every event of community support, and

every corporate commitment added to the likelihood of further

participation.

2) There is no substitute for sustaineo leadership. The required

community process could not have happened on its own. It was made

possible in Portland by Federal grants. To be sti-^ "ere was strong

public-private partnership and extensive community support, but Federal

grants provided the bulk of the start-up costs and grants extended enough

additional support to ensure a successful transition to self-suppor.

through corporate funding.



f

3) Objective research can settle nagging questions about employee

needs and provide credible guidelines for corporate action. The visibility

of the survey and its findings demonstrated need for the service.

4) There is power in a timely idea. The concept of 03mmunity Shares

as a service and as a finfincing mechanism made sense to the corporate

community. The service was perceived, probably correctly, as the next

priority program for many companies and for the Portland community.

Nevertheless, the results had limitations both in the scope of the

program that was achieved and in the comprehensiveness of community

support that was won. The idea behind Community Shares was to involve

enough corporations to underwrite a service for the community. After

more than one year of operation, this go& has not been achieved. As of

this writing, "Community Shares" is a service only for the emplt,s of

those companies and agencies that are contracting for the service. With

the exception of Multnomah County, which contracted for service to

families receiving mental health services as well as to County employees,

no other contracts underwrite referral services for the general public.

The United Way funds a variety of child care programs that are

neighborhood based, but not 4-C's centralized information and referral

program.
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Corporate contracts with 4-C are now priced at a high-enough level to

support the program, but the number of participating companies will have

to expand significantly before Community Shares can realize its ultimate

goal. The program still receives little participation by small companies,

which is where most employees work.

The goal of Community Shares is to create an open service for the

entire community but the agency cannot responsibly undertake such a

broad service unless somone pays for it. So far, significant numbers of

companies have purchased a service for their own employees. Wider

participation by employers is needed, plus wider participation by public

and community agencies that address the needs of those who are

marginally able to afford the service.

Further limitations in the development of financing for Community

Shares have to do with program issues relating to the quantity and quality

of resources for child care. A referral orrTram cannot serve well without

access to the vast resources of the community for family day care or for

school age programs to cite two underdeveloped areas in the child care

marketplace. A community must have sustained effort and planning to

develop its child care resources and to address the needs of families. Nor



.1%

is there a simple solution to assuring quality of care or the protection of

children in child core. No licensing law or screening program can do more

than reinforce the quality of interest that is communicated among all

those who share child care rcasponsibilities. Community Shares means

sharing the care, sharing the cost, and sharing the responsibility.
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HARD TO FIND AND
DIFFICULT TO MANAGE:
THE EFFECTS OF CHILD CARE ON THE.

WORKPLACE

by Arthur C. Emlerr and Paul E. Koren
Regional Research Institute for Human Services
Portland State University

A Report to Employers
For dutribution at a forum on Child Care and .3mployee
Productivity: The Workfare Pamrenhip, to be held Mach 1,
1984 at the Westin-Benson, Portland, Oregon
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The companies and agencies
survey were:
Broxer King
Nike
Providence Hospital
Standard Insurance
:toe/ Rives Batty Fraser &
Wyse
Tektronix
TnMet
Port of Portland
Adult and Family Services
Div.
Chddrens Services Div
Veterans Reg. Office &
Hospital
,Multnomah Co (health &
environ)
City of Portland
Police Dept
Fire Dept
It Dept
Small Depd combined

participating in the

Portland Public Schools
Portland State University
U.S. Postal Service

Small Business or Offices
Continental Credit
Harrison Typesetting
J.C. Penney
Pacific First Federal
Sa eway

atm Benson
Yaws

Small Agencies
Child Care Coordinating
Council
Mud. / Washington Co
CETA
N / NE Mental Health
United 14,'1)
YMCA

1

$2.00 each from

Regional Research Institute for
Human Services

P.O. Box 751
Portland, Oregon 97207
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COMMUNITY SHARES:
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

$1.00 each from
Regional Research Institute for
Human Services

P.O. Box 751

11111.1minuirtliesditiceffu m 97207
. em ioyees, regardless of income,

need information regarding the location and selection
of appropriate child care facilities. This information is
crucial because the child care market is constandy
changing. No listing or directory is useful for long.
Unassisted, parents often lack the time or experience
necessary for selection of quality services for their
children.

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

IMPLEMENTATION DATE:
JULY 1, 1984

1. Concept
II . Project Descnpoon

III Financing
IV . Benefits
V. Questions and Answers

I. CONCEPT:
"COMMUNITY SHARES"

"Community Shares": A Public/Private Ir est-
merit in Family Support and Employee Productivity is
a joint project of the Child Care Coordinating Council
(4-C) and Portland State University's Regional
Research Institute for Human Services (RRI) to develop
a comprehensive child care information service financ-
ed by employers. The idea is for 40 or more employers
to purchase child cre information services for their
employees. The effect is to create a metropolitan
resource by their aggregate action. For employers, this
modest and affordable purchase of service for
employees is justified by its contribution to company
productivity. Yet when all of the "shares" are added
together, the financing mechanism will underwrite a
city-wide service that could not be accomplished solely
through public funding or philantropic sources.

The result sought is: a) improved functioning of
the day car market, in which the potential supply of
affordable child care is made accessible to families in a
timely way, reducing the stresses associated with hav-
ing to seek child care in the community; and, b)
increased accessibility of quality child care throughout
the tri-county area. This creative approach to the pro-
vision of child we services is the first of is kind in the
country. We believe that Portland businesses can
develop a model program which may be emulated in
urban communities nationwide.

Employees generally need two kinds of assistance
with child care. Low income parents may need finan
cal assistance which can be dealt with in a variety of
ways including a menu benefit plan, a voucher system.
or by implementing the 1982 Dependent Care

1

1. Referral-4-C referral specialists will be availabk
to assist employees with child tare issues and selection.
We will provide employees with resources in the
geographic area of their choice. With 1400 listings
throughout the tri-county area, we have in our files all
State licensed before. and after-school programs. day
care centers, preschools, cooperatives and homes, as
well as unlicensed homes, ramps and summer pro-
grams. 4-C listings include evening and week-end
child care resources. In order toprovide quality refer-
rah, child care resources are upaated at six-week inter-
vals. New child care listings are recruited on an on-
going basis.

on-
going

an employee contacts the referral service,
she/ he will be supplied with a number of child care
facilities from which to make a selection. 4-C referral
staff will continue to work with an employee until
adequate care is found. Referral clients will be mailed
guidelines and smtions for selecting child care. An
important part referral process is to assist the
employees to become discriminating consumers of
child care services.

2. Employee Consulration-Employees may con-
tact 4-C with questions and concerns regarding child
care, parenting and child development issues. Trained
staff will be available to provide assistance.

3. Workshops -As a part of this program we will
hold one workshop per year at each subscribing com-
pany work site to address the needs of working
parents. We can supply the topic and materials or if
we are made aware of a specific area of interest for the
employee group. we will address that topic. Working
patents often experience frustration as they balance
work and home responsibilities. The phenomenon of
working women with young children is still so new
that there are few role models, guidelines or resources
for the often overwhelmed parent. Group discussions
can provide support and information as well as relieve
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INCOME Tex
CONSEQUENCES OF A

CORPORATE
CHILD CARE SERVICE

OR BENEFIT
Prepared for the
Child Care Coordinating Council
by Wetzel and DeFrang

I. Overview of employee payment ofchild care.
II. ()venter; of employer payment ofchild care.

III - Specific am to provide child care services or benefits.
A Employer has a wntten plan under I ft C. Section 129
B Child care provided by VEBA.
C Child care provided al part of Employer's Cafeteria Plan
D Employer contracts with .0 to provide childcare services.

I. OVERVIEW OF EMPLOYEE
PAYMENT

In general, if an employee pays for dependent
care services for certain qualifying individuals, the
employee is entitled to a tax credit. I.R.C. Section
44A. A qualifying individual is a child under age 15.
or a dependent who is physically or mentally in-
capacitated. 1/ I.R.C. Section 44A (c) (1) and (2).

Up to S10.000 of adjusted gross income, the
amount of the credit is 30 percent of the taxpayer's
child care expenses. After the adjusted gross income
exceeds 510.000, there is the following sliding stale
based on adjusted grass income:

Adjusted Gross Income Percentage
$10.001-S12,000 29%

12,001- 14,000 28%
14.001- 16,000 27%
16,001- 18.000 26%
18,001- 20,000 25%
20,001. 22,000 24%
22.001- 24.000 23%
24.001. 26.000 22 %
26.001. 28.000 21%
28.001 and over 20%

Under certain circumstances, the credit is
available for a taxpayer who provides care to a spouse
hose circumstances %ill not be considered herein

since this paper deals onk with child care,

1

I.R.C. Section (a) (2).
The maximum .mount of credit which can be taken
for one child is S2,400 per year. or S4.800 per year if
there are two or more children. I.R.C. Section 44A(d).
As can be seen, the credit is most generous for those
taxpayers in lower income brackets.

If an employee pays for child care and the em-
ployee takes a fideral tax credit. Oregon provides for a
tax credit. ORS 316.078. 'The Oregon tax credit is a
percentage of the amount of the federal tax credit
allowed. For a single child, the maximum amount of
the Oregon tax credit per year is S960. and for two or
more children, the maximum amount of the credit per
year isI n$ 2C/2b.

nee of 1 specific SWUM, if the em-
ployer pays for dependent care services, the employee
would have to inc.ude those payments in gross
income. Under I.R.C. Section 129. if dependent care
services are provided according to a written plan, the
employee can exclude the employer's payments for
dependent care services from his grass income.

Oregon has not adopter: -quivalcnt of I.R.0
Section 129. This means that if the taxpayer has the
dependent care services includ .d from his federal gross
income under I.R.C. Section 129 rather than taking
the federal tax credit, the Oregon ax credit is not
available to him. Also, the amount the taxpayer ex-
cludes for dependent care services from his gross in
come under federal law would be included in his in-
come under Oregon law. The amount included in in-
come under Oregon law would also be subject to sate
withholding tax. ORS 316.162: 316 167

II. OVERVIEW OF EMPLOYER
PAYMENT

If the employer pays for the expenses of provid
ing child care services for the children of its emplo%
the emplo)et can deduct the amount of the child care
services on its federal and state tae mums xc 0.(iinam
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Day care information project begins
4C receives federal grant
by Leslie naught, 4C

In January of this year the Child Care
Coordinating Council (CC) together with
PSU's Regional Research Institute (RR1)
submitted a concept paper to the Administra-
tion for Children, Youth arid; Families
(ACYF) desalting a child cariiiisiiich and
development program fie, A& we were
seeking fintatog. In Aug* ACtlEriipiested
of us a full proposal witichwes submitted to
ACYF and :es/laved by an outsidipitiel. The
proposal was given highost recom-
mendation of all programs by the
panel. The program is to begiainkeissary of
1983 and addressees the iolioseng,gf ^44

developinesPedfre;geOgriipuss.elly
appropriate and woeful indicators of
child care sapply, detested rind Steed as a
odd* infOtination,and re-
farai services as weals for keypad re.
source developmeist
developing an =skate maisintation of
the total day care timbal-kw tanning
agencies. as aless4alor late. .ishing
priositissin merino devekiiinent.
developing more *sail infOraiiiim for
employers regarding devekipsimint of day
cars service or benefit options kr diverse
emPloYee

The will be developed in a series
of sts. Step one involves surveying some
20,600 local employees from 40 firms repre-
senting a cross section of the business com-
munity. Data gathered will provide indspth
information regarding two areas ofconcern:

the impact of employee child care needs
upon the work place as expressed
through ebsentism. lateness and Inter-
ruptions.
the present child are arrangements util-
ized by the working print and the extent
to which these arrangements are suc-
cessful or are a cause of frustration.

Employee surveys will be basedupon state-
of.the-ast methodology about child care and
geographic analysis of child care supply and
demand. The survey methodology, de-
veloped by Dr. Arthur Emden at the Regional
Research Institute for Human Services at
PSU. has been successfully tested during the
past year with employees at Kaiser Hospitals.

This research and development program
has been recognized as timely both national-
ly and loca:ly. Portland Metropolitan studies
by the Chamber of Commerce and the City
Club reflect community concerns about the
adequacy of the day care market to meet
family and employer needs toassure a stable
and productive work force. Similar studies of
community day care needs have been im-
plemented nationwide: however, fun-
damental, nagging questions persist about
'he nature and extent of day care problems
and around the best solutions. ACYF believes
that the Child Care Coordinating Council
and the Regional Research Instituteare In an
excellent position to take our understanding
of the day care market and Its effects upon the
family, the employer and the community an
important step further. This project has been
developed over the pastyear with the support
of many people: 1) Kay Toran from the gov-
ernor's office and a member of the Board of
Directors of the PSU Foundation; 2) Dick
Detwiler, PSU Development Officer who lent
staff support and PSU Foundation support. 3)
Margaret Browning, Director of the Helen
Gordon Child Development Center. 4) a
number of Portland employers, 5) PSU's Cen-
ter for Population and Census which will
supply needed census data 'for use in cow.,

eructing additional neighborhood informa-
tion. This is a joint program involving the
Child Care Coordinating Council (4-C), a
community social service agency and PSU's
Regional Research-Institute.

The 4tC Inktiiiitlin and Referral Service
Is an heiffal,1* Of *lidera cant prog-
ram. it its ire!, pireeithat' theta is oken
enough inadabk-daiy7dite:anangements
poet beiiiiiiithiditi:caii-Masket:doe no.
functionceffidiatIWIliiiii:Iiiists4 coin-
mutticatiaritiaikdoin listeiTelin the animas-
ei or aid the Productat *jaws-

resioeSitiddiio the high tnraovet of hoe* facilities
where

co
woad air*:
tbe pro-

niaii not

child
The44Rattail sevtir-

al neighhoehnid is
the major wselarKoUtianicthirdiy care
supply sautdsiiiisid; the
survey data tii:the' 'CO-RelenrsiSeriiice in
such a rainier to lariesidthilalkiency of
the load day.cire inarket:Thisiiiiinsate
del will greatly Ancie ass the:information
avellabk to the Relate! Offfee.-The informa-
tion will be .specially valuable in foaming
upon those geogrephic areas where child
care Is needed enabliiig the Referral Service
to recruit ffay.cire home resources to meet
client needs. Recruitik child care means
contacting existEng day care resources to see
whether they are able or willing to deal with
additional dients. In this manner existing
child care facilities are strengthened and sta-
bilized.

The 4-C Day Care Referral Service will
make initial survey information available to
neighborhood based day care networks
thereby increasing the effectiveness of all re-
ferral networks in the tri county area. Furth-
er, 4-C will make the data dealing with day
care facility listings available to interested
employers so that child we referrals may be
accessible to individuals at the worksite. This
mechanism allows the employer to supply a
child care service for employee. for minimal
cost. Through the federal grant from the
Administration for Children, Youth and
Families. 4-C plans to develop an effective.
area wide day care referral system including
the 4-C service, neighborhood networks and
businesses. The system will be capable of
both linking the consumer to an appropriate
facility and recruiting resources to meet con-
sumer needs and should prove to be of lasting
benefit to the community.

This program will be disseminated
nationally to other metropolitan communi-
ties. The I& R related information of national
significance that we expect to distill from this
progra includes:

the degree to which public utilization of
day care information and referral ser-
vices reflects overall community day care
needs.
whether I & R services can be utilized by
business to accurately track employee
day care needs.

A final summary describing the project
findings and resuks should be completed in
February of 1984 and will be available to
Interested parties.
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able 4-Cs to provide services more
promptly once the needs are deter-
mined.. The service that the nonprofit
agency now provides amounts to eight
volumes requiring much clerical work,
she add. \ v.
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Washington Hot Line
455

Q. Finding top qualityyet af-
fordablechild care services is a
criticyu issue forsingle parent house-
holds, as well as those where bbth
parents work. Are there efforts un-
derway to help those looking for
child care services?

A. Yes, there arer-in the Con-
gress and in the Portland area.

The need for adequate child care
services speaks for itself. According
to the Department of Labor, during
1982, 55 percent of all children
under age 18 had working mothers.
'For pre-school children, that per-
centage totalled 46 percent; for chil-
dren between 6 and 17, 59 percent.
In all, some 8.5 million mothers
were in the labor force in 1982, up
from 5.6 million in 1970. -

In the Portland area, 4-C, the
only areawide child care referral in-
formation service, has been working
hand-in-hand with local childcare
providers, consumers and employ-
ers over the past 10 years to help
provide those sel vices. Yet despite
those efforts, all the information ne-
cessary to figure out who needs ser-
vices, where they need them, and
what they can afford to pay for
them is still not available.

Earlier this year, 4-C worked with
Portland State ,Univrsjty.to obtain
a S200,000 federal grant to conduct
a study assessing how child care af-
fects the workplace, as well as what
the child care needs are in the
Portland area.

Unfortunately, however, the
grant alone will not be enough. 4-C
does not have the final link needed
to allow it to properly analyze and
use the data it gathers. That missing
linkas the Portland City Club
acknowledges in a recently compiled
reportis a computer system.

Last week I kicked off a drive to

by Congressman Ron Wyden

help 4-C raise the $15,000-S20,000 it
needs to purchase that computer
system. 1 talked to private sources
about raising thq moneyand last
week I was able ti? present 4-C with
the firsk $4,000 oward that goal,
which was don ted by two local
companies.

And for once, ongress is not be-
hind the game. /ifforts are under-
way at the federia level to expand
this concept. j

I am the cospopsor of a bill, the
Child Care Information and Refer-
ral Services Act, thich sets up an S8
million federal grant program to
fund new or improve existing child
care information and referral clear-
inghouses.

The clearinghouses will work with
families and providers to make the
most efficient use of available re-
sources by matching families' nee&
with providers' Supplies. In other
words, this bill will extend what 4-C
is trying to do in Portland to the na-
tional level.

Because this legislationand the
4-C projectwill help working par-
ents meet their child care needs, it
will add up for Oregon and Amer-
ica. It will help increase productiv-
ity, because Oregonians will be bet-
ter able to identify child care ser-
vices that meet their unique needs.
And by increasing productivity, it
will help get Oregon and America
back on the mend.,

Q. What is Congress doing to ad-
dress the energy assistance needs of
low-income citizens?

A. Congress needs to come up
with an insurance policy against bad
weather and bad times for millions
of needy Oregonians and other Am-
ericans.

That's why I joined Congressman
Richard Ottinger (D-N.Y.) last week
in introducing a hill to provide S3

91.

billion in low-income energy
assistance during fiscal year 1984.

The bill would increase funding
for the energy program by more
than SI billion over 1983, and by
nearly $2 billion over what the Rea-
gan Administration has requested
for 1984. Oregon would receive be- 1.

tween S35 -S40 million of the money,
up from S24 million in fiscal year
1983.

This is the kind of program the
Administration claims to support
a program that provides the neediest
Americans with one of the basic ne-
cessities of life. And yet by its ac-
tions, the Administration has left
millions of these vulnerable people
out in the cold.

Statistics compiled by the Health
and Human Services Department,
indicate that only 7 million of an es-
timated 21 million eligible house-
holds are presently receiving assist-
ance. And when one considers that
the poor expend at least 35 percent
of their income direr sly on energy, it
becomes evident that there are a lot
of people out there with little or no
way to provide for other necessities.

The increased funding level is par-
ticularly important for Oregon,
which is one of only four states to
have committed all the available en-
ergy assistance funding by March I.
The state had anticipated the funds
would hold out for an additional
two months.

lregonians have suffered more
than most under the current, inade-
quately funded, energy assistance
program. During Fiscal Year 1983,
the state was able to pay only $191
per family on average, compared to
S200 nationally. Now the state has
c.mnpletely obligated its funds, and I
want to make sure we don't face a
similar situation next year. 1 think
our bill will do the trick.
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Who's going to get
off the dime and be a
pioneer in child care?

by Leslie Nudelman
Joan K. is a student at Portland State

University studying business administra-
tion in hopes of landing a high-paying
job. A $600-a-month grant pays for her
classes and expenses, including child
care for her four-year-old daughter.

Joan, a 23-year-old single mother,
has no family in Portland to take care of
her child. Her friends and neighbors are
"busy" or are also working women. She
takes the bus from her east side home,
delivers '-er daughter to child care and
then rides to PSU.

Little money is left after buying food,
clothing and books. Half the time she
doesn't eat, according to her case
record.

Across town in North Portland the
Hutchisons (not their real name) have
both been laid off from their jobs. Sam
was employed part-time as an advertis-
ing salesperson. His wife, Mary, had a
low-paying entry level job at Tektronix.

For three years they brought their
child to child care and paid the
minimum $6 a day fee. They used their
combined $120 a week unemployment
check to keep up the needed child care
while they looked for work. As the
unemployment ran out so did money
for care for their son. Now the child is
back at home with parents who are
frustrated and flat broke.

There are thousands of cases similar
to Joan K. and the Hutchisons in the
Portland area. Single and desperate,
the mothers are often forced to quit
work to stay home and take care of their
children. Th'y turn to welfare which
seriously damages their self -ester -.1.
The kids lose their vital social conta,..ts
by not being with other children and live
within a family of tension, poverty and
disillusionment.

VockL\ U, $-C.:2,3 \'.

The City Club of Portland spent two
years studying Portland's day care
needs. They found that a central com-
puterized child care resource center is
essential to help solve the problems.

With 63,000.children in the Portland
area in need of care and only 11 percent
served by day care centers, the problem
is serious and growing worse as more
women enter the work force.

The City Club report, "Child Care
Needs of Working Parents in the
Portland Metropolitan Area," was
released March 13. It states that the
business community must play a major
role in tackling tne widespread problem.

"It is a societal problem, and business
is certainly part of it," said Olive Barton,
who chairs the committee studying the
issue.

But after seven Portland
firms, among t:lem the Port of Portland, .
Pacific Northwest Sell and Jantzen, all
employing large numbers of women,
the committee found them "slow" to
respond to child care needs.

Meanwhile, statistics show that
businesses with adequate child care pro-
visions have noted increased productivi-
ty and less absenteeism from their
female employees.

Specifically, the report recommends
that co:rlrate policies be revamped to
include flexible working hours, job shar-
ing and various fringe benefit packages
that would help parents ,--rrange child
care. -

it says an efficient way for business to
respond is by helping to fund a com-
puterized information and referral ser-
vice to lir.k child care providers with
users. The lack of hard data' on pro-
blems associated with inadequate care,
the committee found, has forced
employers to make uninformed deci-
sions regarding child care options for
their employees.

The Child Care Coordinating Council
(known at 4C) would be a natural home
for such a system. The council recently
received a P-deral grant to establish a
referral service and to survey local
businesses concerning employees' child
care needs. However, the service still
requires local funding to be fully
implemented.
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Leslie Faught, a director of 4C, called
the report "timely and pertinent." She
blames businesses' hesitation to become
more involved with child care on the
economy and the issue of cost. Further-
more, sne said, "child care is a new
issue and business reacts like people to
change."

The problem of what to do with
children with working parents is great.
For the first time in history, a majority of
women are employed-52 percent.
And one out of five children lives with.
singles parents.

Unless help comes from the com-
munity, federal and state government
and the employer, the report says the
problem will grow even greater and
more complex.

Contrary to popular belief, studies.
have found that child care does not
have a barmful effect on a child's rela-
tionship to his mother, his intellectual
development or emotional behavior. In-
stead, it stimulates the child and
prevents many from ending up in
special classes in school. Without child
care, there is no one to exchange toys
and equipment.

Presently only two organizations in
Portland sponsor careHolladay Park
Hospital and Multnomah County.

On July 1, downtowners will have a
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new children's learning center in the ci
ty. Pemrose Park, a 5300-square-foot
center on the second floor of the Pacific
First Federal Building, will be open. It
will take care of 100 children, ages one
to six.

If parents like Joan K. and the Hut-
chisons are without funds for child care,
what is next? The study said it is clear
that child care costs will escalate as costs
rise and subsidies are reduced and
eliminated. In some cases, this places
an impossible burden on the parents.

The state budget crisis has drastically
reduced the funding of child care pro-
grams. It now stands at $7.8 million,
repreenting a reduction of almost two
thirds of child care funding since 1980.

The problem is accentuated by the
fact that a womar makes 59 cents for
every dollar a man earns. In the 24
months the committee spent studying
the problem, they saw a major shift
away from government spending
toward placing the entire burden on the
parent.

The committee suggests participation
by business, government and communi-
ty be strengti.ened and upgraded to
help parents meet their responsibilities
for their child's needs.

It also called on neighborhood
associations, community agencies and
local foundations to assist in the
development of formal child care pro-
grams. Furthermore, they should
cooperate with any referral service by
providing input and information from
their own areas.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Downtowner
welcomes letters from those of you who are
affected by the lack of child care or from
those who have found their own solutions
and wish tc share them. Do you have an
issue you'd like the Downtowner to raise?
Send us your Ideas, c/o Editor Maggi White.
P.O. Box 4227. Portland, OR 97208.
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Child -care plans viewed as good business
By JAHN MITCHELL

Th. offipenum *I

Twenty-two of Portland's top business executives
accepted a White House Invitation to lunch Thursday.

The executives were told they could save money
and improve productivity by recognizing and support-
ing the child-care needs of employees.

The luncheon at the Marriott Hotel was part of a
program sponsored by President Reagan's Advisory
Council on Private Sector Initiatives.

Top officials of large companies in three cities are
being invited to luncheons that are paid for by a local
executive. In Portland, the host was William Wilke,
chairman of the board and president of First Interstate
Bank of Oregon.

The speaker was Marie Oser, executive director of
the Texas Institute for Families, which has worked
since 1976 to create a corporate awareness of child-
care concerns.

Her message was that child care has turned from a
"woman's issue" into an employer's issue and even a
national concern.

The luncheon gatherings are a way of catching the
ear of top executives who usually know little about
but who are In a position to remedy the problems
working parents have with child care, Oser said. With
invitations from the White House, they have a tenden-
cy to take notice.

Portland was selected as a test project, along with
Nashville, Tenn., and Hartford, Conn., because it al-
ready had demonstrated some corporate responsibility
for child care, said Richard Schleif, coordinator of the
advisory council.

Following recommendations of a study by the City
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Club of Portland, local businesses contributed money
for a computerized child-care information and referral
system. A federally funded survey is under way in
Portland to determine child-care needs and to show
employers how those needs affect the jobs of working
parents.

Oser and Schleif( met with local child-care coor-
dinators Wednesday night. Questionnaires the chief
executives filled out after Thursday's lunch will be
compiled to see it the luncheons are effective. if so, 12
more would be he Id In other cities, Schleif said.

"We don't mil ect great miracles out of this," Oser
said in an interrew. "Business is business. But our

task is to help them understand that it's good business.
"We're talking about the health andwealth of this

country," she said. "The children raised today are the
employees of tomorrow."

When employers oiler some kind of child-care
assistance, Oser told the executives; absenteeism and
tardiness are reduced and employees feel more loyal
asd want to do a better job.

Options she introduced iecludal subsidized child-
care payments, leave policies for personal or children's
illness, information and referral service, employee
seminars on time management and organization, and
employee support groups.
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Improving The Information Base
for Planning Child Care Services

by Raymond C. Collins and Patricia DicineHawkins

Amacor initiative to launch a
computerized child care in-

formation and referral service is
underway in Portland. Oregon.
Two populations will benefit
from this innovative service. Par-
ents will be able to obtain infor-
mation about child cart oppor-
tunities suited to their family
needs and work circumstances.
Business firms interested in inin-
ming employersupported child
care will have access to the tnfor-
mation necessary to work with
day care providers and other
partners in such community-wide
projects.

The development of this com-
puterized information and refer-
ral network is pan of a larger re-
search project designed to explore
the relationship between work
and child care needs of cm-
plcyres. The study. conducted by
the Regional Research Institute
for Human Services at Portland
State University and the Portland
Child Care Coordinating Council.
under an 18month grant from
the Administration for Children.
Youth and Families (ACYF), is
analyzing relationships between
family demographics and child
care circumstances, on the one
hand. and such job factors as ab-
senteeism. work requirements and
employment policies. on the
other. It cqvers supply and de-
mand in the day care market. as
well as the roles of families. em-
ployers. unions and other em-
ployee groups, community organ-
izations and local government in
addr:ssing child care issues.

Surreys will be conducted
among nearly 20.000 employees

CHILDREN TODAY star June i913

of 30 to 40 Portland-area cm-
ployers. These will provide the
basis for individual reports to
participating companies. They
will also contribute to a broad
profile of employment and day
care patterns in the Portland
area. Neighborhood cronies will
identify relationships be
child care demand and supply.
utilizing data from the employee
surse. the computerized info,-
mation and referral network and
the 1980 U.S. Census.

As part of an overall dissem-
ination strategy, project staff will
consult with employen and local
groups in the Portland area. The
grant from Acyfilso provides
for nationallissemliiiiidit

and some training and technical
assistance to employers and corn-
mutinies in *dm sutions of the
country who wish to undertake
similar projects.

More information on the com-
puterized information and refer-
ral service and its parent project
is available from Patricia Divine-
Hawkins. Office of Program De-
velopment, ACYF, P.O. Box
1182. Washington. D.C. 20013:
Arthur C. Emien, Director. Re-
gional Research institute for
man Services. Portland Stan 4.e.).
verity. P.O. Box 751. Portland.
Ore. 97207: and Leslie Faught.
Executive Director. Child Care
Coordinating Council. 1110 S.E.
Alder St.. Portland. Ore. 97214.
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AND LIVELY DISPATCHES FROM AROUND THE STATE

-C-ing
Solutions

PORTLANDHappy
Monday. You have a meeting
this afternoon on a deal you've
been nurturing for months,
two reports to wrap up before
then, a secretary home be-
cause her daughter's babysit-

'ter has the flu and a teething
babe of your own who cried all
the way to his day-care center.
Somewhere in this morning
madness your boss mentions
that your company will be tak-
ing part in a study on whether
the child-care needs of work-
ing parents affect job produc-
tivity. It's too much. You can't
hold back the tension-relieving
guffaw. "A study? You don't
need a study. Just look at me."

"The child-care problem is
so obvious. It's the single big-
gest, everyday problem man-
agers have to deal with," ad-
mits Leslie Faught, executive
director of the Portland-based
Child Care Coordinating
Council, better known as 4-Cs.

But it has taken a long time to
get the attention it deserves.
There has never been a study
an analytically, statistically
valid studyto document the
productivity issue." Until
now.

When the results of a land-
mark, eighteen-month,
$200,000 federally funded
study are announced this
month. Portland can expect to
draw attention from all over
the country as the city most at-
tuned to its working parents'
child care needs. This study,
conducted jointly by 4-Cs and
Portland State University's
Regional Research Institute
for Human Services, follows
on the heels of a more general

Leaping lizards! Its Oregon's own Loch Ness Monster!

Scylla or Sturgeon?
ENTERPRISEThe fa-

bled Loch Nes Monster
may have a cousin lurking in
Eastern Oregon's Wallowa
Lake, and the Wallowa
County Chamber of Com-
merce wants the elusive
creature, nicknamed Wally,
to recruit tourists.

The Wallowa monster leg-
end dates back hundreds of
years: Indians say the crea-
ture swallowed a brave and
princess as they crossed the
lake. Recent sightings have
reported a serpent anywhere
from 30 to 100 feet long.

To boost tourism, the
chamber formed the Monster
Observation and Preserva-
tion Society (MOPS). T-
shirts were printed and sold
for $8, the price including a
lifetime membership in the
organization ("the lifetime of
the T-shirt," quips chamber
member Henry "Hap" Tay-
lor). An annual picnic in Sep-

tember features Monster
Burgers and a sacrificial
maiden, between 14 pnd 101,
who would be offered to the
monster at his request.

Most local residents think
the Wallowa Lake Monster is
probably a log, crashing
waves or a big fish. "If any-
thing's there, its a big stur-
geon," says Faye Cornwell,
an Enterprise secretary.

But there are believers,
like former skeptic Marge
Cranmer of Joseph, who in-
sists she saw the creature last
year. "Nobody can tell me
what I saw was a sturgeon,"
she says.

Monster or not, though.
most everyone agrees the
promotion can't hurt.

Some people shake their
heads and think were cra-
zy." says Taylor. "Others
think it can only help the
economy."

Chuck Woodbury

survey on child care published
in April by the City Club of
Portland. Together, the re-
ports will offer what Faught
calls "state-of-the-art informa-

tion" on how working parents
find and fund child care.

While the findings should
come as no surprise to parents
who have juggled jobs and ba-

bysitters, they will provide
some cold, hard facts that may
trigger a corporaie response to
a long-overlooked problem.
"Alcoholism has been a big is-
sue in busine: t already,"
Faught points out, "but I think
we'll find there are a lot more
parents than alcoholics out in
the workforce."

Already, the business com-
munity has turned a receptive
ear to the issue, observes Ol-
ive Barton, who headed the
City Club study committee.
Since their report was deliv-
ered in April, "We've seen a
significant impact, from the
grassroots level up to corpo-
rate CEOs. The business com-
munity has always felt this
wasn't their responsibility,"
says Barton, "but our feeling
was, children are our nation's
future." The very morning
Barton was delivering her
committee's report, Rep. Ron
Wyden announced that $4,000
had been raised from corpo-
rate donations to help buy a
computer for 4-Cs' informa-
tion and referral service.

The City Club study also
gave an inkling of the numbers
of families involved in the
child-care picture. In the Port-
land metropolitan area alone,
more than 63,000 children
need daytime child care. The
"traditional" family stereo-
type, of dad at work and mom
home with the kids, now fits
only one in nine American
families. At all socioeconomic
levels, parents are searching
for a trustworthy soul to mind
their little ones. Often, geogra-
phy plays as big a factor in
finding day care as anything
else. Some 17 percent of Port-
land working parents use a
neighbor for child care.

The emerging family, with
working parents and children
in day care, faces a daily mer-
ry-go-round of problems. The
child gets sick, the sitter gets
sick, the sitter moves, the sit-
ter quits, the day-care center

EDITED BY KEN DOCTOR
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raises its feedout of reach
the list is seeming') endless.
And each time a disruption oc-
curs in the all-too-fragile net-
work, the working parent car-
ries a little more stress to the
workplace. In a recent study of
how workers at three Wash-
ington, D.C., companies ar-
range child care. Dr. Arthur
Emlem of PSU found that
work disruptionsabsentee-
ism, lateness, stresswere
twice as high among working
parents seeking child care out-
side the home.

If child care is such a sweep-
ing concern, why hasn't it
been dealt with already?

"Partly because of an attitude
that women who want to work
should solve that issue them-
selves," Faught believes.
"Women have been raised
with the notion that they are
the ones responsible for their
kids. Now," she quickly adds,
"we're net saying that parents
are not responsible for their
own children. But we are say-
ing that there are ways to ease
the burden."

Locally, a few steps are be-
ing taken to lessen the financial
and logistical hassles long as-
sociated with day care. Tte
YMCA offers its employees a
menu approach to benefits,

meaning they can choose from
a slate of perks, including re-
imbursement for child care.
Portland General Electric and
Kaiser Sunnyside Hospital
contract with 4-Cs to provide
screening and referrals for par-
ents who need to find child
care. And 4-Cs computerized
its information and referral
system in September, with
funds from a blue-chip slate of
local corporations, to serve
better the 10,000 parents who
call each year, looking for day
care providers.

When the 4-CsPSU study
is released this month, Port-
land will have a clear picture of f,

the problems of child care. The
next step will be finding ways
to solve them.... .4.m.,Srizie Boss
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Acceis to affordable chifilCate is a necaiiitiforT
ing parents. Ron demonstrates the use of a computer*
the Child Care Coordinating Council that will allow work-i
ing parents to find out about available child care servla
with just one call.

ordinating Council (4Cs) raise some $21,000 fron1;!
private sources for the purchase of a compute(
which will enable them L direct working parents to

In a plus for all working parents who need child the most convenientand appropriateday care
care, I was able to help Portland's Child Care Co- services.
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-.. ...- Womenhave not traded the major of, cotitenaa-that the employer has the most direct
chikrcarelor:-the'derhand,sql,theWorki0g '5,-yested InteresOn seeing that, Information and re-
bat theyhave accepted bath their re ity; ilerOitserviCearegarding child care be readily avail-
acebrding to *lecehtlY completed study:10,000: able to the employee.'*-: ;;
male and female; mployees.10he tri-aouhty area. -1: yikth this in mind, thacomittee will be appealing
Complete,resufts pfthe`suryey, conductedtythi, to- business community to become partners
Regional Research Institute for Human Swifts' at :,with e existing Child Care Coordinating Council
P , WM be released ThUrsifnin Or to provide complete .service tomployees.

y; March Iola 'obit meeting at-the Bengal, ,,E ers would pay aharinual` fee to the council,
Hater,' "a '',.01,11:' LtYziPa.'."tit:,-.31.4y.- i ,::4:.s.1.,..1:-..,f4.:,anci return' employi3es would get assistance ,in

' "Ahy, Waiiifou Vida it;" ttiyi'inititutli director,. ..ael g appropnate child care. : ,
C sI .

Arthur Emieh, "lherfae clear division of labor Since 1981., the Child Care Coordinating Coun-
between the sexea where child care is concerned;. cil hai been primarily an information and referral
and it is reflected in the workplace. ' ;-, al -service also offering seminars and employee con-

"Regardless of their income, women are carry- saltation. It is supported by federal grants, founda-
ing the major burden of child-care difficulties found lion finds and private industries that purchases its
in combiningwork and home."..- services for their employees.

Other findings fromihe survey. ". 1*Ast, ,:.1:11:!..e st child care happens inthelamily day-care
a Women .with children are absent from iiiorti,;:, ' says Leslie Fraught, 'executive director of

:arrive late, leave early orarainterrupted dtiririgithe;,4011; and there is a turnoverrate bt'30-70 per-
".day more frequently than are men with children:"'-'- rent ang the providers. -That means that par-

- Women suffer far'greater stress overschild ents have to find care a number of times."
care than men. .. AsVraUght and Emlen agree, resources un-

The committee evaluating the survey findings known are resources unavailable.
, , .:., . i'i

Correction/ 55- .

Meeting to be by invitation only
A March 1 meeting at the Benson Hotel, at which

time the results of a tri-county employee child-care
study conducted by the Regional Research Institute
for Human Services at Portland State University are to
be released, will not be open to the public as previous-
ly announced In The Oregonian. It is by invitation only
for employers.

A second meeting will be held for day care profes-
sionals, 3.5 p.m. on April 5 st Willamette Center. A
third gathering is planned later in the spring for foun-
dation representatives.

Readers nue cee The Orteonlee's 0001100 10 arm by oars 221-I144 a
wane to to Manaano Eater, Tne Oregonian, 1320 S.W. broathier Portland,
01'0.17201
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Port land's productive
approach to child care

The numbers she was talking about are those pro-
vided by sound statistical surveys and are the database
bottomline corporate execs need to see before "taking
lunch" with social service providers. Since there was
no such database, Faught got together with Dr. Arthur
Emlen, principal investigator with the Regional
Research Institute for Human Services at Portland
State University. The result was a report: "Hairto
Find and Difficult to Manage: The Effects of Child
Care on the Marketplace."

The first-of-its-kind study, conducted in May of last
year and published jointly by Dr. Emlen and Paul E.
Koren, surveyed a workforce sampling of 20,000
divided among 33 companies and agencieslarge
and small manufacturing concerns, hospitals, service
industries, retail businesses and public agencies.

The resul.s are hardly surprising to working parents:
the daily difficulty in managing child care ar-
rangements is reflected in four kinds of absenteeism:
days missed, times late, times left early and times in-
terrupted on the job. Strong correlations were also
found in stress affecting job performance and
employee health.

The nut Jers are nothing short of shocking in terms
of lost productivity: For women employees with
children in out-of-home care, there was a 65 percent

by Michael Burgess

On March 1, the Portland business community may
well have taken that first step toward dramatically im-
proving productivity in the workplace.

No, no, nonot by shackling the workers to their
word processors and drill presses and throwing them a
carrot for lunch, but by joining fcrces with the Child
Care Coordinating Council (4-C) to provide com-
puterized child care referral services as ar employee
benefit.

The conference, entitled "Child Care and Employee
Productivity: The Work Force Partnership," was held
in the Mayfair Room of the Westin-Benson Hotel and
offered a real opportunity for the chief executives of
the area's top 500 employers to pick up the social ser-
vice slack created by fewer federal dollarsand in a
way that winds up making their firms ever so much
more money than it costs.

Representatives from 170 companies showed up for
the conference which, according to Leslie Faught, 4-C
director, went very well. "It was important because it
was kind of a kick-off event to let people know we're
trying to sell them something to help their productivity
and the community," said Faught. "The next step is to
follow up and see if they're interested in buying a
membership in the program."

She described the type of company most likely to
plug into 4-C as being "large, with a progressive
management and a sizable female workforce (at least
50 percent) We're asking the firms to come up with a
decision by April 15; the program begins July 1."

It's one of those rare situations in the marketplace in
which everyone wins. The employee gains the peace
of mind that only comes from knowing someone more
responsive than Sesame Street is watching the kids,
the employer gains a workforce whose productive
concentration isn't rattled with thoughts of the babysit-
ter fixing Twinkles for dinner again or interrupted with
telephone messages regarding lost house keys and
strange noises coming from the basement, and the
community gains by inaugurating a landmark program
that does more than talk about how nice it would be if
the public and private sectors pitched in together to get
a job that needs doing done.

According to Faught, it all started with a simple
question: Does concern over child care arrangements
affect worker productivity? "We were certain it did."
she told us when we met recently at her office, "but we
didn't have the numbers."

increase in days missed; 278 percent in times late: 74
percent in leaving work early; and 210 percent more
interruptions.

As we might have guessed even in these liberated
times, the travails of child care differ by sex. "More
than men." the report stated, "it is women's lot to ar-
range child care, to maintain the relationships in-
volved, to expend the daily effort of 'getting Cite show
on the road,' to deal with emergencies that arise, to be

on call and in myriad ways to be the manager of daily
life." Interestingly enough, when men and women of
two-income families had a sick child, women were far
more likely to stay home, taking a day without pay or
using emergency leave "Child care rather than per-
sonal illness appears to be the major variable which
mediates sex differences in absence from work
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`Everyone wins. The employee gains peace of mind . . . and the employer
gains a workforce whose productive concentration isn't rattled with
thoughts of the babysitter fixing Twinkies for dinner again . . . .'

The survey divides child care into three categories:
care at home by an adult, out-of-home care, and care
by child. Fifty-six percent of the men and 16 percent of
the women utilized home care by an adult. The roles
are reversed with out-of-home care: 35 percent of the
men and 56 percent of the women make these ar-
rangements Care by child (in which older siblings
watch the child or the child watches TV and eats a
peanut butter sandwich) is used by 15 percent of the
men and 28 percent of the women.

Of the many conclusions reached in the report, the
most crucial for child care providers and executive of-
ficers with an eye on worker productivity are these:
First, "In many ways, the families of employees are
supposed to be invisible . . . . In reality, families are
not so invisible. The survey reveals rather dramatically
that family structure and ability to arrange child care
have an impact on the workplace in the form of
absenteeism and stress." And second, "Employers
need information about their employees; employees
need information about resources; current and poten-
tial providers need information about child care de-
mand; planning agencies need information about
where to develop resources; and United Way, com-
munity foundations, public funding agencies and
employers all need information in order to establish
funding prioritizs."

"Addressing these needs is what the Benson con-
ference was a1 about," Faught explained. Constituting
a public/private investment in family support and
employee productivity, the idea presented to the
who's who of local commerce was that employers
underwrite child care referral services for their
employees For their tax-deductible dollars, here's
what they get. referrals to 4-C's 1400 listings in the tri-
county area (licensed homes, day care centers,
preschools, camps and summer programs), employee

consultations, workshops and printed resource
materials. A sliding scale fee schedule based on
number of employees provides a cost-efficient financ-
ing mechanism for a citywide service beyond the
means of public funding and philanthropic sources.

The events leading tip to the conference is a story in
itself. Based c.n the track record of the Child Care
Coordinating Council which has for the past 14 years
provided referrals for its 1200 licensed day care
homes, administered child care subsidies, trained and
supplied support networks for child care workers,
maintained a lending library for parents, children and
professionals. and sponsored a child nutrition pro-
gramthe Portland City Club last year recommended
that 4-C's citywide information resources be
computerized

A funding drive spearheaded by Congressman Ron

Wyden raised the necessary $21,500 in shot order.
The very next month, the Research hstitute report on
child care and productivity was published, and the
month after that the White House Office of Private
Sector Initiatives lunched local executive officers and
touted the concept of underwriting an employee
benefit plan aimed at child care management. The first
to be impressed with the idea was Portland General
Electric and the Kaiser Foundation. They im-
plemented the service. and were enthusiastic enough
to provide keynote speakers for the conference.

So, once again, the little town in the outback of
Oregon is in the spotlight. Aside frorr the White
House, which director Faught told us is "watching the
program with a great deal of interest," the city of
Denver has plans to implement the idea, and national
magazines have been poking around by telephone.
"There is no program like this in the country," Faught
said with appropriate professional pride.

And there aren't many meetings around with guest
speaker lists like this one. It included: Gov. Vic Atiyeh;
Richard Schlaff (associate director, White House Of-
fice of Private Sector Initiatives); PSU's. Dr. Arthur
Emlen, who conducted the study; Robert Shoemaker
(president of the City Club); Kay Stepp (vice president
for Human Resources at PG7.); and Dan Wagster
(chief executive officer at Kaiser Foundation). As if
more endorsement were needed, the invitations were
signed by Robert Short, board chairperson and chief
executive officer of PGE, and Nellie Fox, director of
legislation and political education for the Oregon AFL-
CIO.

Even for those with a dependable babysitter not
given to throwing legendary parties while the nippers
are down for a nap, the outcome of the March 1 con-
ference is important. The Portland business communi-
ty has a real opportunity to take a leadership role in
solving a child care/productivity challenge facing
employers nationwide.

The ball, or in this case the checkbook, is in their
court.

Editor's note For more information, contact the Child
Core Coordinating Council at 1110 SE Alder, Portland. OR
Q7214 or call 238-4320.
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Employer-paid
services posed
for child care
By DAN HORTSCH
of The Oregonian guff

More than 100 executives of large companies lis-
tened to a propos:1Thursday that their businesses pay
for child-care information, referral and related serv-
ices in order to reduce employee stress and improve
pioductivity.
1 Sipping red or white wine or coffee courtesy of the

fideral government, they greeted the plan with curios-
ity and questions about cost.
k The plan would use the services' of the Child Care

Coordinating Council, a private, non-profit informs-
On and referral organization that worts In Mull-
nOmah. Washington and Clackamas counties.

f. The proposal for employer-paid referral and sup-
pOrt services, a plan called Community Shires, arose
or of joint efforts begun In 1981 by the council and
the Regional Research Institute for Human Services at
Pdrtland State University, said Leslie M. Faught, ex-
ecutive director of the council.

The proposal agrees with a recommendation made
ilta City Club report last year on child-care problems.
* The research including a survey of employees of

31. large companies and public agencies and the
m,Irketing of the proposal, including the two-hour
conference Thursday is the Benson Hotel, has been
flianced by two federal grants totaling $390,000.

: Arthur C. Emlen, director of the PSU institute,
outlined some of the problems employees face in ob-
taining, satisfactory care for their children. The dif-
fiplties include higher absenteeism, especially for
women, who bear the brunt of child-care responsibill-
as.

Drawbacks cited
While child care on the work site often has been

dilcussed as a solution in recent years, Emlen said tug
care on company grounds was too expensive for many
bdsinesses and not always convenient for parents,
who often want care near their homes.

Since lack of information is one major difficulty
pdrents face in finding good care, informVion and
support services for employees with children could
reduce stress and improve employee productivity at a
illtdest cost to the employer, the study concluded.

The proposal from the child care council and the
latItute asks large employers to pay both fixed aed
variable fees. In return, the council would provide
referral, employee consultation, annual workshops for
pk.ents, and, if the plan is financially successful,
screening of homes in which child care is offered. That
last benefit would be important since private home
care makes up nearly 80 percent of child care services,
Faught said.

I
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Several questions centered on the cost of the plan.
A .company with 100 employees, for example, wouk,
pay $1,020 for the service. A company with 1,500
employees would pay $5,825.

A typiall response came from Paul Himmelman,
general manager of the Benson, which has 350 em-
ployees. He said the cost seemed large, even though
backers of the plan felt the tax-deductible expense
was relatively small.

He also asked if the child care council had thought
of approaching smaller businesses. Faught said that
once successful, the service might be extended to
srnaller companies.

Pleased with response
. Faught said she was pleased with ,the cautious

responses because if they had discarded the idea com-
pletely, the executives wouldn't have asked searching
questions. .

Support for the proposal came from the White
House, the governor's office and from representatives
of Portland General Electric Co. and the Kaiser Foun-
dation Health Plan of Oregon. Both companies pur-
chase similar services from the council.

Faught, whose council hopes to have its informa-
tion service on a computer by mid-April, told the
audience that the information service still would be
provided free to non-subscribers, but that parents
whose employers do support the service will receive
support beyond the information itself.

1" BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Take child care step
The relationship between reliable

child care and employment opportunities
is a bit like the weather. Everybody, it
seems, from Congress on down to local
community groups has been talking
about it for years. Now Portland may be
on the verge of doing something about it
as a matter of good business.

Executives of many Portland-area
corporations are reviewing tile results of
a study conducted by the Child Care
Coordinating Council and the Regional
Research Institute for Human Services
of Portland State University. The goal Is
a communitywide referral system
accommodating paregts needing the ser-
vice, child care providers wanting clients
and employers seeking a stable work
force. It is the type of arrangment that
the City Club of Portland acluded a
year ago was needed here.

Should the companies decide to fund
the central referral service as a legiti-
mate cost of doing husiness, they will
create a national model that other cities
may copy.

The study found a direct connection
betwen suitable child care and worker
productivity. About one-third of Port-
land'f work force needs a place to leave
children while parents are on the job.
Change Is so frequent that about two-
thirds of this number will be shopping
for care in the course of a year.

While then! art many care centers, at
least 1,400 inventoried so far, child care
is largely a disorganized industry, with

about 80 percent of the listings in private
homes.

The lack of dependable means of put-
ting parent and provider together, ac-
cording to the study, is a major cause of
absenteeism !rpm the job and a principal
factor in employee stress. That is why
business executives are contemplating
financing the referral service.

The service would have nothing to do
with paying for the costs of child care,
which would mild n a parental expense
and certainly a separate problem, for the
study also found that affordable care
ranked with reliable care among em-
ployee concerns.

But establishing a central place
where providers can list their services
and parents can seek care for their
youngsters has merit, especiey If it
comes with professional screening of fa-
cilities and counseling for the workers. It
may indeed be a standard service in fu-
ture employee benefits package in a so-
ciety of working parents. And it may be
closer to happening right here than any-
where else across the country.
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iChild-care-needs survey sought
By JOHN PAINTER JR.
at no ompoillN sloff

Portland City Co . Strachan
will ask the City Council this week to approve a
yearlong, $60,780 demonstration project to assess the
child-care needs of low-income parents.

The ordinance for the project, which will be an-
nounced in a Monday morning news conference, will

; be presented for council consideration at 10 a.m.
I Wednesday.

The project will test the effectiveness of child-care
subsidies and employer - employee education on the job
success and productivity o' low-income, single par-
ents.

It would be divided into three segments.
The first would provide four-month, short-term

child-care vouchers for low-income, single parents

The report said the
business community "has
been slow to respond . . ."
who have completed training through the Portland Job
Training Agency and found employment.

The agency has endorsed the prcject and will ad-
minister it, Strachan said. About 50 low-income, single
parents are expected to participate.

The second segment would be an education pro-
gram to train parents to be savvy child-care consum-
ers, including how to evaluate child-care options aed
how to budget to pay for them.

The third component would be a consultation pro-
gram for employers of single parents to advise them of
the child-care tax credits available to them. It also
would inform employers of personnel policy changes
and other options that could improve the working
conditions for and productivity of single parents.

The proposed project was designed by a special
task force appointed by Strachan and headed by Cor-
nett? Smith of the Albina Ministerial Alliance's Family
Day-Care Program.

A study of the difficulities working parents face in
managing child care was released this month by Ar-

I Our C. Emien of the Portland State University Re-
gional Research Institute for Human Services.

In part, the study showed that women employees
with children in child care missed 83 percent more
days, were late 278 percent more, left early 74 percent

'Snore often and had 210 percent more interruptions
Than women without children. Men faced some of the
-same problems, but not to the same degree.

Funding for the project would come from federal
ilifousing and Community Development contingency
kf wads controlled by the City Council.

1 The Emlen study coincided with another study on
child-care needs released by the Portland City club In
April 1983.
, In that repon, the City Club proposed the creation
of a business-supported central, computerized child-
tare resource center that attracted the support of Rep.
Ron Wyden, D-Cre., who started a fund-raising cam-
paign to establish a computerized service through the
Child Care Coordinating Council.

The report, two years in the making, said that
about 68,000 children of Portland-at m working par-
tnts needed care, and that the business community
"has been slow to respond to employment-related
child-care needs."

The absenteeism and productivity of working par-
ents were affected by child-care problems, the City
Club report said.

The study recommended that business personnel
policies be revised to incorporate flexible working
hours, job sharing and various fringe benefits that
would help parents arrange day care.

The research institute and the Child Care Coor-
dinating Council Initiated a survey of 20,000 em-
ployees of 40 businesses in the tri-county area via an
anonymous four-page questionnaire In the hope of
showing employers the correlation between child-care
problems and worker productivity.

The questionnaire included inquiries about work
habits, tardiness and interruptions. The study released
by Portland State is entitled "Hard to Find and Dif-
ficult to Manage: The Effects of Child Care on the
Marketplace."
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Mesh child care services
The city of Portland should be sure

that its planned child care program for
low-income parents takes advantage of
the services expected to emerge from a
child care referral and counseling center
far, the metropolitan area.

-The referral service, including a list-
iug and screening of facilities, is to be
slibusored essentially by businesses re-
spot:ding to evidence that problems with
the tee of children have a direct effect
ace The'productivity of employees. It is
tlfe"urainchild of the Child Care Coor-
dinating Council, but it goes a long step
beyond' the council's present referral op-
eratic

City Commissioner Margaret D. Stra-
chairs proposal deals specifically with
chilli care for the poor, rho need more
than information. They need money to
!malice the care that will enable them to
kap their jobs.

While the two programs are differ -
eats, they have common interests. tideed,
lb chey are not well coordinited, un-

necessary duplication could occur.
Both relate to findings of a study by

the City Club of Portland and a survey of
more than 8,000 employees by the Re-
gional Research Institute of Portland
State University. They made the case for
affordable child care as a critical factor
in the Portland work force. Absentee
rates and job stress are directly connect-
ed to child care.

The city's program, financed by
$60,780 in federal Housing and Com-
munity Development funds as a one-year
model for the nation, should make use of
the screening, referral and counseling
services that the coordinating council
Intends to offer in its partnership with
business. These are areas in which the
two programs come together, and one
can benefit from the other.

Whether the resources come from
the federal government or local business,
the community should get the most for
the money It spends on child care in
support of employment.
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( Care plan still stepchild of business
By JOHN M. VILLAUME

In February, 442 local firms received an
invitation to participate in an innovative
child care program that promised to be an
example of how business could do what
government could not.

To date, only a handful of firms have
committed themselves to the program,
called Community Shares.

As a result, the parents of the project
Art Emlen, director of the Regional
Research Institute for Human Services,
and Leslie Faught, executive director of
the Child Care Coordinating Council
frankly are worried.

"In approaching the business commun-
ity, we offered a package of child care
services as a business proposition," Em len
said. "We did not approach them for a
contribution to subsidize a community
service."

Emlen referred to the results of a study
completed last year that surveyed 8,000
employees at 35 Portland area firms. That
study revealed that more than a quarter of
working parents with child care arrange-
ments are dissatisfied with them. It also
Indicated half of all working parents have
difficulty in making satisfactory child care
arrangements.

According to the survey, working par-
ents with children under 18 years old are
absent more often. Parents with children
missed 18 percent more days, were late for
work 20 percent more often, left early
slightly more oft :n, and interrupted their
work day nearly twice as often as workers
without children.

The study provided the empirical basis
for devising a package of services that
Emlen and Faught argue would lead to
improve worker productivity. Community
Shares' major services include:

Access to an information bank listing

approximately 1,400 child care providers
in the Portland area.

Personal counseling for working par-
ents on child care, parenting and child
development issues.

Workshops conducted at firms to help
working parents cope with conflicts
between their work and their responsibili-
ties as parents.

The screening of child care facilities
for employees of subscribing firms.

"To date, response has been promising,
but not sufficient," Emlen said.

Sr far Nike. Good Samaritan Hospital,
Portland General Electric, Kaiser-Perma-
nente and NERCO have signed up with
the program. The law firm of Stoel, Rives,
Boley, Fraser and Wyse has agreed in
principle and plans to reach a final agree-
ment in the immediate future.

A seventh business, Burger King, sup-
ported the concept and had agreed to par-
ticipate.

However, "after analyzing our
employee data, Leslie (Faughtj advised us
against participating on the grounds we
didn't have sufficient need," said Joe

' o date, response has
been promising, but not
sufficient."

Angle, owner of Burger King. "We're
very supportive of the concept. If the busi-
ness community can support something
without eating up tax dollars, it's a good
thing. It's one way we give back what we
set," he added.

Although Burger King will not partici-
pate in Community Shares, it has contrib-
uted to the project.

Reaction on the part of those who have
signed up t.as been enthusiastic. Firms
offer several reasons for entering into a
contract with the Child Care Coordinating
Council.

"Nike strives to live up to a progressive
image," said Paul Phillips, assistant to the
director of corporate affairs. "We have a
policy of meeting our employee needs.
However, we're also concerned with the
financial question. We're aware of 'work
distraction,' how concern with off-the-job
issues distracts the worker from job
responsibilities."

Nike has generated a rough estimate of
anticipated financial benefits, but "they
are fairly general," Phillips said. "Ho.;
do you put a doilar amount on something
like that? Child care is a contemporary
issue. The Community Shares program is
right on. Everyone is interested in finding
a solution to a recognized problem," he
noted.

Nike has 1,100 workers, of whom
approximately 60 percent are women.
Thirry-thiee percent of women with child-
ren at Nike are single.

David Kopra, assistant to the director
of administration at Stoel, Rives, Boley,.
Fraser and Wyse, said he anticipated an.
Increase in productivity as a result of the
program.

The firm plans to use the evaluation
services offered as part of the Community
Shares package. It will look at the number
of workers who take advantage of the
program, the degree of employee satisfac-
tion and attendance records t year a; ter
implementing the project.
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"These are things that can be measured.
I Clink we'll see a measureable differ-
ence," Kopra said.

But Kopra also referred to a personal
dimension in the firm's motivation. "If
the employer can help the employee make
a difficult personal decision, that's
enough to justify getting into the pro-
gram," he said.

Kopra hasn't approached other firms to
promote their participation in Ctimmunity
Shares, but "I'm w:ling to recommend
the program to anyone who would cull,"
he said.

Out of a staff of 350 at Stoel, Rives, 31
percent of the women with children are
single. A small proportion of men with
children also are single.

Good Samaritan Hospital decided to
participate on the grounds that Commun-
ity Shares' information and referrai sys-
tem "rounded out the package of child
care services we provide our employees,"
said Jackie Farah, coordinator for
employee as;:stance programs. That sys-
tem "will provide the missing piecethe
ability to locate high-quality child care,"
she said.

Last year 75 employees used one of the
child care services offered by Good
Samaritan. These include counseling for
parent employees and a "flexible bene-
fits" program, in which employees can set
aside $5,000 in combined benefits and sal-
ary to draw upon for child care costs.

Despite the fact that services of this sort
already are provided by Good Samaritan,
"we had three requests for .eferral serv-
ices in the first week after we agree to par-
ticipate in Community Shares," Farah
said. "This was before our participation
was 1 ..blicly announced. I think there's an
ac...umulated need."

Those who have decided to participate
in Community Shares may be enthusiastic
enough, but so far there are not enough
companies signed up to finance the opera-
tion.

Emlen and Faught initially had hoped
about 40 employers would participate,
thus ensuring $160,000 to 5200,000 to
finance the operation. That was in Sep-
tember.

Last week Faught said 5100,000 wouid
be enough to guarantee Community
Shares' start-up. Faught would rot dis-
close the total dollar commitment from
firms that have subscribed, but she did say
that it fell short of the necessary S100,000.

"We're still waiting for answers from
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approximately 20 firms to whom we made
individual presentations. None of these
have said no. And we anticipate answers
from most by the end of the month."

A check with severe firms indicated
that was the case.

Dennis Beane, assistant vice president
for benefits at U.S. Bancorp, said the
firm was exploring the matter and would
reach a decision soon. Similarly, Barbara
Runyan, employee relations coordinator,
said that First Interstate Bank of Oregon
had the issue under consideration.

The Community Shares project rests on
the assumption that business pursuing its
own self-interest could better ensure
financing for. what is recognized as a
community need.

"For employers, a modest and afforda-
ble purchase of service for employers is
justified by its contribution to company
productivity," according to the project's
grani proposal. "Yet' . . . the financial
mechanism will underwrite a citywide ser-
vice that could not be accomplished solely
through public funding or philanthropic
sources."

Community Shares also proposes to let
the unemployed use its information and
referral system for free. Employees from
non-subscribing firms could use the sys-
tem, but would be charged a service fee of
$15.

The President's Advisory Council on
Private Sector Initiatives has taken a spe-
cial interest in the Community Shares
proposal.

Patricia Divine-Hawkins, a member of
that council, pointed out: "The formula.
tion of private-public partnerships for a
communitywide, computerized informa-
tion and referral system here in Portland
also has important.. national implica-
tions."

She said Community Shares was consis-
tent with a national policy of decentraliza-
tion in which planning and decision-
making is left to local communities..

"We believe that tilr private sector has a
significant role to play in achievint: this
goal," she said.
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hild care blues tf:
Employers should be sympathetic
to workers' dilemma, expert says
By LINDA HOSEK
Of the Herald Staff

Companies need not open a day
care center to keep employers with
children happy.

Employers could benefit them-
/ selves and their employees if they

provide an information and refer-
ral service on local day care facili-
ties, a Portland State University
researcher said Tuesday at St.
Luke's General Hospital.

They should "assist all inter-
ested parties with the information
they need for the decisions they
have to make" on day care facili-
ties, said Arthur Emlen, professor
in social work and director of the
Regional Research Institute for
Human Services at the university.

"It is perceived as helpful and
important," he said.

Emlen presented the results of a
Portland study on the effects of

I child care on the workplace to
1 about 20 local women who repre-

sented local day cares, child advo-
cates and industry.

Other findings included:
The level of income did not

make much difference in deter-
mining the choice of child care.
Difficulty in finding care appeared
to be the major factor.

The level of absenteeism asso-
ciated with child care was higher
among women than men.

The women assumes more re-
sponsibility in child care arrange-
ments, regardless of whether she is
a single parent or married.

The program was jointly spon-
sored by the Whatcom Couay
Child Care Task Force, the
Whatcom Chamber of Commerce
and Industry and St. Luke's, the

only area business to operate a day
care center primarily for its em-
ployees.

"The task force has begun to ex-
plore ways to get schools, employ-
ees, parents and government agen-
cies to come up with a solution for
day care that will work in this com-
munity," said Joan Krebill, coordi-
nator for Coalition for Child Advo-
cacy. "Many can't afford day care
and can't find day care that fits
their children's needs."

The Portland study was based on
a May 1983 survey of a workforce
of 20,000 from 33 companies and
agencies chosen to represent a
broad cross-section of industries,
occupations and income levels,
Emlen said.

Survey questions focused on
child care arrangements as well as
absenteeism and stress, which po-
tentially reflected difficulty in
combining work and family re-
sponsibilities, he said.

Results showed families used
combinations of arrangements, in-
cluding care at home by an adult,
care away from the home and care
by an older child, he saic'

Parents "expressed ry and
showed the highest level of con-
cern" when they relied on child
care by another child, he said.

Relying on other children for
child care was not a choice based
on income, as the percentage of
care by other children actually in-
creased in families with higher in-
comes, he said

"It clearly was not a poverty-
driven decision," he said. "Good
care is hat d to find."

With regard to absenteeism, the
results showed that men employ-
ees whose children remained at
home with a spouse or other adult
were absent about the same num-
ber of days as employees without
children.

Women employees who relied on
care away from the home or on
other children had the highest ab-
senteeism rates.

"Absenteeism was revealed not
to be a 'woman's problem' but a
family solution," he said.

The results were seen as an indi-
cator of who was carrying the child
care responsibilites that made it
possible for the employee to be at
work and, more Urn half of the
time, for a spouse to be at work as
well, he said.

In two-income families, women
were more likely than men to take
the day off without pay or to take
emergency leave to care for sick
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children, he said. Thus, in families
where both spouses earned in-
comes, women still appeared to
carry a disproportional share of
the child care responsibilities, he
said.

"It is important to portray ab-
senteeism as not necessarily bad,'
he said.

Absenteeism does not have to
lead to a loss of productivity, de-

pending on company flexibility and
attitude, he said.

It also probably would not be
eliminated by on-site day care fa-
cilities, he said.

"Employers are better off to en-
courage an atmosphere of some
tolerance for tabsenteeism) in-
stead of trying to stomp it out," he
said.
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nts face child-care decision
"The hours that I work leave my

daughter (under age 12) sleeping alone
at home. She has to get herself up for
school and off to school without any I
&WIWI* I work from 12 a.m. to 9
.a.m. Ako I have a krge dog for pro-
teaks: during those hours she is alone I
which keeps her feeling safe at home!
t

"I feel ft's very unsafe to leave my
children alone during the dry, but ...I
eel it's more important to feed them.

is the final dedding factor."
.1 am happy with (our) child -cane

orrangements; however, half my
Ilwife's pay goes to child can

'III What's a parent to do?
According to a 1983 survey that

rbokedlimee responses, child care is -a
major source of anxiety for workers in
e. Portianarea and there's often

sot a lot a parent can do.
liIn the Portland metropolitan area
Multnomah, Washington and Clack-

mas counties, the US. Census Bureau
eports, there are nearly 80,000 work-
as mothers with.children under the
ge. '8. Of thou women in the labor
)c .8,504 or 36 percent, have at
dm one child under the age of 6..

Caring for tens of thousands of
children are '169 Scented am-

end 1,200 day -care homes, is-
mated Leslie Faught, director of the )
hild Care Coordinating Council (4-C),
2 agency with those numbers on Its
iferral list. Even more private homes
rovide an underground, word-of-
south network of day care, some

But a large percentage;t,i

ed and some bad. -;

ntage of the chil-
1

ren simply stay home alone or with
a older brother or sister, all still un-
litten the age of 12.

r themselves is one evidence that
"The proportion of kids looking

sere is a problem with day care and
Fet ng day care In the Portland

" said Arthur Emlin, whose Re-
oral Research Institute for Humanervicesjiniversity

uctall'Ffe: -sang study of the
feet* of child care on the workplace.

Of the 8,121 employees responding
the survey, 21 percent of the 2,457

rallies with children relied ox day
e by children. Fifty-three percent

some sort of out-of-home ar-
sno-nent. Of that figure, 32 percent

:dm in the care of a non-rela-
ve to that person's home.

More than half 57 percent of
parents who leave their children at

ome by themselves are dissatisfied
that arrangement, while 23 per-

don't like the day-care centers or
homes they we.

raj can shut down
Recently, parents throughout Port-

land shuddered when police and the
state Children Services Division closed
down a private day -cue home in
Southeast Portland because of alleged-
ly unsafe and unsanitary conditions.

teleph enpsa
tro

m an
a complaint

i d

from a
chil-

dren had been left in unsanitary condi-
tions, authorities took nine children,
ages 2 through 10, from the home of
Diane Boner, 922 S.E. 35th Ave. '

Faught said she had Inspected Bon-
er's home about three years ago when
the day-care operator wanted on the
U.S. Department of Aviailthre food
program administered by 4-C. "It was,
frankly, a pretty dirty little place,"
Faught said. "It was pretty Icky." As a
result, Boner's home was dropped
from the 4-C list.

The Oregonian contacted and in-
spected roughly 18 dny-care centers
and "homes in Portland last week, and
none had serious cleanliness problems.

"I would think that something that
extreme (as Boner's home condition) is
an exception,".Faught stressed. "Most
people don't live that way."

"I think it's terrible. My house
isn't spode", but ft's not filthy. And
It pretty child-prOoeittlifiny oivn

Ilroep it safe." Kay Myers

Kay Myers, a young mother who
operates a day -cue 'home from her
two-story apartment on Southeast
Powell Boulevard an4 has been in the
business for nearly AT years, said she
knows she isn't Ta meticulous
housekeeper and her Louse isn't fancy.
The furnishings are pla, some of
the toys are broken strewn around
the yards and floor :mid household
clutter is piled on and in cor-
ners. Bread crusts other remnants
of the day's lunch .scattered in the
dirt and grass of the yard.

Service in
But her day-care

passed the state
of the nutrition p
keeps strict watch
what the children do

"I like the kids
their own home," M

ce recently
on to be part
am, and she

records on
eat.

think of it like
said. "They

can go into any roots there's not
just one little spot tlry have to stay
in."

Myers, who charges between 75
cents end $1.25 an hour "depending on I

the 'parents' ability to pay," said her
charges "do a little bit of everything." ;

They play games, watch cartoons,
romp with her pet puppy and cats,

At this time, she is watching one
child full-time and two put -time, in
addition to her own two.

"If you don't motivate their minds,
they will lust be idiots. All my kids
know mathematics, and we pick a
new word from the dictionary to learn
every day. I really don't think that
sitting in front of the 7V or throwing
crow at them is right." Michelle
enier

Michelle Ferrier, a 27-year-old
mother of one who old she fell in love
with children when she was a teach-
er's side while still In high school, has
a waiting list for her in-home, day-
care service on Southeast Ankeny
Street. She watches .no more than sew
en children at a time, from infants to
14-yearolds, including retarded
youngsters, for $1.25 an hour or $12 a
day for 10-hour days. -

For no extra charge, Ferrier and
her husband take her clients on
once-a-week trips to the coast, river,
area parks or berry fields. They also
hit story hour at a pearby library and
spend a lot of time at neighborhood
swinindng pools.

"The things that I find are free, we
naturally go," Ferrier said. "Parents
work and are busy and can't take
them here and there, so it's a treat."

Even though her email, four-bed-
room, two-story house is full of chil-
dren most days, Ferrier said, "because
they are happy, there's not the noise
or yelling or fighting."

Stasis Thomas, a young grand-
mother at 52, just started her day-care
service in the Southeast Alder Street
home where she grew up. A cozy
place filled with antiqum, bright Ori-
ental carpeting and newly painted
walls, It also was home to her mother
and grandmother. To prepare for day-
care customers, she bought dolls,
stuffed animals, a rocking horse and
other toys at a thrift store.

$5 a day
Thomas said she "did this In a big

way In San Diego," so she knows
what mothers have to go through to
find affordable, high-quality care. She
charges $5 a day for up to eight hours,
and $1 an hour after that. She said she
would accept no more than two In-
fants and two toddlers at one time.

"Sometimes you get so attached to
some of the children you almost think
you should pay the parents to keep
them," Thomas said.
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'7 had a yucky feeling In the pit of
my stomach, but the woman sounded
so desperate over the phone. Then she
came to look at the place and said
she'd bring the medication for her
son'shyperactivity " Jan Beazely

Jan Beazely, who prides herself on
providing "executive childcare for the
children of working professionals" in
her $200,000 Alameda Ridge home,
noted that. people who provide day
care have to be as careful as parents
looking for a good service if they
want to be successful.

She said she finally turned down
the *mother of the hyperactive boy be-
cause keeping him "wouldn't have I
been fair to all my other kids."

"I needed to set the pace," Beazely
said, explaining that she puts in writ-
ing that she won't take children who
are sick, feverish, vomiting, or have
diarrhea or eye infections. "It's my
home and my family, too."

Beazely charges $2 an boar for in-
fants in diapers and $1.50 an hour for
toddlers who are' toilet-trained.
"Charge $6 a day tad you get a type
of person just Literested in cost and
not the quality of care," Beazely said.

She admitted that parents walk
into her expensive home and "prob-
ably think, 'Why are you doing this?' "
but she said she saw all the problems
mothers had getting good child care'
while she worked at Nordstrom. "I did
it for a friend, and I just got itto it."

Although she has invested about
$1,500 to build and equip a fenced-in
playground with clubhouse, sandbox
and teeter-totter outside and a base-
ment playroom with "treehouse,"
swing, tables and special toys for
tykes, Beazely said she is bringing In
about $1;200 a month.

, .

"We tell parents who come here
that center-based care is not for every-
boctr. There are trade-offs, as opposed
to Family-based care. If family care Is
good, there Is a more intimate group
Ws:nailer ratio of children to adults.
But then again, if the family-we pro-

, ;Or is sick or closes, the parents are
snick" Roberta L. Recker of Fruit
EA Flower. ,

;115.uit end Flower, thought by
may parents to be the top-of-the-line
daycare Center in the Portland area,
currently cares for about 120 children
betiveen the ages of 6 weeks to 6
years. Because few day-care centers
or. in-home providers welcome infants,
babies make up the bulk of its busi-
ness.

-Kinds of care
A recent survey probed the child-care habits of
working parents in the Portland area who had chil-
dren under 12. These are some of the results:

itt2iiteat thilandlisa at homOCT
,L peed gaitaingfds:0112 undei. (1 .

`75th' of the homes are card for out of !a
.

1.

orthifiniughoithkimn family dr/ care,
.11% have children in day-care centers. .

z. y T

.Seerees ReolenetReeiiimaineem. see maw aria.w.t """1. '7lnxwn.
7 - Tea Ortoodovellie SMOAK

Parents pay on a sliding scale ac-
cording to income, but the top prices
areimong the highest in town. Costs
range from a high of $520 a month for
infants between 6 weeks and 11
midis who stay more than 10 hours
a day, to $485 a month for toddlers 1
to 234 years old for a long day, and
$265 a month for 4 to 6-year-old for a
long day.

"We try to hire good staff and
have consistency in our program,"
said Recker, Fruit and Flower pro-
gram coordinator, of the cost.

t Activities planned
,. During a typical day in the seven-

clissroom building on Northwest Irv-
ing Str t, toddlers participate in "ac-
tivities that meet different needs of
their development," Recker said. That
ineludes small and large muscle devel-
opient, social and emotional develop-
ment, and cognitive development, she

1'Berean Child Care Center, in the
b ement of the Berean Baptist
Citurch on North Vancouver Avenue,
alio stresses different activities for
different types of development but
for,$38 a week for 10-hour days.

?For the 27 children enrolled, that
mins playtime Inside and out, dress-
ing up and acting out in the
"housekeeping" area, quiet time with
books and discussions of words like
"permission, sharing, listening, friend-
ly and cooperate," and craft time with
crayons, glue, colored yarn, paints and
construction paper.

' "When they leave here, they can
print their .met, and they are really
ready for public school," Amy Hender-
son, one of the head teachers at Be-
rea, proudly add.

Lynda Chittenden, 37, has owned
and operated ABC Day School in Ra-
leigh Hills for more, than three years.
"We really care about what happens
to the children," she said, noting that
her small school averages between 20
and 25 21/2- to 10-year-olds each day.
Cost there is $45 a week for 11 hours
a day.

"I'm not into It for the almighty
dollar," Chittenden said. "It's a service
for people who need it. It's rewarding
for the kindness."

At ABC, the chiloren gravitate
from playroom with ladders, jungle
gyms and playhouses, to a large mid-
dle room that holds cots with their
own special blankets and sheets, to a
preschool area with books, records
and learning aids.

"We trust each other, almost like a
pnvate home," Chittenden said.

Monday; A look at day-care regula-
tions, in Oregon and nationwide.
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SHOW AND TELL Iwins Therese (left) and Shara Brazzlenearly 3. the contents of plastic pul se .-.,.efore gettng ready to leave the Berean Child
JaMrosby (left) and their grandmother. EmTha Chiles. Care Center in North Portland.
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Success swamps hildlw

Community Shares
By JOHN M. VILLAUUB

Four months ago the Child Care Coor-
dinating Council was worried it wouldn't
get enough business to get started Last
week, director Leslie Faught. was. con-
cerned that the council may have more
business than it can handle:

In March this year, the council invited
. Portland businesses to take part in Com-
muni0 Shares. For it fee, the council

,would provide employees of participating
firms an assortment of child-care-related
services. These included referral services

. forpareits seeking child care; individual
gounselini and otheite workshops vn

-Child-care issues; and accesi.to ccompu-.
t

I. r4: Ina .dltion to providing:::
referrals to employees.-

:f,tfrom partzapating.,,,:;,,;;
con:Pinks, the council

,:- has begisifmonthk :

seminars arid Individual*
counseling.

:terized datt'hanklisting approximately
1,500 centers, cooperatives and homes
that provide childcare in the greater Fort-
land
:' Fees 'fcklubscribing firms ranged
upwards froni$500 a year depending

;,..upori services rendered and the number of
employees at a particular firm. Represent-
ative fees initially published were 81,020
for firms with 100 employees, $2,212 for
thosewith.350,.and $4,050 for. firms with

. .

Early on, the co estimated it-4uncritsid%4.:fte-
would have to interest si minimum of 10
firms and raise at least $100,000 (from
both fees and grant support) forythe pro-
gram to start. It set April 15 as the date to
decide whether it would be able to start on
schedule July 1. J..-
-"ks the enebrkiii11010Fro-rily!

firms.haillited.tiP and riught.witi'wor-
iied that Community Shares wouldn't get
;off the ground.......-:- -

- .",..
",::''Since thenheiiitiver, 'nine other firms
,haveave subscribed. Combined contract fees
;And grant.aupport. have Increased to
i:4200,000...,t90,060,in fees paid by sub- .

'scribing eiiititialtiel, anothei $90,000 fed-
: eral.support, and 520,000. in foundation .
'grants and other contributions. As a result
ComMunity Shares got underway as
planned July I.

1
.. -,.... ,

..
. -t : .st -..., .t. !

Iit's Suece(siiattraCting sufficient buiiness
interest and fi nancing has Introduced new .1

?problems at the council. Response the first '

c'
two months,of:operations has nearly:
swamp- the Council's ability to respond.

dr 'iiiff -...-
The coun s wives, 9,000 poten-

'. dal parent clients working at 15 firms and'
working or living in Multnomah, Clacka-

;Mat, Washington and Clark counties. To
.. handle the load, the staff is composed of
;.the equivalent of 4.5 fulllime people.

"The first month we got 137 calls. The
',;'second month there were 337," Faught
%said. "There were times when all seven'
4 telephone lines were busy."

Adequately responding to a client's'
need can take up to "a couple hours" of

t staff time, she said. At the.present rate of
,use, the council staff.and facilities are
'being overwhemed.."We could use sev-
eral more staff, three or four more phone:
lines, and a larger computer," she said.:
"And that's just for referrals," she said. ..,

In additioirtO:pioviding referrals 'to ,

employees froin participating companies,
the council hasbegun monthly seminars
and individual counseling. It also handles
general public inquiries.---.238 in July,

. alone.-- and provides referrals for parents'
from non-participating firms which are
willing to pay a S10 fee. .

It's not that Vaught is disappointed by
the high utilization of services the council

115 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Leslie Faught, executive director, supervises operations of the Child Care Coordinating Council. Working the telephones are, left, Kari Fantz
and Carol Sweet. Wes Lyle

provides. "The program has been a suc-
cess so far," Faught said. "We started
with the assumption there was a tremen-
dous need. Response so far has demon-
strated the need was in the community,"
she added. "And we are serving that
need."

But Faught is convinced the council
cannot operate at the present frenetic pace
and continue providing quality service.
Doing so may call for some major
changes.

"When we dealt with firms initially, we
negotiated our prices down from our pub-
lished schedule," Faught said. "I think it
was fair to do that," she argued, in order
to attract companies. But she now feels
the council will have to rase its fees back
up to the level it originally had intendcd to
charge.

"Upping the price (to those levels) isn't
going to break the bank," Faught said,
adding she felt that the services provided
would remain a bargain.

Faught also believes recruiting addi-
tional firms at those rates will generate
revenue for needed staff and equipment.
After a three-month hiatus she plaits to
resume marketing in mid-November.

Success in its several bids to increase
revenues would do more than ensure suffi-
cient resources to meet demand. Faught
said it also would enable the council to
screen listed facilities a task it had origi-
nally planned to do, but has not been able
to undertake so far.

Participating firms include: Portland
General Electric, NERCO, Standard
Insurance, U.S. Bancorp, Tektronics
(Wilsonville plant), IBM, Kaiser-Perm-
nente,Good Samaritan Hospital, First
Interstate Bank, Georgia Pacific, Arthur
Andersen, Pendleton Woolen Mills and
Pacific Power and Light..
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hill care assistance program reports growth
By DAN HORTSCH
n.o eta

A program to involve employers in
helping to fulfill the child-care needs

f their employees has signed up 14
corporate members with more than
27,000 potentially benefiting workers.

The 4-month-old program, called
Community Shares by its developers
and operated by the Child Care Coor-
dinating Council, was the subject of
praise Tuesday at a gathering of the
program's business and political sup-
porters.

Gov. Vic Atiyeh told the audience
in a meeting room of the U.S. Bancorp
Plaza that the progmm, which pro-
vides day-care referral services, edu-
cation and counseling to employees of
member companies, is "a pilot pro-
gram for the full state and the nation."

Atiyeh said improved day care was
important "to the self-esteem and
pride" of people who work outside the
home.

The program had its genesis in a
federally .funded study done by the
Regional Research Institute for Hu-
man Services at Portland State Uni-
versity in conjunction with the coun-
cil. Among the findings of the study
was that many employees do not nec-

essarily want day-care facilities avail-
able where they work but do want
dependable day care conveniently lo-
cated and help in finding reliable care.

The result was the formation of
Community Shares.

Leslie Faught, executive director
of the council, said 650 employees
from the companies had taken advan-
tage of the service, most of them In
the past six or seven weeks.

The 14 member companies con-
tributed according to a formula that
takes in the number of employees they
have and the average percentage of
people with children in the child-care
age range. Three other companies
have contributed financially without
becoming members, she said.

Contributions have totaled about
$90,000 so far, Faught said.

Faught also said a $205,000 grant
from the Fred Meyer Charitable Trust
would allow the council to physically
inspect day-care homes and facilities
before listing them.

The service uses a computer pur-
chased with $21,500 in contributions
from many of the same companies.
U.S. Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., helped
raise the money for the computer last
year when he read a City Club of Port-
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land report saying that a computerized
referral service was needed in the
Portland area.

Wyden, talking to the gathering
Tuesday, said the program was "a fun-
damental economic development toot"
Employees need child-care resources
"If we're going to make available to
our employers skilled workers."

Arthur Emlen, director of PSU's
Regional Research Institute and the
person who directed the survey behind
the program, said the system has pro-
.iuced "a major shift in the balance of
financing from public to private."

Faught said she hoped to sign on
more companies, but not until next
year in order to get the system work-
ing properly. She also said the cost of
the service was proving higher than
first expected.

The referral system, she said, in-
volves updating by telephone the list
of child-care homes and institcnons
every six weeks; Interviewing parents
seeking a referral; telephoning poten-
tial care providers and coining up with
two or three openings for the parents;
and checking back later with the par-
ents to see how they worked out.

Faught said the referral service,
once free to the public, now costs $10
per referral for parents who are not

employees of member companies. Shk
said the real cost was about $100but
that the council wanted it to be with*.
the reach of lower-income ;amities:

all Thompson, personnel manager,
of Standard Insurance Co., said his
company, which has about 700 em=
ployees in its home office, was not
interested in getting its money back,
"We want to see it succeed," he said.
"Then it will pay for itself."
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Leslie Faught: Child care
champ goes to bat again

By Sonja Johnston

"All parents who work," says
the knowledgeable Leslie
Faught, longtime executive d;rec-
tor of the Child Care Coordinating
Council (4C), "went a sweet,
redcheeked, silver-haired gran-
ny lady to take care of their
children. Someone who bakes
cookies and is always kinu and
always there.

"The problem Is," she con-
cludes, looking every inch the
career woman of the '805 'in a
t g-shouldered, soft gray angora
sweater jacket, ."today's granny ,

is probably working herself or do-
ing aerobics or having fun in her
di:signer jeans or, worst of all. liv-
ing in another state. Granniesor
even nanniesare hard to come
by these days," Faught adds with
a wry smile.

Faught ought to know. She's
risen to child care administrator
par excellence through the ranks.
With experience as a day care
teacher, a parentchild service
manager and her present position
as executive director of 4-C,
Faught has worked with milliun-
dollar budgets with kids. with
low- and noincoma parents, with
child care experts and providers,
and most recently with middle
and upper- income parents and
their employers.

Well, you might ask, what do
employers have to do with child
care (Not that we all wouldn't
like to let our boss babysit for us
once in a while).

If Faught has anything to do
with it, employers have a lot to do
with child care because they
have a lot to gain when their
employees have easy access to
good child care.

Fought's leadership has put
Portland on the map with a land-
mark study showing local
employers just how child care
responsibilities do affect worker
productivity. is called K-cl to
Find and Difficult to Manage: The
Effects of Child Care on the
Workplace

To boil it way down, the study
of 8.000 workers shows that
those workers (particularly
moms) with Oildren who need
child care miss significantly more
days" of work, are late more,
leave early more and are inter-
rupted more at work than
workers without young children.

Researched by the Regional
Research Institute for Human
Services a! Port land State
--- --
University, the study is the first to
address the question of produc-
tivity in terms of family responsi-
bilities.

Armed with this hard data, the
savvy Faught convinced many
corporate chiefs that it's good
business to help their employees
find good chi!d care. Ar. further-
more, she had just the program
to do it.

"Our meeting with the ousine
nommunity in Marc ., was
very important," says Faught. It
was there she introduced the
concept and then followed up
with meetings with particular bus-
inesses to create Community
Share.

It's the first program of its kind
in the United States to combine
private and public dollars for a
child care referral and information
service. Portland General Elec-
tric, Kaiser Permanente,
Bancorp and 14 other business-
es have joined Community Share
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with financial support to help their
employees find child care and
learn how to evaluate 3.

The main phone referral ser-
vice covers the tri-county area.
For a $10 fee any employee of
the sponsoring companies can
get help to find the pest place
near them for their child to be
taken care of. We work with
them 'until they Hind something
they're satisfied with," says
Faught. "If they don't find what
they want, we don't charge
them."

The 4-C folks ! e 1,500 dif-
ferent facilities t i their com-
puter bank, incl child care

centers, day care homes, pre-
schools and kinderghttens, co-
operative nurseries and babysit-
ting exchanges and evening and
weekend drop-in care as well as
summer camps. ,

"We began July 1," says
Faught, ''and we've found that
the uilization rate is enor-
mouswe're filling a very real
need for information and gui-
dance.

"Besides our referral service:,
our on-site seminars have been in
great demand. We go out to
business sites and talk to groups
of Interested employeesmostly
mothers," explains Faught.

PGE, the longest-term member
of the Community Share pro-
gram, has monthly 4-C brown
bag lunch meetings. Employees
consider the meetings a very
worthwhile benefit, according to
Marilyn Good M PGE's Human
Resources department.
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"There's such a wide variety of
topics and useful informticn for
parents," says Good. "They've
had toy and book displays to
evaluate what's good for child-
ren, talks on pow to get what you
want from your babysitter, sum-
mer programs for children, help-
ing children with holidays, main-
taining positive relationships with
your child's caretaker, and many
others."

In her concern for the well-
being oechildren and their hard-
working parents and the produc-
tivity of those parents, Faught is
going back to bat to get even
more companies involved in
Community Share.

Now that the program is on its
feet, I feel comfortable going to
talk with more businesses and
getting them involved in this pro-
gram that will definitely boost
their workers' productivity," says
Faught.

And besides the success of
the program, Faught has a pretty
exciting success story to add.

"This, afternoon," Faught says
in a lastminute phone call, "we
recieved a $200,000 grant from
the Fred Meyer Charitable Trust.
Now we'll be able to evaluate all
the home and child care facilities
on our list and do the same prior
to listing new ones.

"It will take nearly a year to do,
but we know how to do it. And
when it's done what it means for
the working parent is that it will
save them time In looking at
facilitiAs that aren't right for their
child. We're thrilled!" she says
'with the sounds of celebration
behind her.

For more Information: Con-
tact the Child Care COor-
dinating Council at 238-4320.
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Pioneering child -care service taps
growing business market

By DAN HORTSCH
of The °rogation staff

After less than one year of operation, a program
that helps Portland-area businesses give their em-
ployees such child-care services as seminars, baby-
sitter screening and referral has proven popular be-
yond all expectations.

Community Shares, operated by the Child Care
Coordinating Council, is a pioneering concept on the
scale at which It is operating, said Leslie Faught,
council director.

"There are no models to follow," she said. "No-
body else has done this."

Under the program, the employees of participating
companies can st information about 2,000 child -care
providers more than 1,900 of them private homes,
which are difficult to locate because many are not
listed with the state under its voluntary registra-
tion program.

It also puts on brown bag seminars for employees
and can offer limited counseling for parents. In addi-
tion, with the help of a $200,000 grant from the Fred
Meyer Charitable Trust, the council has embarked on
a screening program that would involve visits to
every private home listed so the council can give par-
ents information based on first-hand observation, not
just pass along information given by the baby sitter.

Response gratifying

Child care often has been a low priority with busi-
nesses, Faught said, so the willingness of some com-
panies to rapport the program with thousands of
dollars in yearly fees has been gratifying. The 14
companies that signed up, !alluding some of the Port-
land area's largest, were "willing to hop on board
with pretty limited information, to take a chance and
try to make it work," she said.

The council officially began providing its Commu-
nity Shares service July 1 and has been developing it
since.

As the services have expanded and the parents'
use of the service has gone up, the cost has grown as
well, Faught said.

While an individual parent who does not work for

any of the participating companies can get referral
service from the council by telephone, the council
charges $50 a rate that effectively has cut off such
Inquiries, Faught said. The council planned to discon-
tinue its referral service for individuals after June 30,
leaving only employees of member companies eligi-
ble for the service.

In order to make the service pay for itself and to
meet the high demand by employees, the fees
charged member companies will be raised July 1,
Faught said. The Increase was necessary for the pro-
gram's survival, she said.

Dropping the long-standing referral service the
council has provided to the general public could leave
a void that would be hard to fill, especially for
low-income families.

Tends to middle class ..

Faught admitted the council's service had become
oriented around the middle-class family, where the
demand for child care has grown rapidly. But "any
company can buy into this" for its employees, she
said. Faught said she also wanted to explore ways to
help low-income families.

Several other Portland-area agencies offer similar
referral services free or at less cost, but they all have
smaller listings.

Three of them screen private homes that offer
child care. For instance, the Family Day and Night
Care service sponsored by the Albin Ministerial Al-
liance in North and Northeast Portland has about 200
listings. In addition to screening and referrals, the
agency puts on workshops, operates a toy and book
lending library and offers other assistance, said Cor-
netts Smith, the agency's director. The smaller agen-
cies are proud of their service and question the coun-
cil's decision to offer more costly services. Faught,
however, doesn't think the council has taken the
wrong course.

"Big is not bad," she said "What matters here is
that there is a need, and we've moved to fill a part of
the need."

The ne.xl can be easily documented. Of the 63,000
children in child care in the Portland area, at least
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53,000 are cared for in private homes. Faught said.
Turnover is extraordinary. To keep up the list of
nearly 2,000 providers, Faught said, the council has
to recruit 1,700 new homes each year.

The council's work on its company-paid system
began with a survey conducted with a federal grant
by the Regional Research Institute for Human Serv-
ices at Portland State University. The survey con-
cluded that while many people have talked about the
merits of child care provided at the workplace, par-
ents really want choices and information: child care
near their homes or near their workplaces.

The council proposed to provide that information
with the help of businesses that wanted to aid their
employees without actually setting up child-care cen-
ters in their buildings. To do it right takes money,
however. The council, which began In 1972 as a
state-subsidized referral service that did not do any
screening, lost that scam support in 1981. Grants and
fees paid by callers helped keep the council goiag.

14 member companies

When Community Shares got off the ground in
July, it had 14 companies signed on. They included
First Interstate Bank of Oregon, Arthur Andersen
& Co., Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co., Kaiser-
Permanente Health Care Program, Nerco Inc., Port-
land General Electric Co., Good Samaritan Hospital &
Medical Center, US. National Bank of Oregon, Pacif-
ic Power & Light Co., Standard Insurance Co., Pend-
leton Woolen Mills, IBM Co, p., Georgia-Pacific Corp.
and the Tektronix Inc. Wilsonville offices.

They supported the service by paying fees based
on the number of employees covered and by paying
for materials and insurance costs.

Because both the use and kinds of services offered
have grown so fast, Faught has proposed increases in
July that would more than double the presant
charges. For example, a 300-employee company has
been paying about $2,075 a year. Under the new fee
structure the company would pay about $4,350. A
company with 1.000 employees has been paying
$4,050 for a year. Next year the expanded serv-

ices would cost $10,326.

How they like it
Fourteen companies participate in Community Shares to provide
child-care services which can include information and referral.
counseling and seminars for their employees in the Portland area. Here
are some of their comments:

First Interstate lank of Oregon; about 2,700 employees covered.
Child care "is not a women's problem; its a family problem. I would tout it
as a benefit for a family."

tohyan, manager of employ** rotations.

United States National Bank of Oregon; 4,000 covered.
We expect (the number of users) to increase, especially in light of the

fact that they are going to be screening providers."
Demon Grant, manager o4 corporal* employ** benefits.

Pendleton Woolen Mills; 1.000 covered.
"We found employees are utilizing the extra resources.... It's nice to go
to a resource th:: can give you some books to read or some good
common sense."

Lila Wilson, porsonna assistant.

Good Samaritan Hospital & Medical Center; 2.200 covered.
**The employees felt relieved there was some resource now available to
them and just the sense of support.**

.iackla Farah, anployais assistance program coordinator.

KaiserPermanente Health Care Program; 3.900 covered.
"This wri the most appealing option" to establishing company-run

child care on Kaiser-Permanente sites. *'Employees feel like we are more
sensitive to their needs."

Cheryl Marmon, director of personnel services.
Tne Ceeloo.an
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Screenings helping to ensure quality child

care and to reassure parents

By DAN NORTSCH
of TM r.nwM

Nearly everyone is aware of those
television commercials in which out-
siders troop through a home testing for
dust with a white-gloved finger or
haughtily sniffing for cat box odors.

Linda Brant, a Southeast Portland
homemaker, recently set herself up
not for such a crass and crude Inspec-
tion, but for a visit with potential for
embarrassment. She invited a repre-
sentative of the Child Care Coordinat-
ing Coundi into her home to screen her
ass baby sitter.

If she worried ahead of time, she
need not have bothered. While Aphra
Katzev, child-care coordinator for the
council, found room for a few Improve-
ments, Brant displayed herself as a
thoughtful, caring person who plans
activities with Ike children and has a
knack for teaching children personal
habits and ways of getting along with
others.

The visit was part of a major project
of the council's Coi-amunity Shares
program, child-care services that the
council markets to private businesses
as a benefit for their employees. In ad-
dition to information and referral serv-
ices and seminars and counseling on
child care and child development, the
council has begun to screen the more
than 1,900 private homes that offer
child care.

For more information

The purpose is to give parents more
thorough information than the council
has been able to offer from the infor-
mation gained In telephone interviews
with baby sitters.

Brant's home was filled with the

Oitirdif ,Wong, assiolio of
slidsixhotheYfiri*Adstiive
$anniiiiimieud iiltria

pitter-patter of little feet: feet belong-
ing to three children she was caring for
that day as well as to two bays of her
own, and feet belonging to several cats
that watched with studied indifference
or openly sought affectionate car -
resses.

Brant, 32, cares for up to five chil-
dren at a time in addition to sons Jo-

shut, 7, and Benjamin, 6. Her husband,
Scott, 31, an employee of Darigold ;

Farms, works four graveyard shifts a I
week, a schedule putting him at home
during the day. Despite the presence of
active children, he gets his sleep and is
there to help out when necessary, both
he and his wife said.

Katzev was anything but intimidat-
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lug. Her quiet but inquisitive manner
showed concern for Linda Brant's feel-
ings as well as for the children in her
care. Filling out extensive forms as she
went, Katzev looked at the physical
setting of the house and yard and
asked a variety of questions about
Brant's practices and views on caring
for children. While some of the "right"
answers might seem obvious, the re-
sponses can offer clues to Katzev as
to the sincerity and knowledge behind
the answers.

Gilson high marks

Katsev gave Brant high personal
marks for her understanding and in-
volvement. She has an emergency plan;
she subtly teaches personal habits and
relations with other children; the
lunches are nutritious; she reads to the
children daily; she restricts television
viewing, and she has planned activities
for the children.

The Problems discovered included a
small woodpile in the back yard on
which a climbing child could get hurt;
medicines that were kept in a high, dif-
ficult to reach place in the kitchen, but
without a lock or child-proof latch on
the door, and questions about the wood
stove in the living room, a potential
hazard for a falling child.

While noting these physical con-
cerns, Katzev said, "Her program Is
really strong."

Brant is registered with the state
Children's Services Division, but that
voluntary program required only that
she fill out a form and attend a meet-
ing. The screening, she said, is a good
idea. "I would want that if I were
sending my children somewhere," she
said.
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The Oregonian/RANDY WOOD
FULL HOUSE Busy children cared for by Linda Brant (left), including
two of her own, find multitude of activities in her private child care home.
Aphra Katzev (sitting at table), screens homes for Child Care Coordinat-
ing Council's child care referral service. Happily playing are (from fore-
ground counterclockwise) Nicky Economus. 3. Benjamin Brant, 6. Joshua
Brant. 7: Allison Heckman. 2. and Matthew Smeraglio. 2.
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enhances productivity
In this age of worry over declining productivity, there

are, thankfully, some partial solutions. One solution is
the provision of child care to employees.

Few dispute the benefits of reliable day care: Without
it, companies face rises in absenteeism and turnover and
drops in morale and recruitment.

Employers, nevertheless, tend to shy away from
addressing the day-care issueand for some good rea-
sons. It's expensive. Competent staff members are not
easy to find and retain. Government regulations can
make set-up frustrating. Day care isn't the kind of busi-
ness most companies are accustomed to running. And
many employers simply aren't convinced it's cost-effec-
tive.

Even giv..n all that, however, there are good reasons
why chief executive officers and personnel managers
should consider day care. There are, for example, alter-
natives to building and staffing a half-million-dollar day-
care center: flexible benefits, voucher programs,
participation in referral services (such as Portland's Child
Care Coordinating Council)all of which can be subsi-
dized to some extent through federal tax incentives.

Moreover, businessesparticularly small businesses ;
should explore cooperative, cost-sharing programs, per-
haps organized through public agencies. And the help of
tne public schools should be sought.

A good start on tackling the problem comes March 15,
with a day-long conference, "Employer Support for
Child Care," at the Sheraton Airport Hotel. Topics
include payoffs for management and strategies for devel-
oping child care for your company. If you decide to
attend, contact Ginger Hackett at Good Samaritan Hos-
pital and Medical Center, 229-7695. We commend Good
Samaritan, the sponsor, and urge the attendance of
greater Portland's human resources managers.
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"Survey of Child Care Options"

City Club of Portland
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1 CITY CLIA3 OF PORTLAND

The City Club of Portland has pursued a continuing interest in issues
related to employee child care. In April 1983, the City Club released a

report recommending development of a metopolitan resource for child care
information and referral. A computerized system is now in place, and the
Child Care Coordinating Council has 17 contracts with Portland employers
to provide information services for their employees. Now, in a related
study, the City Club wishes to ascertain the extent to which Portland
firms are implementing child care benefits for their employees.

In June 1984, the City Club study committee on child care sent a
questionnaire to 535 corporations (including the 35 largest companies)
and 12 major public agencies. The questionnaire asked which of several
benefit options they had in operation, had considered, had rejected, or
were planning to implement. This report is based on 150 replies to the
survey.

Since it is plausible to assume that companies already offering child care
benefits might be those most 'likely to reply, a pro-child care bias is
possible in the proportions reporting. However, any such bias from sample
loss may not be severe, since a large majority of the companies responding
to the survey reported that they had not even considered many of the child
care options such as information and referral services for employees.

Findings: Overall, the survey shows that:
s Many companies have implemented policies that afford flexibility to
employees, accommodating their child care needs through sick leave for
the illness of family members, flexible working hours, or allowing shared
positions.

But less than one percent are assisting with any option involving
subsidized child care, whether en on-site or off-site child care facility or
the payment of child care in lieu of salary or other benefit.

Computerized information and referral as a service to employees
through the Child Care Coordinating Council, although an option of
relatively low cost compared to direct subsidies of care, had not been
considered by 81% of the companies and agencies reporting. Clearly
consideration of child care options by the Portland business community is
just beginning.



SURVEY OF CHILD CARE OPTIONS 2
CITY CLUB OF PORTLAND

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE COMPANIES

:Type of industry. MI major types of Portland industries were wellrepresented by the companies participating in the survey:

Other 12

Communication

Educational & cultural;

Health care,

Oovernmet 10

Distribution'
11

Professional services 12

Retail 13

Manufacturing

0 5 10 15 20
Percent of Companies Responding

25 30

Sample size =150 companies; 145 reporting on this variable; missing dataon 5. See Appendix for the number of companies represented by each table.
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Commysizg. Fiftg-six percent of the companies responding to the
survey were small busioesses with between 26 and 100 employees, and
15% were large companies with 1000 or more employees. It should not be
supposed that the sample was closely representative of Portland
companies according to company size. The sample underrepresented small
companies and overrepresented the large companies. See Appendix for
comparison of sample and population with regard to company size. More
important for the study was to have a sufficient number of all company
sizes for comparative purposes.

COMP kW SE

40-

26-L1 51-100 101-200 201-1000

Number of Erpbtoes
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Other characteristics of the firms and agencies surveyed:

79% were reporting about employees at one location.

In only 18% of the companies were personnel policies set outside of the
Portland area.

The main offices in Portland were located in 34 different zipcode areas,
although the greatest concentration were in 97201, 204, 205, 210, and
232.

In 46% of the companies, some non-management employees were
covered by union contracts.

The age of non-management employees was 35 on the average, and the
average age of management was 42.

The average percent of women employees (non-management) was 44%;
the average percent of women in management was 20%.
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COMPANY IMPLEMENTATION OF CHILD CARE OPTIONS

Which options are crrentlg in operation? Most frequently used a
56% allowed flexible work hours for emergencies
43% permitted sick leave allowed for family illness
38% Cowed flexible work hours for regular child care
29% allowed shared work positions.

Least frequently in operation are those benefits that subsidize child
1% assisted in establishing on-site facilities
1% assisted in establishing off-site facilities
1% paid child care costs in lieu of salary or othei. ben(

The following graph shows all options in rank order of t

Pay mt in lieu of other benefit I I

0o-site facility I I

Off-site befits I I

Contracted tfo& referral 113

13elletin boards

Shared positions

Flexible hours for regular seeds

Sick leave for famili dress

fbxRIle hours for emergeacies

CHILD CARE OPTIONS CURRENTLY OPER AT ING

11

29

38

o 10 20 30 40
Percent of Companies
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To what extent had companies actually considered these options and
rejected them, either as too expensive or for other reasons? Had they
considered the options and did they have a plan to implement them? The
following two graphs show that companies had actually considered and
rejected child care options to a limited extent. An especially high
proportion of companies had not considered those child care options that
involve financial subsidy.

Eto llotin boils

Flrx%le hours for emergencies :

Contracted info & reerr4

Shared posiiioni;.

Pay mt in lieu of other benefits:

Flexille sours for regular ',eds.',

Off-site focibly

OPTIONS CONSICERED AND REJECTED

11414231"4"r171"
7"%.'47741ffOrs* fooility 18

Stic kave for fines 19

7'.

0

14

. .

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Percent of Companies

Flexible hours for emergencies

Stk leave for fern illness

Fltxible hours for regular nth

Shared p3sitiuns

Bolletin boards

On-sile facility

Pay mt in lieu of other benefit

Off-site facilty

Centracted info & referral

OPT KNS NOT CONSIDERED

.e.VE 4 X PX-4,74.1,

1.4.M6.9

ZICE012:21:113MM.I:r.."

,4X1".5.4
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55

2, `,

M1-4, '1.44

72

74

79

80

81
4 4 I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent if Companies
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Nor had Portland companies widely considered the option that the City
Club had recommended in April 1983, that is, contracting for computerized
child care information and referral services. Only 5% either had that
option in operation or had made plans to implement it. On the other hand,
only 5% had considered and rejected the idea. As shown in the chart
below, 81% had not even considered this option, leaving an opportunity
wide open for employers to examine the merits and limitations of such a
service. It is a relatively low-cost option for employers, compared to
direct subsidy of the daily cost of child care.

COMP NY RESPONSE TO 111E OPTION OF OFFERINS A CON1RACTEP

!WM/Una AND REFERRAL SIMI

Winn not coosiclere4

No immecI4te plans

Option re}ecied

Hare plan fcr ir»plernentotion

Option currentlj operating

0 10 20 33 40 53 60

Percent of Carpanies
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WHICH COMPANIES ARE MOST LIKELY TO IMPLEMENT CHILD CARE BENEFITS?

The study examined which kinds of companies most frequently
implemented the various child care options. The variables considered in
this analysis were:

company size
type of industry
the percentage of women employees in the work force
(non-management)
the percentage of women in management
the average age of the workforce (non-management employees)
the average age of management
whether non-management personnel are covered by union or employee
association contracts.

Only a few statistically significant relationships emerged:
The companies most likely to have considered an information and
referral service as a child care option tended to be the larger
companies and those in which two-thirds of the workforce were
women.

Sick leave for illness of a family member was allowed most frequently
in companies with a young workforce, ie, in which more than half the
employees were under 40.
The percentage of companies allowing sick leave or flexible hours for
child care on a regular basis differed by type of industry, which might
be interpreted as differences in the realistic constraints imposed by
different jobs, as well as varying traditions within industries.
See Appendix for further detail.

PAYMENT. OF CHILD CARE COST IN LIEU OF SALARY OR OTHER BENEFITS
Two employers reported having implemented or having planned a flexible,
"cafeteria" benefit plan in which employees could choose the payment of
child care expenses from a menu of benefits. At Good Samaritan Hospital
& Medical Center, regular employees not covered by collective bargaining
agreements are now able on an optional basis to substitute for their
standard benefits a plan comprised of a reduced set of core benefits plus
"flex dollars" that can be used in a variety of ways-- including to buy back
standard benefits such as dental, Blue C. rnss, or 1;fe insurance; to buy
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additional benefits such as disability or extra life insurance; or to put into
a "benefit bank" for expenses such as child care, orthodontia, or vision and
hearing care. An individual can assign an annual maximum of $5000 to the
benefit bank in tax free dollars. Called FLEXPLAN, the Good Sam approach
offers eligible employees "the opportunity to custom-design their benefits
to meet their individual needs." As their brochure states, "FLEXPLAN
means choice.... We recognize that our employees are individuals, lwith
different lifestyles and different needs. We think it makes sense to let
you choose the kind of benefits that best suit your needs."

The City of Portland is the other employer responding to the survey that
reported such a child care option for their employees, which they plan to
implement in 1985. Called BENEFLEX, the menu items in their cafeteria of
benefits include a wide assortment of health plans and insurance plans,
plus up to $3000 in Dependent Care Assistance (Day care for children and
aging parents). The City cites three objectives for the program: "to provide
consumer education to employees involved in the expenditure of benefit
dollars, to reduce bargaining pressure by inducing shifts in consumption,
and to respond to the changing needs of employees and their families by
introducing flexibility in employee benefit design." See Appendix.

Although only two examples were available from the survey, flexible
benefit packages have received increasing national attention as a feasible
mechanism for subsidizing the considerable expense of child care in a way
that is equitable for most employees. Administration of this option
requires planning and some expense, and it remains to be seen how
feasible it may be for small businesses to implen,ent. Another advantage
of this child care option is that it addresses the cost of care through the
use of tax-free dollars, without being locked into subsidizing only one
type of child care such as an on-site center. By affording greater freedom
of choice for child care consumers to select the kinds of arrangements
they prefer, the flexible benefit plan increases the opportunity for
employees to arrange child care that will fit well into work and family
life.
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For such options to be successful, however, the community must have a
well-functioning marketplace in child care, rich in resources that are
accessible and known to be available. This brings us full circle to the City
Club's earlier recommendations which included the need for a widely
supported computerized information and referral service, child care
counseling, and planning resource for the community. Twenty-six percent
of the companies reporting in the survey were aware of the City Club
report in which these services were recommended, and 26X were aware of
the Child Care Coordinating Council (4 C) which provides the service to the
metropolitan area. As the study findings indicated, 81% of the surveyed
companies reported that they had not considered that option. It is clear
that the Portland community is just beginning to think about how to
address its child care needs.
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SURVEY OF CHILD CARE OPTIONS

A. Sampling

11 CITY CLUB OF PORTLAND

APPENDIX

B. Survey cover letter and questionnaire
(with complete tally of responses--

frequencies and percents)

C. Analysis of relationships between outcomes
and company characteristics

D. Flexible benefit plans: Material from:
Good Samaritan Hospital & Medical Center
City of Portland
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SURVEY OF CHILD CARE OPTIONS 12 CITY CLUB OF PORTLAND

APPENDIX A. SAMPLING

The survey questionnaire was sent to:
a random sample (every fifth) company from a list of companies with

26 or more employees (list courtesy of Contacts Influential, Inc.);
the 35 Portland firms weith the greatest number of employees; and
12 major public agencies.

For a comparison of the sample responding to the survey (N=150) with the
population of Portland companies (n=37,836) with regard to size (number
of employees), the following table provides two comparisons, one for
companies of all sizes and one for companies having 26 or more employees
which was the mailing list. It should be recognized that 93% of Portland
companies are smaller than those surveyed, and even among those which
received the questionnaire, the smaller category of companies was
under-represented in the sample of replies. The large companies were
over-represented by &sign in order to obtain sufficient numbers for
comparative analysis by company size. In that analysis, a different set of
size categories was used for better distribution.

Number of Employees Number of Businesses
SampleIn the Population In the

1-5 26,113 69.0%
6-10 5,521 14.5
11-25 3,588 9.4
26-50 1,466 3.9 56% 46 322
51-100 673 1.8 26 34 24

101-250 293 .8 11 27 19
251-500 106 .3 4 8 5
501 + 76 .2 3 29 20

37,836 99,9% 100% 144 100%

...
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Club of Portland Established 1916

=SOUTHWEST FIRST / PORTLAND, OREGON 97204 / PHONE 501225-7231

Jule 1, 1984

Director of Employee Benefits

Dear Director:

In April 1983, City Club of Portland issued a report entitled "Child
Care Needs of Working Parents in the Portland Metropolitan Area." This
report examined and 'limited the present roles Of-goverriaeritu laziness,
the oaleunity, and the working parent in the,Portllind, ,Opplitan area in
providing child care. In addition, the Ragiaz.1:, tute for
Hunan Services of Portland State University anik-the- Opordinating
Council (4-C) recently completed a broad-baiid4drvey ,companies
and agencies delineating the 'impact of empl-ciyea-child,clia:IZeds. upon
important elements of productivity in the'workplace. Both .the City Club
report and the report sumarizing the 4-C survey indicate that quality
child care is becoming an increasingly important issue with employees as
more ana more parents with yam children work outside the haw. Both of
these studies also support that finding accurate and comparable data
regarding child care remains difficult.

In an effort to gather reliable data and monitor changes in child care
benefits provided by employers in the Portland metropolitan area, City Club
is conducting a long range survey of Portland area companies and agencies
in a broad cross section of industries, locations, and size. This survey
will take place over three years and is designed to accumulate information
regarding current child care benefits provided by employers and to measure
any changes in related policies over the survey period. We are asking that
you, as an individual responsihie for employer benefits for your company,
complete the enclosed questionnaire. TWo follow -up questionnaires in
similar format will be sent to your organization over the next three years.

At the cempletion of the survey, a summary of the results will be
presented to the City Club and provided to those organizations
participating in the survey. These results will assess the roles of
business in providing child care benefits and measure the change in these
Tales over the three-year period. All information provided in completing
this questionnaire will, of course, be kept confidential. Survey results
will identify only the type, size and location of the companies responding.
Clompanies will not be identified by name.

we thank you in advance for participating in this survey. Please
forward the cauplited survey in the enclosed envelope hay June 15, 1984 to:
The City Club of Portland, 730 aq First Aye., Portland, Oregon 97204.

Very y yours,

Robert

141 President



City
Club of Portland

SURVEY OF CHILD CARE BENEFIT OPTIONS

Vo.

. .

This survey is designed to gather information about child care benefits provided byemployers inthe greater Portlandarea.

ALL INFORMATION WILL BE CONFIDENTIAL AND REPORTED ONLY INSUMMARY FORM. NO NAMES WILL BE REVEALED.

The questionnaire should be completedby the Personnel Director or otherofficer responsibleforemployee benefits.

If information requested is unavailable, you may skip the question. Please respond to those forwhich information is available. Estimates are appropriate where exact figures are not known.
Please returnquestionnaire by June 15, 1984 to:

142

Qty Club of Portland
730 S.W. First Avenue
Portlan? , Oregon 97204
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1. Naas of organisation (and location/division if you are
responding for only a portion of the entire organization):

(Name of organization will not be released with survey results.)

2. Please indicate (by circling the appropriate letter) the
organizational unit(s) covered by your responses to this
questionnaire:

a. Corporate headquarter*
b. One division /location only
c. Entire organization

(headquarters and all divisions /locations)
d. Corporate headquarters and one or more divisions /locations
e. Two or sore divisions/locations

SI vva,gstv.it

Type of organization:

iqq0

'3

(ea ,

( "0 tt.44' was receded -for (ye(i)
a. Manufacturing f. Food production
b. Electronics Government
C. Distribution h. Retail
d. Banking/Insuranoe i. Professional services
e. Medical

.3. Other
(specify):

4. Size of organizational unit - how many furl -ties equivalent
employees in Portland metropolitan area are covered by your
responses to this questionnaire:

5. Location(s),in Portland gatpopoiitan area by zip code
(See clailliatrtfalA

6. Where are personnel policies set?

Ifs a. At local or divisional level
8 $ b. Corporate headquarters in ortland aetrcpolitan area

c. Corporate headquarters outside Portland metropolitan area
but in Oregon

tk 11,k4Sitovid. Corporate headquarters out of state
3C)

7. What was your percent
of new employees

(including -,rowth and
turnover) last fiscal year?

8. What was your estimated annual

training investment per employee
including salaries and external
costa last fiscal year?

1.44

Nonmanagement Management

ee

If

9. What percent of your employees
are under 40 years of age?

10. What is the median age of
your employees?

11. What percent of your workforoe
is female?

lionsanagesent Management

(See diStfv: 0-frtv9

( r1 s

)

If

12. Are nonmanagement
personnel covered by union and/or employee

association contracts?

m4544) +Mae
a. Yes 64 (1(041.0 b. No 74 (5c'19 ri 138 No

13. Have you surveyed
your employees as to their preferences inregard to child care?

.a. Yes (specify approximate date .142_23/V L. No /33 613/0
14. Are you aware of the City Club report on Child Care for working

Parents" issued in April, i983?

a. yea WI) b. NO / 0 G 074
15. Are you aware of the 4C'a (Child Care Coordinating Council)

computerized information and referral services?

a. Yes 3 S (24* b. NO 06 (
16. Does your corporation

cur:Intly contract with 4C's for services?

a. Tee 8 (410 b. No 134 (14110)

17. Do you grant maternity leave upon request?

ee d.tsivIttly.bsv,
a. Yea (how

s
many weeks )/2i b. No -7 (:4-670

18. Please comment on the benefits and problems of implementing
child care benefit options from your corporation's perspectiveor describe and/or send information relative to yew child care
benefit program.

1. Name and phone number of individual completing this
questionnaire:
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4114i siialii
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Mutt your oorporstion is currently,
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Flexible Schedule for Re ular Child Care Needs Currentl Used

Type of industry in operation
not in
operation,

mfg/industrial 7 31

distribution 3 13

professional services 0 18

health care 4 7

government 6 8

educational/cultural 5 3

retail 9 10

communication 1 3

other 9 8

X
2

= 23.32 8df
p = .004

145"

Relationships not statistically significant at p<.05

percent of non-management workforce who are women
percent of management who are women
age of workforce (% under 40)
age of management
company size
union

1 4



APPENDIX C

Summary of Relationships Between Benefit Options
and Company Characteristis

Contract for Information and Referral Not Considered

Percent of non-management workforce who are women

0-33%
not

considered! 46

35-66% 64-100%

36 i 16 !

considered 12 10 14

ompany size

under 50 50-99
not
considered' 34

considered; 13

32

134

X
2
= 7.727 2df

p = .02

100-199 200-999 1000-14,000

13 17 10

6 5 8 12

X = 10.28 4df
p = .04
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Relationships not statistically significant:

percent of management who are women
age of workforce (% under 40)
age of management (% with median age under 40)
type of industry
union
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FLEX DOLLARS

2

STANDARD
BENEFITS

Cash
or TSA

SAN.
As a trade-off allowance, with the Core Benefits
you will receive an individual allocation of
Flex Dollars.
Your Flex Dollars amount will be clearly in-
dicated on your FLEXPLAN enrollment form,
and will be approximately 7% of your salary
(about $1,750 if you earn $25,000 per year).
Flex Dollars can be used in one or more of the
following ways:

taken in cash
used to buy back some or all of the
Standard Benefits
used to buy additional benefits
placed in the Benefit Bank

Buying back the same level of coverage that the
Standard Plan provides would use up all of your
Flex Dollars. Reduced coverage would allow youto get cash in lieu of benefits. Increased coveragewould cost more than your Flex Dollar alloca-
tion, and would be paid for through salary
reduction.

1 BENEFITS
or CORE

Buy back
some/all
Standard
Benefits

Blue Cross
Dental
Life
Insurance
CAL days

+

FLEX DOLLARS'/ \
Buy Benefit

additional Baak
benefits

Sara Plan
Short Term
Disability
Extra Life
Insurance
Extra CAL

150

Child Care
Vision &
Hearing Care
Deductibles,
noncovered
medical/dental
Orthr07.:-.i.ia
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Participation In FLEXPLAN 1
Core Benefits
Flex Dollars

2
Options

3
Enrollment

3
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FLEXPLAN means choice. Your choice.

We recognize that our employees are individuals,
with different lifestyles and different needs. We
think it makes sense to let you choose the kind of
benefits that best suit your needs.

A new benefit program called FLEXPLAN
offers all eligible employees the opportunity to
custom-design their benefits to meet their
individual needs.

All regular, full-time non-represented employees
are eligible to participate. Regular part-time
employees are eligible if they are scheduled to
work 20 hours or more per week.

Employees in positions covered by collective
bargaining agreements, temporary employees,
on-call and PRN employees, and Medical
Residents are not eligible to participate
at this time.
Participation in FLEXPLAN is opticnaL Any
eligible employee may choose to remain with the
standard benefits plan.
To participate, an eligible employee must com-
plete, sign and return a FLEXPLAN
enrollment form.

CHOICE

PARTICIPATION IN
FLEXPLAN

.301:1
If you choose to participate in FLEXPLAN, in-
stead of receiving your current or standard
benefit plan, you receive a "core" of benefits and
flexible dollars that you can use to personalize
your plan.
The core represents a reduction in benefits from
the standard plan in four areas:

no dental coverage
reduced medical coverage (Core Plan with
$500 deductible)

reduced life insurance ($5,000)

reduced CAL accrual (15 days less per year)

In all other areas, (Retirement, Tax Sheltered
Annuity, Social Security, Workers Compensa-
tion, Long Term Disability and Tuition
Assistance), the Core Plan and the Standard Plan
are the same.
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FLEXPLAN offers a wide range of options to
choose from.

It is important thut you carefully consider your
benefit needs, and review all options, before mak-
ing your selections.

The chart on the following page provides a com-
parison of the benefit items under the Standard
Plan with those under the Core Plan, and those
available as options.

This brochure is only a brief overview of FLEX-
PLAN. Please be sure to read each of the other
brochures enclosed in your FLEXPLAN package
prior to making your benefit choices.

The booklet entitled General Information in-
cludes important information about each of the
benefits provided under FLEXPLAN.
These booklets are intended to summarize the
provisions of each of the FLEXPLAN benefits.
Each benefit has a master agreement which in all
cases, will be the controlling document.

OPTIONS

Along with your FLEXPLAN package, you
should have received a personalized enrollment
form, with your name, department and other in-
formation pre-printed on it.

The enrollment form must be completed, signed
and returned to Human Resources Management.
When your enrollment form is received, you will
be sent a confirmation letter which will indicate
the benefits selected on your enrollment form.
If you have not received a FLEXPLAN enroll-
ment form, or do not receive a confirmation letter
after submitting your enrollment form, or have
questions concerning your FLEXPLAN benefits
please contact the Benefits section of Human
Resources at extension 7096.
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STANDARD

71" Pr.6%,,

FLEXPLAN

CORE OPTIONS

Blue Cross Core Plan
Medical Plan (single)
(single, 2-person or family)

Core Plan
(2-person or family)
Blue Cross Plan
(single, 2-person or family)
Samaritan Plan
(single, 2person or family)

Blue Cross
Dental or Dentacare
(single, 2-person or family)

None Blue Cross
Dental or Dentacare
(single, 2-person or family)

Life & Accident
Insurance:
1 times salary

Life & Accident
Insurance:
$5,000

Life & Accident
Insurance:

1 times salary
2 times salary
3 times salary
4 times salary

Long Term
Disability

Long Term
Disability

Short Term
Disability

25-35 CAL days 10-20 CAL days Additional CAL time
5days

10 days
15 days
20 days

Benefit Bank
child care
vision care
hearing care
deductibles
non-covered
medical expense
orthodontia

4

Cash or T.S.A,
in lieu of benefits

ckovet.x., 1 i 4 gq



BENEFLEX FACT SHEET
(Cafeteria Benefit Plan)

BENEFLEX MENU ITEMS
Existing health, dental, vision, and life insurance
benefits plus:

Group Long Term Disability Insurance (Income
protection plan for employees with less than 10
yrs. in PERS)

Dependent Care Assistance Plan (Day care for
children and aging parents)

Medical Reimbursement Account

Basic Life Insurance to $50,000.

Salary Conversion Plan (Annual, reallocation of
dollars from benefits to salary or from salary to
benefits by prior written agreement with the
employer.)

Low option Firct Farwest health plan(s) with cost
containment emphasis. (Pre-admission certifi-
cation, ambulatory surgery incentive, health
promotion benefits)

DentaCare Plan (includei orthodontic coverage for
employees)

OTHER BENEFITS
The following benefits are unaffected by and will continue
to exist outside of Beneflex:

Retirement Plans
Deferred Compensation
Vacation, sick leave, personal holidays,
leave programs
Supplemental employee life and dependent
insurance
Tuition Reimbursement and other training
Credit union and other voluntary payroll
plans
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BENEFLEX OBJECTIVES

1) To provide consumer education to employees involved in
the expenditure of benefit dollars.

2) To reduce bargaining pressure by inducing shifts in
consumption

3) To respond to the changing needs of employees and
their families by introducing flexibility in employee
benefit design.

FUNDING POLICY

Each employee will receive the dollar equivalent (adjusted
for inflation) of the benefit package received last year.
During the first year of implementation, the employee
benefit allowance will range from approximately $1,a)0 -
$3,400, ;eased on the number of dependents and prior plan
selections. Over a :Aire() year period, we will implement a
standard benefit allowance for all employees, based on the
City's current mean benefit cost. This will result in an
increase in the dollar allowance for some and a decrease
in the dollar allowance for others. However, due to
increased individual flexibility, tax advantages, and
aggressive benefit management, most employees will
experience an increase in real purchasing power.

IMPLEMENTATIONDATEial

Management and Non-Represented Employees: January 1. 1985

Represented Employees: July 1. 1985
(Subject to collective bargaining)

0156P
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A Consumer-Based Evaluation of Child Care Coordinating
Council Services: Summary Report

by

Paul Koren, Ph.D.
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A Consumer-Based Evaluation of
Child Care Coordinating Council Services

This report describes a consumer-based evaluation of the services
provided by the Child Care Coordinating Council (4-C) to employees of 14
companies in the Portland area. The companies are those who contracted
with 4-C for services under the "Community Shares" program. The
evaluation was conducted by the Regional Research Institute for Human
Services at Portland State University under contract with 4-C.

Evaluation Approach

The evaluation involved a survey of 555 individuals who were
employees of sponsoring companies and who had called 4-C for services
between July 1, 1984 and December 4, 1984. The sample did not represent
all emp' )yees who had received 4-C services during this period, since
some services, such as parent education, had been provided at company
sites on an anonymous basis. However, the sample did include all
employees who had called 4-C for some type of service and provided
identifying information. The names and addresses of these employees
were obtained from 4-C's computerized database, and a brief questionnaire
was mailed to them in mid-December.

The questionnaire asked about services received, satisfaction with
services, contacts with suggested providers, placement with providers,
and treatment by 4-C staff. A copy of the questionnaire is attached to
this report. Accompanying the questionaire was a cover letter which
explained the purpose of the survey and which promised that responses
would be kept confidential. All questionnaires were coded by number so
that no name was associated with any response without the use of a code
log. This procedure allowed follow-up of non-responders but effectively
kept responses anonymous.

In mid-January, 1985, about 35% of the questionnaires had been
returned completed and 17 had been returned undeliverable. To increase
the response rate, a follow-up letter and questionnaire was sent to those
individuals who had not yet responded. By the end of February, a total of
309 individuals had returned a completed questionnaire, bringing the
response rate to 572, excluding undeliverable questionnaires. These 309
questionaires provided the basis for the findings of the evaluation,
findings which are summarized on the following pages.
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What services did parents receive?

The questionnaire listed five major services provided by 4-C and asked
people to check as many services as they received. The services were:
advice about selecting a childcare provider, advice about child and family
issues, names of childcare providers, referrals to other community
agencies or programs, and written information. The percentages of
respondents who received each service are illustrated below.

Figure 1
Percent of Respondents Receiving Services

Advice about. Selecting

Providers

Advice about Children
and Family

Services Names of Providers

Referral to Other
Services

Written Information

14

56

21

50

94

114.-41-11111
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10

0

Percent

The most frequently used service by far was a referral to one or more
childcare providers. Ninety-four percent of all respondents received such
a referral. Over half, 56%, received advice on selecting a childcare
provider, and half received some type of written information. Fewer
respondents received referrals to other community programs or advice
about child development and related issues. The percentages here were
21% and 14% , respectively.

Most respondents, 71%, received more than one service, and 43%
received three or more. Of those who received a childcare referral, 71%
received some other service in addition.
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Were Parents satisfied with the services received?

The percentage of people who were satisfied with the services that
the' received are presented in Figure 2. These percentages are based on
the number who actually received each service.

Figure 2
Percent of Respondents Satisfied with Services

Advice about Selecting

Providers

Advice about Children,

and Family

Services Names of Providers

Referrals to Other
Services

Written Information

79

5

91

86

98

98

II I 4-4
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10

0

Percent Satisfied

As Figure 2 illustrates, the vast majority expressed satisfaction with
whatever service they had received. Almost everyone was satisfied with
the written information and advice about childcare selection; however,
the least satisfaction, 79%, was expressed with respect to childcare
referrals. Written comments provided by parents indicated that their
dissatisfaction was primarily attributable to one of two reasons: (1) the
providers were not screened and hence did not meet their standards for a
good provider, or (2) there was not a sufficient number of providers in
their area. More will be said of these issues later on in the discussion of
comments.
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Did parents contact a provider referred by 4-C?

The questionnaire asked several questions about what happened when a
parent received a provider's name from 4-C. One question concerned
whether or not parents contacted the provider(s). According to responses,
86% did contact at least one provider; however, 14% did not. The latter
percentage is notably high, since presumably getting a provider's name
was one of the motivating factors for calling 4-C in the first place.
Again, the written comments shed some light on this. Some parents were
simply looking for an indication of alternatives in their area; others
already had a childcare arrangement and were "comparison shopping;" still
others simply decided that some other alternative was more attractive
given the information provided over the phone. Some example comments:

"1 do not have any children yet, but we are
considering starting a family soon, and as a
working mother-to-be, / was concerned about
the number of places to take your child and
how much they cost."

"/ already us,9 child care and called 4-C to
determine availability and cost of comparable
services. / had a prompt response and decided
to leave my child at

szr

"An excellent program, however, / was able to
find a sitter through a friend so l didn't
contact your leads"

Overall, parents failed to contact providers for a variety of reasons, and not
necessarily because of dissatisfaction with the service. In fact, 74% of the
parents who received a referral and did not make contact were nevertheless
satisfied with the service.
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If parents coid contact a provider, how soon did they do so?

Of those parents who did make contact with a provider suggested by
4-C, 47% did so within a day, 34% a day or so later, 14% a week or so later,
and 5% several weeks later. The finding that a majority pursued contact
within a short period of time is a reflection of both the immediacy of the
issue for most parents and the practice of 4-C to recommend immediate
action. The vacancies for some types of childcare last such a short period
of time that any hesitancy to pursue 3 referral may render it quickly
obsolete.

How many parents placed their children with providers referred
by 4-C?

A major question concerns actual placement of children with referred
providers. According to the survey, 47% of parents who received such 7.
referral actually placed their children with one of the referred providers.
Alternatively, 5I98 of the parents did not; rather, they found some other
arrangement. The written comments as well as previous childcare research
suggest that the reasons for this finding are varied and complex. For some
parents, the referred providers simply did not meet personal standards or
were lu,ated too far away. For others, the 4-C referrals were used simply
for "comparison shopping" or as a basis for learning about the childcare
market. In such cases, the parents either decided to maintain present
arrangements or continued to investigate other possibilities until
something else was found. For still others, the circumstances causing them
to seek a childcare referral changed such that they no longer needed to make
an arrangement. Whatever the reasons for not placing a child with a
referred provider, the findings illustrate the fact that parents, not 4-C,
have the onus of responsibility for making the actual placement, and
parents choose to use the information provided by 4-C in various ways.
Stated another way, the referral information may have value for many
parents by enhancing their ability to make an informed choice in the
childcare market even though the eventual arrangement is found through
some other means. The survey suggested that many parents recognized this
value. Of those who received a referral but did not place a child with the
referred provider, 57R were nevertheless satsified with the service.
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If parents placed their children with a provider not referred by
4-C, how did they find that provider?

Parents used many sources to find alternative providers, but the most
frequently used source was a personal contact such as a family member,
friend, neighbor, or co-worker. Fifty-two percent of parents who made
arrangements with a provider not referred by 4-C found the provider by this
means. The next sources most frequently used by these parents were the
newspaper (21%), schools (6%), agencies or community centers (6%), the
yellow pages (4%).

How did parents feel about their contact with 4-C staff?

When parents were asked to rate the degree to which their 4-C contact
was personable and understanding, the vast majority, 88%, answered "very."
Of the remainder, 11% answered "somewhat," and 1% answered "not at all."
The highly positive tone of these findings was echoed in the comments of
many respondents who sometimes singled out individual staff members for
their empathy and helpfulness.

What were the most common comments made by parents?

First of all, it is worth noting that the optional comment question at the
bottom of the survey questionnaire elicited an unusual number of comments
for this type of research. Sixty-nine percent of the respondents wrote some
type of comment, a response which in itself attests to the level of interest
in this topic. The majority of comments, 57%, had something positive to say
about the overall service, either with respect to its utility or the
treatment received from 4-C staff. Some examples:

"The staff was friendly the services good, This
service is much needed and very appreciated /
had no other way of finding childcare. / called a
few places in the newspaper and found them very
low quality. The babysitter / found through 4-C
is very nice, normal, and clean. Best of all, my
/8 mo o/d loves her, smiles, waves and says Bye'
when / leave."
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"My special thanks to (staff member/ who helped
make a difficult task somewhat easier Her
friendly and helpful attitude made working with
her a pleasure."

"Just to let you know, / very much appreciated
the service, and it was very comforting to know
that there was another alternative if my sitter
had not worked out. / may be moving within the
year and / would hope that your service is still
available"

Positive comments notwithstanding, respondents also had criticisms or
suggestion for improvements. The majority of these centered on one or both
of two issues: (I) lack of provider screening, and (2) Inadequate selection.
Some examples:

7 suggest you go to the homes to check them
out before you refer them. Not all homes are
clean!"

"The people at 4-C's were very helpful, but
after going to two homes that were
recommended to me by the Council and deciding
/ would not leave my pet let alone my child
there, I went looking elsewhere for
recommendations"

We appreciated the service, however, there are
not many providers in SW Portland."

Not enough names In my area"

Some comments were neither positive nor critical but rather served to
explain a particular choice on one of the questions. Examples of these have
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been given earlier. Overall, the comments provided valuable insights into
parents' responses.

Summary

In general, the evaluation suggested that parents receive a range of
services from 4-C and are quite satisfied with those services. The most
frequently received service is the provision of childcare referrals, and here
the level of satisfaction, while still generally high, is the lowest. The
major reasons for this appear to be the lack of provider screening and
inadequate numbers of providers in certain areas. Although some parents
who receive a childcare referral from 4-C neither make contact nor place
their children with the provider, the majority in this category are still
satisfied with the service. Their comments indicate that they' use the
service as a means of becoming knowledgable consumers in the childcare
market. Aside from the utility of the services themselves, parents'
reactions to 4-C staff tend to be very positive.

Overall, the consumer support for this type of service appears to be high,
although clearly there is concern among many for better screening and an
increase in the supply of providers. Since 4-C appears to be making strides
in both of these areas, future evaluations will be undertaken to determine if
this consumer concern is being adequately addressed.
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REGIONAL
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

for Human Services
'Portland State University

GCSD CARE CCOROINATING COUNCIL (4-C)

CLIENT SURVEY
INSTRUCTIONS: Thank you for participating in this survey. Please answer all questions. Your answers will be kept
confidential and will not be seen byyour employer.

1. In your contact with 4-C, what kinds of services
did you receive? Please check all that apply. For each
service that you check, please tell us whether or not
you were satisfied with it by circling "yes" or "no."

Service

advice about how to select a
childcare provider yes

advice about child
development, disciplining kids,
or combining work and family yes

names of childcare providers yes

referral to other services or
community programs yen

written information yes

other yes

Were you
satisfied?

no

no

no

no

no

no

2. If you received the names of one or more childcare
providers from 4-C, please answer the following
questions by circling your response:

a. Did you contact any of the providers suggested
by 4-C?
1. yes, within a day
2. yes, a day or so later
3. yes, a week or so later
4. yes, several weeks later
5. no, I did not

b. Did you place your child with a provider suggested
by 4-C?
1. yes
2. no

c. Did you place your child with a provider who was
not suggested by 4-C?
1. yes
2. no

d. If you placed your child with a provider who was not
suggested by 4-C, how did you find this provider?
(i.e., through a coworker, friend, church, etc.?)

3. How personable and understanding was the 4-C
staff member to whom you talked?

1. very
2. somewhat
3. not at all

4. Any comments or suggestions about the services that you received?

Again, thanks for your cooperation. Please return your questionnaire in the envelope provided.

,Hp tonal ilmaroh Institute for Human Sorncrra/Portland Mat* 1.1rthmrs lty/P.O. BoR 751/Portland. Oregon 97207
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Appendix E

Example of Contractual Agreement Between 4-C and an Empl c..;?-
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CONTRACT AGREEMENT

WHEREAS the Child Care Coordinating Council ("4-C")

provides referral services for parents who desire child care

services, and 1011111111111 ("Employer") employs individuals and
persons who as parents might benefit from referral services

provided by 4-C; and

WHEREAS 4-C desires to provide its referral services to

the Employer and Employer desires to obtain such services for its

Employees;

NOW, THEREFORE, 4-C and Employer in consideration of
their mutual promises, obligations and conditions set forth
below, agree as follows:

1. Definitions Used in this Agreement. The following

terms have the following meanings:

(a) "Employer" means the above named Employer.

(b) "Employee" shall mean any parent who is a full
or part-time wage or salaried Employee of Employer, excluding

independent contractors.

(c) "Provider" shall mean a person or business in

the Portland Tri-County area who maintains, operates or controls,

whether certified or uncertified, registered or unregistered, a

child-care, day-care, family day- -care, or sick child-care facil-

ity, including centers, homes, before-and-after school care pre-
school, cooperatives, camps, and summer programs for day, night,

and/or week-end care.

1
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(d) "Sick Child Care Provider" shall mean a regis-

tered or unregistered, licensed or unlicensed, person or business

in the Portland Tri-County area who provides babysitting care for

and oversees a child of an Employee in the home or residence of

the Employee during a temporary illness of the child.

(e) "Sick Child" shall mean children between the
ages of 9 months and 12 years of age who are ill or suffering
from a minor, temporary illness, which, in the opinion of the

Employee, does not require any medical, first aid or nursing

services or specialized health care of any kind.

(f) "Ill" or Illness" means temporary, minor, non-

life threatening sickness, limited to Sick Children exhibiting

symptoms of cold, flu, chicken pox, measles, mumps, minor injur-
ies and allergies, and which does not require treatment or care

by medical, first aid, nursing or other health care professionals

or other persons trained in providing health or medical care.

2. Compensation: Employer shall pay to 4-C for 4-C's
services upon execution of this contract or within thirty (30)

days of execution of this contract the sum of $10,430.

3. Contract Term: The duration of this contract is
July 1, 1984 through June 30, 1985. The contract may be termin-
ated by either Employer or 4-C by giving thirty (30) days prior
written notice.

(a) In the event that 4-C or Employer voluntarily

terminates this contract under the provisions of this paragraph
prior to June 30, 1985, 4-C shall refund to Employer within

2
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thirty (30) days of the effective date of termination as set

forth in the termination notice a pro rata portion of the compen-

sation stated in paragraph 2 above based upon the remaining term

of the Agreement. Upon termination of this Agreement all par-

ties' rights and obligations hereunder are discharged.

(b) In the event 4-C is unable to develop the Sick
Child Care services provided in Paragraph 4 (b) and (c), or
cancels such services for whatever reason at its option, this

agreement is not terminated and 4-C shall not be in default under

this Agreement, but 4-C shall refund to Employer a pro rata
portion of the allocated sum for Sick Child Care Services witt;in

thirty (30) days of providing written notice of can'ellation.
The allocated sum for Sick Child Care Services is $ 1,600.

4. 4-C's Services: 4-C agrees to promptly and reason-

ably provide the following services during the contract term: -

(a) Child-Care Referrals: An Employee who desires
a referral to a Provider or Sick Child Care Provider shall call

or write the 4-C office between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. on week-
days. within a reasonable time and after obtaining the Employ-
ee's name, address and any :.=dditioval information necessary to
making a referral, 4-C shall inform said Employee of the name,
address, and telephone number of as many available Providers as

4-C has determined are available for the Employee's child-care
needs or, if requested, as many Sick Child Care Providers as are
available from 4-C's list of Sick Child Care Providers. 4-C is

required to provide a list of not less than two (2) and not more

3
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than five (5) available Providers to any Employee. 4-C shall
provide timely referrals to Providers and Sick Child Care Provi-
ders.

(b) Sick Child Care: 4-C shall use its best
efforts to develop and maintain a list of Sick Child Care Provi-
ders who are available to provide care for a Sick C!ild of an
Employee during work hours. Sick Child Care Providers will be
recruited, interviewed and screened by 4-C staff with respect to
their prior experience. Sick Child Care Providers will provide
their own transportation to an Employee's home or residence.
Sick Child Care Providers shall be bonded for theft. 4-C will
develop criteria and standards for a Provider's qualifications.
Qualifications will consider child care experience, maturity and
dependability. However, 4-C and Employer will not require any
medical, health or nursing background, training or skill of any
Sick Child Care Providers. Sick Child Care Providers, although
screened, interviewed and evaluated by 4-C staff, are not 4-C
Employees or agents, but are independent contractors. Employ
will pay daily rates directly to the Sick Child Care Provider. A
Sick Child Care Provider may set their own rates which will be
quoted to Employees by 4-C staff.

(c) Sick Child Care Development Perioi: 4-C will
require a three month period for developing the Sick Child Care
services to be provided under Paragraph 4 (0 of this Agreement.
4-C will start development on July 1, 1984, and use its best
efforts to implement the service, on or about October 1, 1984.
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4-C, and at its option may choose not to develop such services

under this Agreement.

(d) Placement is Determined by the Employee: Upon a

referral by 4-C, the decision whether or not to place the child

with any Provider or Sick Child Care Provider shall rest solely

with the Employee, and said Employee has the sole and independent

obligation to decide whether or not to place the child with any
such Provider or Sick Child Care Provider. It is expressly

understood that a referral by 4-C to a Provider or Sick Child

Care Provider is neither a recommendation, approval, warranty nor

representation by 4-C regarding the standards, quality, compe-
tence, or adequacy of such Provider, Sick Child Care Provider,
its staff,

equipment,

whether the

Oregon and

whether or

agents, employees, safety, program, food service,

facilities, home or service. 4-C shall determine

Provider is certified or registered with the State of

shall state to the Employee receiving a referral

not the Provider is certified or registered by the

State of Oregon.

(e) Written Information: 4-C shall provide to Employ-

er written information to be distributed to individual Employees

regarding child-care selection, parenting, child development,

and 4-C's referral services as requested by the Employer or an

Employee. 4-C shall provide each Employer with enough copies of
the booklet "Child Care: Finding the Right Option for Your

Family", for their Employee population. Said written information

may include the information set forth in Paragraph 4 herein.
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(f) Workshops: One worleshop shall be held in each
of the Employer's work-sites in the Portland Tri-County area
during the twelve month contract period. Employer has no more
than 80 work-sites Workshops shall be scheduled at the com-
pany's convenience. Workshop topics shall be determined by 4-C.

Potential topics may be provide( by 4-C to Employer and Employ-
ees, and Employees may speciaL.y request 4-C to lc:over a topic of

interest in child care, parenting, and child development issues.

(g) Statistics: Statistics shall be provided to
the Employer on a quarterly basis reflecting the number of

Employees using the referral service. Statistics shall indicate
the number of Employees of the Employer using specific referral
services by job role and work-site and further demonstrating how
many children were served by various age categories.

(h) Annual Evaluation: An annual evaluation of
the service shall be performed by 4-C in conjunction with PSU's
Regional Research Insititute. The evaluation will indicate Em-

ployee satisfaction levels and suggestions for improvement of 4-
C's services, consultations, workshops, and information.

5. Employer Cooperation: Employer shall cooperate
with 4-C's referrals and referrals may be made during working
hours of the Employer. Employee consultations may be provided to

Employees on a one-to-one basis and if provided, Employer shall
cooperate with such consultations and permit such consultations
during Employer's normal business hours. Employees may seek

further assistance regarding parenting, child development, child-
care issues and concerns from 4-C during working hours.
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Employer shall distribute at its own cost and in a

timely manner information and material to its Employees about

services available through 4-C, including informational material

containing the information set forth in Paragraph 4. Means of
distribution shall include brochures, articles in newsletters,

hand-outs for staff meetings, posters on bulletin boards, and
authorized presentations to Employees by 4-C. Employer shall

cooperate with 4-C in the circulation, distribution, and return
of a "Parental Disclaimer" or "Notice to Parents", which shall be
provided by 4-C.

The Employer shall cooperate in scheduling workshops
described in Paragralia 4 (f). Employer shall cooperate with
internal advertising regarding the services to be provided by 4-
C.

Employer shall cooperate and assist 4-C in gathering
and collecting the necessary information for providing said sta-
tistics.

Employer shall insure maximum coordination of services
within the Employer and that the Employer shall designate a
contact person to be responsible for coordinating activities and

responsibilities under this agreement.

6. Financial and Legal Responsibility of the Parties:

(a) The financial responsibility for child-care
and Sick Child Care received or reserved by an Employee shall
rest with said Employee. Neither Employer nor 4-C shall be
liable for any deficiency in payment or for any non-payment by an
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Employee. Employees shall pay Providers and Sick Child Care
Providers directly for all child care services and neither 4-C
nor Employer shall be liable for non-payment of such fees.

(b) Solely by virtue of adding Employer to 4-C's
contract of liability insurance as set forth in Paragraph 7
below, 4-C on its part, by and through such insurance, and only
to the extent of such insurance coverage and only if such insur-
ance coverage is provided, agrees to hold Employer harmless from
any and all liability, loss, claims, demands, judgments, cost or
damages that are occasioned by 4-C's negligence in the perfor-
mance or non-performance of this contract, except as the same may
be occasioned by Employer's negligence.

7. Liability Insurance:

(a) 4-C shall maintain general comprehensive lia-
bility insurance in the amount of $5,000,000. Employer shall pe
added to this policy by virtue of a hold-harmless agreement
issued by insurer. 4-C shall cooperate and make available from
the insurer cr insurance agent upon written request by the
Employer an opportunity to inspect and review 4-C's general
comprehensive liability policy and said hold-harmless agreement.

(b) If insurance is terminated and other insurance
cannot be obtained for this service by 4-C or if 4-C's insurer
will not or refuses to add Employer to the policy, then this
agreement is terminated and 4-C shall refund a pro rata portion
of the compensation paid by Employer based upon the remaining
term of this Agreement.
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8. Default: Failure by either party to perform any

term, convenant or condition of this Agreement shall constitute a

breach of the Agreement.

9. Remedies on Default:

(a) In the event of breach by 4-C of its obliga-

tions under this Agreement, Employer shall be entitled to imme-

diately terminate this Agreement and to demand a refund of a pro

rata portion of the compensation stated in Paragraph 2 above

based upon the remaining term of the Agreement.

(b) In the event of breach by Employer of its

obligations under the Agreement, 4-C shall be entitled to imme-

diately terminate this Agreement and to retain the full amount of

compensation paid by Employer to 4-C as stated in Paragraph 2

above.

(c) In addition to the remedies provided above in

the event of default under this Agreement, 4-C and Employer shall

be entitled to all remedies available at law.

(d) If suit or action is instituted to determine

any matter in controversy under this Agreement or to enforce the

terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled

to recover from the cther party such sums as the court may

adjudge as reasonable attorney's fees at rial and on appeal

therefrom.

10. Assignment. Employer may not assign its responsi-

bilities and duties under this agreement. 4-C may not assign its

rights or duties under this contract without Employer's written

consent being first obtained.
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11. Independent Contractor: It is hereby understood

that 4-C is an independent contractor and not an agent or
Employee of Employer and *ham. 4-C's agents, servants and employ-
ees are not and shall not be considered as agents, servants or

Employees of Employer. Furthermore, all Providers and Sick Child

Care Providers are independent contractors and are not an agent,

servant or employee of 4-C or Employer.

DATE:

DATE:

,7-

10

EMPLOYER'S AUTHORIZED AGENT,
OFFICER, OR DIRECTOR

Child Care Coordinating Council

AUTHORIZED AGENT, OFFICER,
OR DIRECTOR
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